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Contemporary Protestantism Is frequently arc! forceful¬

ly criticised for its neglect of the problem of culture* Fop

example, Christopher Dawson, a Roman Catholic, accuses Protes¬

tant theology of enforcing such & strict separation between re¬

ligion and culture that no room. Is left "for any positive con¬

ception of Christian culture* Ho points to the rigor with which

the "otherness" of the divine is pronounced by "orthodox" and

"mo-orthodox" theologians as indicative of a fear "lest the

transcendent divine values of Christianity be endangered by

any identification or association of them with the relative

human values of culture

Shore is much, truth In such charges* The situation

which they describe is in no small part a reaction against

'the liberal theology of the late nineteenth and early twenti¬

eth centuries* Yet, the divorce of culture and religion in

current "mo-orthodoxy" is one extreme, Just as the simple

identification of the two in recent liberalism is the other *

Hence, the question arisesI Is there no mid-point? Is there

no "via media" which combines creatively and dynamically the

"no" of stringent orthodoxy with the "yes" of naive liberal¬

ism? Paul Tillich's formulation of the religion-culture
M

dialectic intends to bo a middle way*

Christopher Dawson, Understanding Europe* p* 10*

ix



The purpose of Ms thesis is to present in a coherent

whole Tilltch's dialectical concept and theology of culture *

Thus it is expository in eharaeter, for the most part* The

Ideas of HoinhoM Hlobahr and Karl Barth or© introduced as

contrasting shades of
^ darkness and light to give sharper defi¬

nition to the subject* A critical estimate of Tillichls -thought

Is reserved for the final section*

Hi© exposition itself is in two parts* corresponding

to TiHIch*s systematic development of the problem* In the

first part consideration is given to the theological and philo¬

sophical substructure underlying fllUch* s interpretation of

contemporary culture * Basic definitions, key concepts,
*

functional principles and relationships aro Investigated*

Thon notice is taken of tho application of these conceptual
*

tools in the framework of his theology of culture*

The second part (beginning at Chapter VI) is concerned

with Till lob* s analysis of recent and contemporary cultural
»

movements. It aims to set forth the spiritual substance which

he finds implicit in economic, social, political, artistic,

literary, psychological, philosophical and theological movements

At this point in the study one realises that Tillioh1® theology

of culture is nuch more than an academic exercise. It is a

serious and profound attempt to discover the spiritual forces

at work in the present crisis of civilisation* More than that,

it is an interpretation of the drama betwoon the divine and the



demonic which is being enacted on the stag© of historical tirao

with human beings as the principal characters,

SUhe element of crisis, central in current theology,

appears as a Leitmotif in fillich's thought as presented in
the following chapters, Karl Berth also talks and writes in

terms of crisis. But the crisis that Berth envisages is time-

loss in its relevance| it inheres in the human situation as

such, In a general way, flllich shares this view, for he too

knows that man as man stands always in & state of crisis when

ho is confronted by the boundaries of human possibilities and
*

the demands of vital religion*

Bat the crisis which is at the center of Tlllleh's

concern has a particular and concrete as well as a universal

and abstract character* It is a crisis that is not only

tirelessly Inherent in the human situation in general, but

also timely in its special relevance, a crisis peculiar to

the procent situation. It is this concern with our imraodiate

historical existence that gives fillich's theology of culture

its unique vitality and cotsmanding IImportance,

Although Ms concepts and analysis raise serious

questions air! manifest glaring contradictions, one must

respect his intention to stimulate a new awareness of the

divine in every area of life—an awareness which will enable

us to respond creatively and rederptively to this time of
m

crisis.



CHAPTER I

TILLICH OH CULTURE: HIS STANDPOINT AND DIALECTIC

X. Tillich's Religious Standpoint

Whenever one consMers the problem of culture, one

faces not only contingencies and relativities which make it

difficult to establish a reliable frame of meaning, but also

the fact that every critic is inevitably involved in the

material he is trying to survey. Complete detachment and
'St-

absolute objectivity—norms for certain types of scientific

investigation—are impossible for a valid interpretation of

culture. They distort the truth that culture belongs to man

and man belongs to culture, that he creates it and it ful¬

fills him.

Moreover, the empirical method, based on rational

presuppositions and dependent upon calculable facts, is in¬

capable of penetrating the complexities of freedom and

creativity inherent in cultural phenomena. The depth of

meaning expressed in the creative act is beyond rationally

intelligible systems.

Thus, a reliable interpretation of culture must b©

prefaced, as Tillich acknowledges, with the statement of the

interpreter's viewpoint and the establishment of a suitable

method of approach. The first of these matters is the con¬

cern of this chapter; the methodology appropriate to the

"cultural sciences" is presented in Chapter IV.

1
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The priority given to the presentation and elabora¬

tion of Tillleh's standpoint is confirmed by the recognition

that the interpreter's standpoint determines, not only the

selection of material, but also the position from which it

is judged. Any concept of culture which denies its stand¬

point is useless, as Tillich notes, until its "normal concept"

(Hormhegrlff. the statement of a "norm" or "standpoint"},

preliminary to and presupposed in every other statement, has

been clarified. Every culture requires the acknowledgment

of its standpoint before it can have any meaning**
The standpoint which is explicit in and supports

Paul Tillich's concept of culture is contained in one word:

religion. To determine the .meaning, appropriateness and

adequacy of Tillich's "religious standpoint," one must ex¬

plore his definition of "religion" and "culture" and inquire

into the relationship between them. The quintessence of

this crucial matter is contained in the following formula:

Religion is the direction crelatedness, of the
spirit toward unconditional meaningj culture Is
the direction of the spirit toward conditioned
forms. Both meet in a directing toward the
completed unity of the forms of meaning which
for culture is the conclusion, but for religion
is simply a symbol which is simultaneously con¬
firmed and denied by the unconditional.^

%'&ul Tillich, "liber die Idee elner Theologie der
Kultrur," Philoaophisehe Vortrage, Kantgesellscheft, no.2k,
pp. 29-30.

^Paul Tillich, "Reltgicnaphilosophie," Lehrbuch der
Philosophic, ed. Max Dessoir, p. 799.
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Religion, as Tilllch sees it, has a double meaning*

In the largest and most basic sense, it Is "direction toward

the unconditional." As such, it transcends every formal

expression of man's cultural life. It cannot be limited

to the symbols and rites of any particular religious tradi¬

tion.

!!or can religion in this sense be Identified with

any special psychic or spiritual function. The history of

religion witnesses eoapellingly to this fact. When religion

has been identified with the moral function, it 1ms become

subservient to morality. As long as it has supported the

prevailing standards, it has been accented! but in the

moment it asserts its own claims, it has either been silenced

or lias been cast away as subversive of morality. Often

religion ha a been sated with the cognitive function and

thus conceived as a snoeial way to knowledge. However,

when pure knowledge, strengthened by the success of scien¬

tific work, lias triumphed, religion has become subordinate

and has been declared irrelevant to knowledge. Again,

religion has been joined with tho esthetic function. But

when it has refused to acknowledge that art is religion. It

has been expelled from the artistic realm. Finally, it lias

been identified with & function that accompanies every

activity and function of man's spiritual life, that is, feel¬

ing. However, when this lias happened, religion has lost its
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seriousness. Without a definite object of emotion, without

ultimate content, it has died**
The prolonged and unsuccessful efforts to identify

religion with any special psychic or spiritual function

point to the fact that in its deepest sense, religion Is

beyond any and every human function and that its inherent

claim to unconditionality is sacrificed when it is made one

function alongside other functions. Ilenco, so far as

Tilllch is concerned, none of the theories proposed—by

Hegel, who assigned religion to the theoretical side of the

mind, or by Kant, who assigned it to the practical side,

or by Sehleieraaeher, who assigned it to the emotional

side—has been able to maintain itself.^"
Only as "ultimate concern" can one grasp, according

to Tillich, the fullest meaning of religion. This defini¬

tion Is designed to give proper emphasis to both the "uncon¬

ditional'' and "existential" aspects of religion.

Unconditional Implies independence of any conditions

of character, desire or circumstance. It also conveys the

idea of "totality"—" no part of ourselves or of our world

3paul Tillich, "Religion," Han *3 Right to Knowledge
(2nd Series), pp» 80-81.

^Cf • Paul Tillich, "Krnst 'froeltsch," Rant-Studlen
xxix, 352-353*



is excluded from it. Unconditional refers to an exper¬

ience of radical affirmation on the basis of radical

negation—the negation of existing things, the negation of

personal life. It does not denote a new reality, beside or

above other realities. That would only mean another thing

subject to negation. On the contrary, the unconditional,

which is the ultimate in ultimate concern, "breaks-through"

all reality. It is at the same time the absolute "no" and

the absolute "yes" to everything. It is not something which

is in being, nor is it the substance or totality of what is

in being. The unconditional is that which is transcendent

("beyond being" - Uberseinde) in being. "It is something

and nothing in purest form." But, explains Tillich, even

the predicate "is" disguises the fact that one is dealing

not with an existent reality, but with a "symbolic reality"

(Sinwirklichkeit)—the ultimate and profound reality which
6

shatters all things and builds them up anew.

The "existential" aspect implies that the ultimate

given in religious experience "is the object of total sur¬

render, demanding also the surrender of our subjectivity

while we look at it. It Is a matter of infinite passion and

5
Paul Tillich, Systematic Theology, I, p.12.
Uber die Idee einer Theologie der Kultur , pp.35-36.
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Interest (Kierkegaard), making us its object whenever we

try to make it our object#"7
If religion is what concerns man ultimately, then

it is Impossible for his to be genuinely irreligious. For

one cannot reject religion "with ultimate seriousness, if

ultimate seriousness, or the state of being ultimately

concerned, is itself religion," Hor is it possible to

imagine any historical moment in the past, present or future

in which man is without religion. For

Fan is that being which by his very nature is
ultimately concerned and therefor© essentially
religious. Ho may not accept this situation;
he may fight against it. He may try to escape
the shaking experience of being grasped by an
ultimate concern. He way express the ultimate
in mythical, theological, philosophical,
poetic, political or any other terras. He raay
avoid 'religious symbols* in the narrower,
traditional sense of the word. But he cannot
avoid religion In the larger, more profound
and more universal sense. Religion lasts as
long as man lasts. It cannot disappear in
human history because a history without reli¬
gion Is not human history, which is a history
in which ultlmt'e concerns are at stake#"

It follows, that religion in this basic sense is

everywhere present. It is implied in every realm of human

existence# "It is the ultimate concern in all preliminary

concerns, the center of all theoretical and practical

7Systematic Theology. p*X2»
®"folicion", p.82#
9?aul Tillich, "Vertical and Horizontal fhinking,"

The American Scholar (Winter 1945-^8}, xv, 102-103.
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activities, the inexhaustible iseaning in everything that lias

meaning,Religion Is manifest in the moral sphere as the

unconditional seriousness of the moral demand, in the realm

of knowledge as the passionate longing for ultimate truth,

and in the esthetic sphere as the infinite desire to ex¬

it
press absolute meaning.

After this first and central meaning has been estab¬

lished, a second and narrow definition must follow. Religion

in the restrictive sens© refers to the concrete,, historical

forms In which man's ultimate concern finds expression. It

denotes the symbols and rites of particular traditions and

institutions. It includes belief in a divine being Cor

beings) and the cults organized around this belief, the devo¬

tional practices of individuals and groups, the intellectual,

emotional and ethical content of religious systems. Religion

in this sense is one special sphere of man's cultural life,

that is, the sphere where reference to his ultimate concern,

where direction toward the unconditional is definite and

explicit.

The significance of this secondary meaning estab¬

lishing the cultural aspect of religion lies in the fact that

^®?aul miiciu '*Trends in Religious Thought that
Affect Social Outlook, Religion and the World Order,
ed. by P. Ernest Johnson, p.17*

llnReligion," pp. 81-82.
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"direction toward th© unconditional" cannot be achieved

except through cultural forms* Therefore culture has a

claim upon religion which cannot be relinquished. It is in

th© position of deciding the form in which ultimate concern

crust express itself# It provides the symbols by which the

unconditional ground and abyss of meaning Is designated.

"Religion in 'thus dependent upon and determined by the cul-
12

tural farras in which It is realised# Tillich staaaarlses

the situation in this sentence: "Culture is the form of the

expression of religion and religion is the substance of

culture#

Consequently religion and culture may not properly

be placed in sharp juxtaposition* for farm and substance

belong together# It Is meaningless to posit the one without

the other. From the point of view of its form, every reli¬

gious act is a cultural act# And in so far as every cultural

act lias moaning, it Is substantially religious.

■^Paul Tillich, The Interpretation of Illstor?# P#5G#
Of. Christopher Dawson: "....however universal and splrit-
ual a religion may be, it can never escape the necessity
of becoming incarnated In culture and clothing itself in
social Institutions and traditions.###" (Christopher Dawson,
Heligion and Culture, p#£lj.).

^"■Religionsphilosophie," p# 800#
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There is only this difference:

In religion the substance which Is the uncon¬
ditional source and abyss of meaning Is
designated, and the cultural forms serve as
symbols for itj whereas, in culture the form,
which. la the conditioned meaning Is designated,
and tho substance, which Is the unconditional
meaning becomes perceptible only, indirectly
throughout the autonomous form.™

In other words, culture alias at unity of forms and recognises

only implicitly the demand for substance of meaning. Where¬

as religion does not have in mind the totality of forms, but

rather aims to make explicit the unconditional substance of

meaning.

The unity and difference between religion and culture

is Illustrated in the situation of a person who Is impressed

by the celling paintings in the .9 istine Chapel and who asks

whether his experience is religious or cultural. On the

basis of the foregoing propositions, the only adequate ans¬

wer would be, as fillich suggests, that the experience is

"cultural as to form, and religious as to substance." It Is

cultural because no special "ritual-activity" Is Involvedj

It la religious because it raises a question as to the ultim¬

ate meaning of human existence. This answer is in accord

with the essence of each and brings into focus their Inter¬
ne

action, It highlights the definitions given in the original

3-%'he Interpretation of History, p. 50.
15Ibid., p. J|9.
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formula: religion is direction toward the unconditi onal

{or man*s ultimate concern) and culture is direction toward

conditional forms of meaning (or the whole of mn's prelim-
16

lnary concerns—personal, social, historical).

2, The Dialectic

lispllcd in the above formulations is a hidden,

ambiguous, dialectical movement which is made explicit in

the following proposition:

The unconditional character of man's connection
with the holy, Implies that there is no Essential
but only Existential difference between religion
and culture. Culture as the totality of man's
spiritual creativity is Essentially the ex¬
pression of man's ultimate concern. But Existon-
fcially it lias the tendency to isolate itself from
the connection with the holy and to become aocular #3*7

T» S, Eliot holds to the sane proposition. Ho
writes; "We nay ask whether any culture could cone into
being, or maintain Itself, without a religious basis. We
may go further and ask whether what we call culture, and
what wo call the religion of a people are not different
aspects of the same thing; the culture being, essentially,
the incarnation (so to speak) of the religion of a people
(Dotes Towards the Definition of Culture, p« 27}•
Cf, Dawson: "The relation between religion and culture

Is always a two-sided one. The way of life influences the
approach to religion, and the religious attitude influences
the way of life" (op, cit., p, 57)* Cf# Eerdyaev: "Culture
is the development of IKe religious cult, of its differen¬
tiation and the unfolding of its content. Philosophy,
science, architecture, painting, sculpture, music, poetry
and morality are all integrally comprised in the ecclesiasti¬
cal cult in an undifferentiated and undeveloped form.,,.
Every culture (even the material one) is spiritual and the
product of the creative work of the spirit as apelied to the
natural element" The Meaning of History, pp. 212-213.

3*7Paul Tlllieh, "Propositions" for Systematic Theology
Volume II, Part iv, p# 7*
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The word "existential" in the above statement refers

to mm*® experience of something other than the essential

harmonious relation between religion and culture# Man knows

two separate areas—.one called "religion" and the otter

called "culture#" He finds a competitive tension between

them: religion stands against culture and culture stands

against religion. He encounters "a temple beside a town

hall* a lord1s Supper beside a daily supper* prayer beside
18

work* meditation beside research* 'caritaa* beside *oros•*"
The split between religion and culture is the basis

of the ambiguity of the cultural life. It accounts for tho

fact that no cultural function is essential or existential

only. Elements of both are always present and interpenetra¬

ting. Pour sets of categories are used by Tlllieh to

describe this ambiguity:"^
1} Culture as the expression of man's spiritual life

bears the marks of creative and destructive tensions at the

same time. All cultural activities and systems are moved

by the pull between for® and freedom* conservation and revo¬

lution, collectivity and individuality. On the one hand,

creativity is manifest in the possibility of balancing and

£
Paul Tlllieh* The Protestant 'Ira, p. £9#

following paragraphs are based upon formula¬
tions in the zsincographed "Propositions" for Part IV of
Systematic Theology. Vol# II* and on the basis of lecture
not^es*1''
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transcending these tensions in the direction of meaningful

substance. On the other hand* destruetivcriess appears in the

predominance of one side of the tension above the other,

leading either to an overwhelming reaction of the one side

to the other or to its complete suppression, hither case

means death for the cultural system.

2} Culture as a reflection of the separation and

reunion of human existence- 1ms a tendency to be total and

fragmentary at the same tine. Its total character is seen

in the rolatodness of every sphere to the ultimate life

principle which binds them all together. Its fragmentary

character appears in the separation of particular functions

from one another, as, for example, when the economic and

social realms are set against the artistic and religious

realms and also in the partial disruption of th© essential

unity of theory and practice within every cultural activity*

"Theory, separated from practice, is unconcerned, intuition

or Utopian criticism of the realities of cultural life.

Practice, separated front theory, is mechanical traditionalism
Pf)

or arbitrary activism," The polarity between the total

mid fragmentary character of all cultt.tr© emphasises the im¬

possibility of a "perfect culture". It denies all perfection¬

ism so long as perfectionism implies that in existence the

^"Propositions," p. 12,
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ambiguities of culture can ever be fully overcome. At the

stole time, this polarity affirms that the highest form of

the unity of the total and the fragmentary character of cul¬

ture is sacrifice, that is, the sacrifice of form for the

sake of meaning, The supreme example of this sacrifice,

declares Tillich, is to be found in religious symbols,

3) Culture as the actualization of man* s spiritual

being contains greatness and tragedy at the same time. It

has greatness in so far as it expresses its inexhaustible

ground of meaning; it has tragedy in so far as it attempts

to dissociate itself from its ultimate meaning, Greatness

is measured in terms of power of being, in terras of the par¬

ticipation of a cultural act or object in ultimate creativity.

Every cultural form 1ms some greatness and this .is what makes

it subject to tragedy. For tragedy strikes that which is

great because it is great. It consists in the confusion

between conditioned form and unconditional substance, or in

finite meaning trying to make itself infinite. The gravest

tragedy is the idol—some fragmentary element which claims

greatness for itself. However, greatness and tragedy are

always interdependent in such a way that no cultural act Is

tragic alone or great alone. The highest form of the unity

of greatness and tragedy is expressed in tragic art, in which

morals, culture, and religion are united.
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ij.) The final set of polar concepts concerns the

ambiguity of the holy and the profane in ©very cultural activ¬

ity. Every cultural act has holiness in so far as its divine

background is clearJ and every cultural act is demonically

distorted In so far as it makes on© finite reality infinite

and universal. It is not necessary at this point to corsnent

further on these two conceptsJ for besides witnessing to

the ambiguity of cultural life, they express the basic dia¬

lectic underlying the split between religion and culture,

and, therefore, are discussed in detail later in this chapter.

How, all of these ambiguities are present in every

cultural function, including religion, in so far as it ex¬

presses itself in cultural forms. "Religion has holiness,

greatness, uniting and creative power as the receptive of the

infinite. Religion lias demonic, tragic, disruptive and de¬

structive implications as the expression of it In forms of

Existential finitude. The religious life is the highest
21

glory and deepest shame of man," nevertheless, it is

in religion that the quest for that which transcends the

ambiguities of culture, for a "trans-cultural culture," is

to be found.

The inner ambiguity of culture and religion comes to

full focu3 in the message which denies both, and yet is

subject to both, namely, the message of the Cross. Per "the

21Lqe. cit.
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Word of tli© Gross, too, became religion in the moment it was

uttered, and it became culture in the moment it was per¬

ceived. But its greatness and the proof of its absoluteness

is that it denies again and again the religion and culture
22

that proclaim It," In the power of this unique manifes¬

tation, present in every manifestation of the divine, religion

and culture co-exist. They are dependent on that which denies

their separation.

The Word of the Cross, pointing to the "pre-mytholog-

ieal" unity of unconditional sub-stance and conditioned

forms, testifies to the impossibility of secular culture.

For secular culture, like atheism, presupposes unconditional

meaning and expresses ultimate concern.^
Likewise, the Cross leaves no room for .any special

religious sphere of culture, or even for holy objects or

"sanctified" methods of religious perception. It opens the

way for any reality to become a bearer of the mystery of the

divine, nothing is excluded frcm being religious lust be¬

cause nothing is designated as religious on the basis of
2k

special qualities.

22Ta® Interpretation of History, p.. 23)u
23cf. "Two Types of Philosophy of Religion," p. 12.
^^Systeamtlc Theology, p. 118. Of. Jaspers doctrine

of "ciphers": there £s nothing which cannot be a "cipher,"
i.e., which may not In a favorable moment give intuition of
Transcendence or being-in-Itself.
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While the Word of the Cross confirms the essential

unity of religion and culture, it denies every human claim

to recapture this unity. It may indeed be anticipated or

even indicated at certain periods of history, called

theonoraouo» But a complete overcoming of their separation

belongs to the Kingdom of God and is not the result of human

endeavor*

Therefore, under the condition of existence, three

possible relations between culture and religion are to be

reckoned with. First, there is the possibility that the

two my be mutually indifferent. This relation Is known

as Mautonomy*n It is reached when cultural forme are created

without reference to their religious content. Autonomy always

involves two elements: obedience to laws of form and resist¬

ance to unconditional meaning. It is obedience in so far as

it subjects forms to the unconditional demand for moaning;

it is resistance in so far as it denies unconditional mean¬

ing. Autonomous culture is thus simultaneously "hybria" and

"gift of G-od."2^
The second relation is achieved by elevating some

preliminary, cultural concern to the place of ultimate concern-

religion. here unconditional meaning and authority are

claimed for a particular form (more often than not, a reli¬

gious form) as over against all other forms. This relation

e1 lgionsph ilosophle, pp • 800 , 801. "
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is called "heteroxiony" arid opposes the "cultural hybrIs" of
?6

autonomy Tilth "religious hybris*"
The third relation occurs when conditioned forms

become vehicles for the unconditioned, that is, when cul¬

tural creations are fulfilled in the content of ultimate

meaning. This relationship between culture and religion is

called "fchconomy" and marks the balancing of autonomy and

heteronomy which remain as tensions within tbeoncsay.

TheonoE-iy represents the partial achievement of a priori,

essential unity aid thus anticipates the Kingdom of God*2?

and religion have to do with on© another, a basic dialectic

Can unconditional "yes" and "no") is presupposed. When it

is repressed, as in autonomy and heterojioisy, a break-up

follows* And by contrast, its expression in thecmomy is. the

power which preserves the balance. This dialectic is at the

heart of Paul Tillich's concept of culture. It is the ex¬

pression of the union and separation which characterize the

religion-culture relationship. And, at the same tirae, it

witnesses to the primary truth that separation is related to

union. Tllllch summarizes this matter in the following metaphors

Under all the conditions of existence where culture
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If we imagine the Import (or ultima to moaning)
to bo the sun, and form to bo the orbit of a
planet, then for every farm of culture the:1© is
proximity to and distance from the sun or tho
import. If, on the one hand» It is the power
of til© sun which is revealed in nearness to the
sun, it is, on the other hand, the peculiar
power in the movement of planets which is ex¬
pressed in the distance frost the sun; and yot,
it is the sun itself which supports both near¬
ness and distance ,20

The above metaphor accents the view that all cultural phenom¬

ena are on the periphery of reality and yot are related to

its center, its inviolable core,

3. The Holy and the Profane.

The dialectic between religion and culture has its

roots in the dialectic between tho holy and tho profane,

Every philosophy of religion and every theology of culture

rests, in Tillteh*s view, on this final dialectic. Hence,

a briof review of his treatment of this dialectic is in order.

20Paul Tillich, "Kcligl&aer Stll urxd religi&sor
Staff in <ier blldenden Kunst," Pa® ileue Deutschland (1921),
ix, 1$$. T. B. Eliot suggests that the' unity of 3r©ligioaa
and culture remains on the unconscious level, upon which
wo have superimposed a conscious structure wherein religion
and culture are contrasted and. can be opposed.9 But the
contrast "Impose® a strain: we escape from this strain by
attempting to revert to an identity of religion and culture
which prevailed at a more primitive stage... .Hence..... I air.
obliged to maintain two contradictory positions: that
religion and culture are aspects of one unity, and that
they are two different and contrasted things. (Eliot,
on. cit., pp. 68-69)•
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Holiness is a quality of the unconditional* An act

or object is holy in so far as it is related to the uncon¬

ditional, in so far as it is a bearer of unconditional mean¬

ing* And it is profane to the extent that it fails to give

expression to the unconditional*

All reality is in tension between the holy and the

profane* Reality which has affirmed fully its ground of

meaning, which has achieved holiness , is tlie realized

Kingdom of God* But, Tllllch insists, the Kingdom of God

is symbol and not reality, since unconditional meaning cannot

be placed beside conditioned meaning or even beside the

totality of meanings, as Clod cannot stand "beside" the world.

What stands beside one object is another object and there¬

fore cannot be God* The unconditional has the quality of

being inexhaustibly holy* If its holiness could be exhausted

in any single object, or in any totality, then it would be

finite and not unconditional*

Just as every negative can live only by the power of

the positive that it negates, so every thing that is profane

is dependent upon the holy. And as unconditional holiness

is totally beyond finite possibility, so the completely pro¬

fane, which is the Satanic, or destruction without creation,

is not really possible. All roality, then, must rove within

til© polarity of the holy and the profane.
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In other words,, all reality contains the affirmation

and the denial of "the finite by the unconditional," It is

affirmed "in the sense that the finite is supported In its

depths by a substance greater than any single phenomenom,"
It is denied in the sense that It is not appearance as such

which gives it this quality, for the appearance of all
29

reality Is rejected by the holy as such,

The nature of this denial or the negative aspect of

the profane, Is clarified in fllUch* s discussion of the re¬

lationship between the profane and the demonic. He shows

how the profane Is Itself an attempt to- overcome the demonic

by subjecting it to rational for®. But in the process, the

divine depth Is lost j its creative aspects are denied, "In
so far as the profane is the realisation of a pure rational

form, it means the overcoming of the demonic j and in so far

as it must re©.©gpalse the resistance to the realisation of

rational for®. It falls back Into the demonic," Or to- state

the matter from the point of the divine, it can be said

that: "In so far as the demand that pure form be realised

is contained in the divine, profanimation is affirmation of

the divine. In so far as absolute transcendence over- every

form is contained in the divine, the profane means negation

of .the divine,"3®

^"Beliglonsphiiosophie," p. 806.
3Qiha Interpretation of History, p. Ill,
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Thus the dialectical character of both the holy and

the profane leads to the conclusion that there is no ground

for holiness in things themselves, There is no preferred

sphere, there are no persons, scriptures, coraaunities, insti¬

tutions, or actions that arc in themselves holy. Ilor are

there any which are in themselves profane. Nevertheless,

there are things and people, forms and processes, which possess

overwhelming symbolic power and whose meanings are realised in

becoming holy. The mark of symbolical power Is the ecstatic

character and fee potentiality for expressing unconditional

meaning which a thing receives through subjective Intention.

For considering the inner ecstatic quality of a

person or thing, Tlllich offers tho following classification:

Autonomy looks at everything from the point of view of the

ideal unity of tho holy and the profane. It seeks to trans¬

cend the immediately given through an Ideal demand; it turns

ecstasy into enthusiasm for the Ideal. The weakness of

autonomy Is that it does not see that Ideal being Is deter¬

mined by tii© unconditional» "It forgets in tho presence of

tho thing as it Is its ground» and in the presence of the

tiling as It should be the abyss," On the other hand,

Tietoronorty taires the view point of the aupranatural, assert¬

ing that the holy has so identified itself with tho holy

object that It lias raised the object Into a higher sphere and
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has thus set It over against everything else profane* In

heteronosy the insight is lost that the holiness of a being

is achieved through the negation of its irrtsediai© existence.

It does not remember that the holy object is on the sane

level as all other objects.33-
Where&e both autonomy and heteronasy contradict the

dialectical character of the holy, theonomy preserves it,

Theonomrj rejects idealism because it does not put ideal

forms tinder the "no" of the unconditional, thus depriving

of their holiness real forms in a false manner as well as

making ideal forms holy in a false manner# It rejects

supernatur®" ism because it sanctifies, a definite form in and.

of itself, and thereby excludes all others. In contrast to

both, theonomy penetrates Into the dialectical character of

the holy and of ecstasy—the character of inner transcend¬

ence. It recognizes that while the unconditioaal breaks

through all forms, it has no for® itself. In this way

theonosy preserves both the positive and negative elements

of the holy# The first makes the holy that which blesses,

that which drives toward unconditional fulfillraent. The

second transforms the holy into the untouchable, the "taboo#"

Prora the first results the strivings of religion; from the

second, the denial which Is necessary if on© would become a

"vessel to receive grace*"3^

a"n^"^liglon^hiles^hie,'" " "'
3£jbid.. p# 808#
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4* Concluding Ohsorvafcions.

a. Adequacy of I'lillchte standpoint.

The essential relation between religion as "direction

toward the uneond11ional" and the meaningful substance ex¬

pressed in cultural creativity affirms the necessity, valid¬

ity and universality of Tillich* s religious standpoint*

Only a standpoint sensitive to the ultimate concern implied

in all preliminary concerns can provide a sraitable interpre¬

tation of cultural life,

Tillich* s religious standpoint and the principle it

embodies is, on the- one land, an intuition into the ultimate

character of reality, and on the otter hand, an expression

of a basic attitude. Both may be defined, simply as a mean¬

ingful approach to reality. Shis intuition ate attitude is

not a special function, but rather an understanding such as

is inherent in all cultural activity. Every branch of

culture, even the most exact, the most subject to methodical

technique, contains fundamental presuppositions rooted neither

in formal evidence nor in material possibility, but in a

decision for the moaningfulness of reality as a whole, "The

moaningfulness of reality as a whole" connotes the principle

that informs but does not exhaust itself in cultural creativity.

It constantly breaks through cultural forms and yet is beyond

every particular form ate beyond the totality of forms and

therefore can never be a form beside other forms. It Is the
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religious principle or standpoint. But the identification

of this principle with a particular ecclesiastical tradition

is a denial of the religious standpoint and a rationalisa¬

tion of spirit which hinders creative activity.

b» Tillichls use of the dialectical method.

In his fiiridameJital use of the dialectical methead,

Tillich has ranch more in common with the older behoi ling

than with Hegel, The latter*s dialectic of nspirit" docs

not allow for a real distinction between essence and ex¬

istence. Movement of affiliation and negation through the

stages of thesis and anti-thesis toward inevitable, unsmbiglous

aysthesis is for Hegel a law of progress. To the contrary

.Schilling -and Tillich propose an existential dialectic which

ie never nor© than a method, of describing the movement of

life in its inner tensions and contradictions and in its

trend toward more embracing unities. Consequently, both

offer substantially the same criticism of the. Hegelian

method.33 They describe alike the radical separation be¬

tween essence and existence and speak in similar terras of

the dynamic immanence of the divine overcoming the separation.

^%illich*s criticism of Hegel is set forth at
length In the address, "Hegel," delivered on the centenary
of his death and published in the Scgnluy: meaielnyorstand-
lleher Vorfcrage und Schriffcen aus debi "Oebiet dor Sieologle
-^Igl^ipi&lch'te. I'jIS. TfThE-grew1." H&'-elU dialectic

but in the end it lost its
openness and flexibility*
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On this point both men have been influenced by Jakob D&hrae* a

analysis of clivin© creativity in terns of "primal ground"

(Ur?--rund), "abysmal nought," and "formless onni-posslbillty"

(nestalt lose AlLniogllchkeXfc) And Tillich*s picture of

the mystical experience or ecstasy which perceives "the holy

bond of unity tinderlying all tilings," is strikingly similar

to Schilling*3*

On the whole, significant parallels are to be ex¬

pected in view of Tillich* s early grounding in and love

for Schelling*s mystical philosophy of nature. His is an

influence that Tillich has always been glad to acknowledge.

^ITicolas Berdyaev provides a significant parallel
to Tillich on this and many other points (Cf . The meaninr;
of History., pp. ) • For an instructive comparison, see
tteubndy, op. cit., pp. 7-9*



CHAPTER II

BARTII, UIEBUHR, AM) TILLICH OH CULTURE:
CONTRASTS AND COMPARISONS

It must be remembered in comparing Paul Tillleh's

interpretation with Karl Barths's and Heinhold Niebuhr's that

Tillich deals with culture directly and systematically, while

Barth and Rlehubr treat it only in an indirect and disorgan¬

ized fashion, Yet all three share a common standpoint,

religion, thus ranking possible an instructive comparison*

1* Karl Barth

Tillich*s dialectical approach cones into sharp focus

beside Berth1® extreme dualism. The letter's whole inter¬

pretation is summed up in the first commandment: nI am the

Lord thy Godj thou shalfc have no other gods beside sae." By

way of explanation Barth adds: "If I have a system, it is

limited to a recognition of what Kierkegaard called 'the in¬

finite qualitative distinction' between time and eternity,

and to my regarding this as possessing negative as well as

positive significance: 'God is in heaven, and thou art on
1

earth*'" However, when Barth comes to demonstrate this

principle, he applies the positive exclusively to God, rejecting

%srl 3arth, Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans,
trans* by Edwin. C. Hoskyns, p* lift* War other' pas'sages'^ein-
phaslsing God's transcendence, see pp* 35-37* 331

26
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nan and his cultural creations as wholly negative*^ He

dooms every aspect of the human situation to be "totally

depraved*" Whatever image of the divine may have been con¬

tained in original creation lias been destroyed by sin*

Culture and history are spheres in which man in his broken-

noss stands by himself alone. Natural man, man in his.

finitude, is doomed to wander in darkness, condemned to

death by his question about good, and certain only that from

the viewpoint of the good, he is powerless*^ "Man is a

riddle and nothing else, and his universe, be it over so

vividly seen and felt, is a question* God stands In contrast

'-Jacob Taubes has commented on how Garth, beginning
with the second edition of the roonerbrie-f (1923)» shifts
his emphasis to such a degree that "'dialectical theology

becomes a ftheology of crisis.1 The spirit of critique is
radicalised to a spirit of crisis. The antithesis takes on
the aspect of perennial contradiction* The negative charac¬
teristics are exogetically unfolded in all lengths and at
all depths. The smell of death reaches to the highest and
most subline realms of human activity....If the dialectic
of the first edition of the Homerbrief can be interpreted
in the light of a religious HegeliahisH, the second edition
reveals the influence of Kierkegaard's negative dialectic on
every page*" Taubes also marks a further shift in emphasis
in Garth's thought, beginning with the Klrchliche Dogmtik
in 1932: "Hot God's divine judgment is the theme but 'ike'"
divine incarnation in the human flesh" ("Theodicy and Theol¬
ogy: A Philosophical Analysis of Karl Garth's Dialectical
Theology," in The Journal of Religion (October 199k). pp. 236.
237, 239). Of. i'aui TilUoh, ".OoWker dor Zoits Karl Earth,"
in Vaaslsche Zeitung (January 20, 1926), p* 1.

^Karl Darth, The Word of God and the Word of Han*
trans, by Douglas Horton, p* 167*
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to man as the Impossible In contrast to the possible, as

death In contrast to life, as eternity in contrast to time."^
Hie thou ht of nature pointing to a lost good, or

of culture containing a hidden moaning, or of man finding

within himself a question implying a divine answer, is force¬

fully resisted by Barth. "The solution of the riddle, the

answer to the question, the satisfaction of our need is the

absolutely new event••••There is no way which leads to this

eventf there is no faculty in nan for apprehending it#"**
Berth's unreservedly negative attitude implies

Harclonism, that is, the identification of finiterxess with

sin, creation with the fall. He further substantiates this

view by his yearning for the passing of the present order

and for the establishment of a new spiritual realm. In fact,

he admits that his theology may be rightly taken as "neo-
»6

Fareionitism.

For Barth, the only relief from the "Impenetrable

muteness" of the human situation is the isolation of a holy

^IblcU, p. 197.
5loc. clfc., Of. Karl Barth, Birchliche Donnatik, I,

190. On tilils score, Williams haa noted Barth' s indebtedness
to Kant: "Barth'o early theological development was within
the framework of the Kantian philosophy with Its sharp
restrictions on metaphysical knowledge. Barth can take the
attitude he does toward all human 'world views' because he
implicitly relies on Kant's Critical Philosophy with Its
limitation of scientific knowledge to the world of appear¬
ance. God lies wholly beyond our experience" (Daniel Day
Williams, What Present-day Theologians are Thinking, p. Ip3),

6Xbld.f p. 99
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sphere. But even here, there is no escape. Per the holy

itself signifies the unconditional '"no" which God pronounces

upon civilisation. The holy can assume only a negative,

never a polar relationship to the profane. Consequently,

culture can furnish neither standards for Christian teaching

nor norms for Christian conduct. Likewise, no historical

event can lay claim to being even a partial revelation of

the Kingdom ofSod. The Kingdom is never present in history,

just as the divine is never manifest in any cultural form.?
The only voice that Berth can hoar is the bitter wail of man

in his brokarmess and loneliness, crying aloud,

Where is God in all the human? Where is the
meaning in all the meaningleasness, the
original purpose in the degeneration, the
wheat in the midst of all the weeds? Dust
thou art and unto dust thou shalt return, Is
this not the right verdict concerning human¬
ity, and is it not humanity* s aim creed?0
The discrepancies between Earth's announced intention

and his actual system (between his blueprint and the theo¬

logical structure that he finally erects) are astutely noted

by Tilllch in answering the question, "What is wrong with the

•Barth oeerns to remove God so completely that lie
borders on Deism, described by Thomas Carlyle as "an absentee
God, sitting idle....at the outside of His Universe and see¬
ing it go" (Sartor "Osartus, p. 112)» Kurt Lease accuses
Barth of "consigning th§ world to the devil in the name of
God" ("1Mb System der Wissenehaften.* Christliehe Welt. XL,
1926, 310).

®Barth, op. cit., p. 2?0•
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♦Dialectic* Theology?" In short, replies Tillich, it is not

dialectic,"

A dialectic theology is on© in which ♦yes* and
♦no* belong Inseparably together. In the so-
called ♦dialectic* theology# they are irrecon¬
cilably separated, and that is why this theology
is not dialectic. Rather it is paradoxical, and
therein lies its strength} and it is supernatural,
which constitutes its weakness,"

Coramentiag further on its "non-dialectical" charac¬

ter, Tillich explains how Berth's obsession with the divine

sovereignty has resulted In the denial of mysticism .and the

rejection of philosophy of religion. Since these two disci¬

plines presuppose some knowledge of God prior to the act of

faith (mysticism through nature, philosophy through reason),

they are radically opposed by Barth, He caustically condemns

as tending toward the deification of nan all theology which

admits of human activity.

^P&ul Tillich, "Vihat's Wrong with the 'Dialectic*
Theology?", Journal of Religion (April 1935), XV, 127.
Tillich makes " this name ci^ tTeTcm in another connection:
"Barth is correct in stressing the statement that God is in
heaven and that we are on earth, that God Is the c eator
and that we are creatures} but he is at fault in simply put¬
ting these two statements beside one another, without in¬
quiring Into tli© dialectical relation between them. The
thought of Barth is not dialectical in the proper sense,
and he shares this defect with the liberal theology which
he attacks" ("HeInterpretation of the Doctrine of the
Incarnation." Church Quarter!?/ Review, January-March 19^9,
CXLVIX, 1U3)*
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Barfch*s defiant supernaturalism, rather than pro¬

tecting the sovereignty of God, appears to Tillich as a

distortion of it. It was on this count that he and Bultsann

and finally even Drunner broke with Barthlanisa. To say

that the divine cannot be associated with human procedures,

and then to assort that in a definite temporal event God

becomes manifest, seemed an absurdity. If culture and his¬

tory are purely God-abandoned, then how can a historical

and culturally conditioned revelation be perceived as such?

Certainly God is in heaven and man is on earth.
But man can make this statement only in case
heaven and earth have touched one another time
and again, not only once, but in a process of
history in which statements and then doubts
have been expressed about gods who are thought
to be on„earth and men who are thought to be in
heaven.10

Tillich agrees that neither history nor culture as

such is to be confused with revelation. Both are human pos¬

sibilities, while revelation is a divine possibility. Yet

revelation would not be a divine possibility unless it could

be received by means of cultural forme as human phenomena.

Otherwise, it would be a foreign substance, a non-human entity

conveying no message and bearing no meaning within the human

sphere. "It could communicate only with a ghostly and empty

form of man, the content of whose being would have to be

10Ibid., p. 138
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„11
self-engendered.

Because Berth refused to recognize the divine imraa-

nonce in historical events or in cultural creations or even

in man's preliminary erring knowledge about God, which

makes revelation possible, Tillich turned away to the dia¬

lectical position illustrated by his concept of culture.

2. Reinhold ITiobuhr

Over against the rigidly negative position of Karl

Garth stands the unrefined dlaleeticisra of Reinhold Niebuhr.

Unlike Berth, Hlebuhr finds an ultimate coherence, or essen¬

tial unity, within the whole of reality. Religion and

culture, the sacred and the secular, the holy and the pro¬

fane do meet in a final congruity. However, this congruity

is not the product of rational theories, roost of which

11
hoc, clt. Cf. "I agree with Barfch that there is

no experience of" God without revelation of God, that there
is no natural knowledge of God. But I disagree with Bsrth if
he says that there is no historical experience of God. It
must be emphasized that such an assertion makes historical
revelation utterly impossible. Consequently, I assert that
in every historical experience of God there is implied an
element of revelation; or that history must receive revela¬
tion in every moment in order to be able to receive it in
one moment. For every moment in history is dependent on
every other one, the present on the past and the future on
the present; and conversely, the meaning of the past on the
meaning of the present, and the meaning of the present on the
meaning of the future. This interdependence in history en¬
tails that the one moment which we call revelation can be
revelation for us only because there is preceding revelation
in every moment" (Paul Tillich, "Natural and Revealed Peli-
gion," Christendom, Autumn 1935# I# 167)*
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sacrifice some aspect of reality—its uniqueness or its

freedom—in order to arrive at a proper synthesis.

Only in the suprarational affirmations of the Chris¬

tian faith are the antinomies and contradictions of exist¬

ence finally resolved. It is this element of suprarationality,

argues Niebuhr, which makes Christianity different from

pantheistic religions that look for essential harmony either

within the structures of existence or in some universal

subsistence above and beyond the world. Hiebutsr, like

Tlllich, discovers the basic unity of culture and history

in the manifestation of a suffering divine love.

This loves bears within itself the contradic¬
tions and cross-purposes mad© possible by
human freedom.. • .Trie Holy Spirit* who is the
final bond of unity.•.represents not only the
rational harmony of all things in their nature
but the ultimate harmony, which includes both
the power of the creator and the love of the
Redeemer....In short, the situation is that
the ultrarational principles of Christian
truth, embodying paradox and contradiction and
straining at the limits of rationality are...the
keys which mad© the drama of human life and his¬
tory comprehensible and without which it is
either given too simple meaning or falls into
meanlnglessnoss. ^
This view leads Niebuhr to oppose, on the one hand,

the tradition represented by Tertullian, Duns Scotus, Luther,

Kierkegaard, and Barth—which denies any fundamental coherence

between religion and culture, revelation and reason; and on

^Relnhold Iliebuhr, Christian Realism and Political
Problems, pp. I0!|-l05. - " **
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th© other hand, the tradition which identifies religion and

culture, revelation and reason--represented by Origin,

Aquinas, the Christian Flatonists and Humanists, and modem

liberal theology* These are the- two sides of th© debate

running throughout history: the one unconcerned with the

disciplines of culture, makes "the supranational affirmations

of faith too simply irrational," while th© other, absolutiz¬

ing cultural pursuits, equates too simply meaning and

rationality. The first overlooks the vital patterns of

coherence in existence; the second obscures the profound

contradictions and incongruities of human lifo."^
Ifiebuhr caricatures the latter, the liberal tradition,

as

a confection in which the whole cake comes from
the modern temporal world view. The icing Is
Christian; and the debate between the secular
or the Christian version is usually on the
question whether the icing is too sweet or
whether th© cake would be more wholesome with
or without the icing. 24
Kierkegaard and Barth, th© high priests of the wholly

negative tradition, are guilty, charges Kiebuhr, of rendering

the Christian message devoid of meaning by setting it in

contradiction to all forms of cultural creativity. Kierkegaard,

in reacting to Kegel, exploits th© contradictions and is thus

driven to a "hazardous" subjectivity which trios to embrace

•^hoc. clt.

l!|Ibid., p. 190.
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all the ambiguities of life within the existing self. B&rth,

denying all human integrity, takes the other alternative-

complete objectivity. He sees "the Word of God as the only

light which shines in darkness, and its acceptance or non-

acceptance as a pure mystery of grace.

Since the perilous subjectivism of Kierkegaard and

the irrational objectivism of Berth are grounded in the

same disavowal of commerce between religion and culture,

Hiebulir rejects both. The consequences of Barth'fe position

seem to him more dangerous, however, for it produces a

literalistic and allegorical faith "fashioned for the cata¬

combs" and little suited to the "task of transforming the

natural stuff of politics by the grace and wisdom of the

Gospel. its aoplication of the doctrine of total depravity

*$Cf. "Garth carries this Augustinlan emphasis (on
justification) to a point where he is forced to deny what
both Saint Paul and Augustine affirm, namely, that roan is
formed in the image of God and thus innately capable of know¬
ing something about God....In Saint Paul*a first chapter of
the Epistle to the Romans he ascribes to the Gentiles a
natural capacity to know the Creator through the creation.
Barth....treats the Pauline doctrine with gingerly ambi¬
guity, being prevented by his conception of Biblical author¬
ity from an unequivocal rejection. He is forced to reject
the conception of a *natural theology* in every instance by
his conviction that every effort to understand God on the
part of man leads to a deification of man, particularly to
the sin of making human reason the unconditioned principle
of life and clue to the meaning of existence" (Reinhold Nietou.hr,
"The Contribution of Paul Tillich," Religion in Life. Autumn
193?, P. 571*).

16Ibid., p. 196
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to ©very realm of life makes Impossible any dialogue between

the holy arid the profane.

In the foregoing criticisms, offered as a part of his

own position, lliebuhr is quite definite. However, it la

largely by implication that the positive aspect of his inter¬

pretation is then expressed. He follows the dialectical

method to the point of distinguishing from the two previous

positions a third which he calls "biblical realism." But

when it comes to elaborating this position, Niebuhr leaves

much to be desired. When his clues about "biblical realism"

are taken together, they seem to anticipate the idea of a

theonomous culture supported by "beliefful realism" which

Tiliich ha3 carefully developed. The parallel will be in¬

creasingly evident as both views unfold.

"Biblical realism," Niebuhr explains, rests on the

belief that the "coherences and causalities of life and his¬

tory" must be taken with absolute seriousness. It assumes

a positive attitude toward all the disciplines of culture-

part icularly philosophy and science, recognising that the

limits which they reveal suggest a profounder mystery and

meaning beyond theta.

There is no mystery of life, or complexity of
causal relations, which do not...upon careful
scrutiny point to a mystery beyond themselves.
There is, therefore, no way of understanding
the ultimate problem of human existence If we
are not diligent in the pursuit of proximate
answers and solutions. Nor is there any way
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of validating the ultimate solution without
constantly relating It to all proximate pos¬
sibilities.3^ cCf. Tillich's "method of
correlation."3

By taking seriously the evidence from physical science,

"biblical realism" adopts a more closed attitude toward the

realm of causation. This, in turn, leads to a radical rein¬

terpretst ion of such Biblical myths as the fall of man, the

lew Testament miracle stories, the virgin birth and the

physical resurrection of Christ. But at the same time, "bib¬

lical realism" remains open to particular events that have

special depth and penetrate In a decisive way into the mean-
1 ft

ing of the whole {cf. "Tillich*® idea of kairos) * It stands

on the belief that the divine is encountered

in creativities which introduce elements into
the historic situation which could not have been
anticipatecl;in judgment whenever human ideals,
values, and historical achievements are discovered
to b© in contradiction to the divine rather than
in simple harmony with the ultimate coherence of
things.•• c and In 3 events in which the divine
judgments lead to a reconstruction of life. These
are revelations of redeeming grace in which the
old self, including the collective self of false
cultures, is destroyed, but tho destruction
leads to a newness of life. eCf. fllUch* s
idea of a theonomous "break-through" on the de¬
monic ground of a heteronymous culture. 3

■^Heinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Flan.
II, 211.

1 Ax Christian Realism and Political Problems, p. 197-
3-9 lb Id. . p. 200.
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3* Contrast and Comparisons

In further comparing and summarizing Tillich,s posi¬

tion with that of Earth and Miebuhr, It seems helpful to

utilize the general categories suggested by Professor Richard

Hiebuhr in his monumental treatment of the "Christ-and-

Culture problem." Since neither of our three theologians

is referred to In Professor Hiebuhr* s essay, the writer must

assume full responsibility for the following classification*

Karl Earth can be recognized readily as belonging to

the "dualists" who hold Christ and culture in strict paradox.

Over a. aInst those who try to effect some type of synthesis,

this group, early represented by St. Paul and MarcIon, en¬

visions an unending conflict between Christ and culture, or,

as they prefer, between God and man. Their logical starting

point is the event called Jesus the Christ, by whose cross

God In grace "reaches out across the no-man* s land of the

historic war" and brings reconciliation. The extent of human

depravity makes It impossible for man to talc© so much as the

first step toward reconciliation. All of his creations arc

plagued by the "virus of sin," which is the will to be God.

The "whole edifice of culture is cracked and madly askew*"

Consequently the will to receive grace must itself be God*s

doing.

Yet Earth, like all true "dualists" and unlike the

"radical rejectionlsts," knows that he Is joined to culture
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and cannot escape fro® It.

If we bad our first wish, would we not turn
away from life and society, in utter scepti¬
cism and discouragement? But whither? Fro®
life and society one cannot turn away. They
surround us on all sides...they confront ys
with decisions. We must hold our ground. 0
Under these circumstances, Berth, along with Luther

(the chief exponent of cultural dualism), is forced to recog¬

nize a negative value in cultural forms and institutions.

That is, the restraint of the powers of evil and the preven¬

tion of complete anarchy. His evaluation of the state is

an example:

The Christian community is aware of the need
for the civil community, and it alone takes
the need, absolutely seriously. For...It knows
of nan's presumption and the plainly destruc¬
tive consequences of man's presumption. It
knows how dangerous man is and how endangered
by himself. It knows him...as a being who...
if he were not checked in time...would bring
human time to an end...It sees as the visible
means of this protection of human life from
chaos the existence of the civil com;unity....^1
Prom this follows a responsibility on the part of

the Christian both toward society as a whole and toward civil

authority in particular.

It is not ours to be onlookers; it Is ours
to take our appointed place in the world's
march. We are forced to it by the conscious¬
ness of solid responsibility laid upon our souls
for the degenerate world; we are forced to it

^The Word of God and the Word of Han, pp. 272-273.
—. ■ r ' r '

•H'.arl Barth, Against the Stream, p« 20.
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by the thought of the Creator who Is and reranins
the Creator oven of our fallen world. However
true it nay be that everything w© do within the
limits of mere particular things and events is
only play in relation to what really should be
done, it is none the less significant play if
it is rightly engaged in. Poor players will
certainly not make good workers; earapfollowers,
correspondents, and spectators on the battle¬
field of the everyday can hardly be made into
shock troops to storm the kingdom of heaven,22
Hie dualism of Berth, especially prominent in his

early writings, besides being reminiscent of Luther, shows

also a striking similarity to the paradoxes and ambivalences

of Kierkegaard, although the latter did not concern himself

directly with the Christ-and-Culture problem,

3arth and the "dualists" do make a positive contri¬

bution to Christianity and to culture, however, fo Chris¬

tianity they impart a new awareness of the sovereignty of

God, together with a fresh determination to live confidently

apart from the legalism of custom and tradition. To culture

they give a new sens© of proportion, a loss of interest in

culture-for culture*s-sake, and a stronger emphasis upon

service to humanity.^
At first glance, Tillich seems unquestionably to

belong to the "synthesisers" in the "Christ-Above-Culture"

^The Word of God and the Word of Man, p, 308
23nichard Niebuhr, op,cit,» p, 106,
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class. He could not honestly say* "Either Christ or culture"

(as did Tortullian and Tolstoy) because In both an ultimate

concern is implied. lor could he adopt the unambiguous

"Christ of culture" position (as did Abelard and Eitsehl).

So, of the remaining possibilities within the *Christ-Above-

Culture" class, Tlllich would appear to be most at home with

Clement of Alexandria and Thomas Aquinas. As one of his

recent critics lias said, he "shows a concern to relate

theology to all knowledge and all culture which reminds one

raore of St. Thomas than of any contemporary Protestant

thinker."2^
Certainly, Tilllch would insist with St. Thomas on

a frank recognition of the existential gulf between Christ

and culture. H© would further agree that if protest against

prevailing ecclesiastical forms and institutions is to be

effective, it must be Incorporated into the church without

losing its radical character. Like St.. Thomas, Tillich

represents a Christianity that accepts responsibility for

the social institutions in which nan's life is spent. And

like St. Thomas, he urges the individual on to maximum self-

affirmation.2^

2'Hv'alfcer K. Horton, "Tllllch's Hole in Contemporary
Theology," in The Theology of Paul Tilllch. p. 27

2^P. ichard Hiebuhr, op. cit., pp. 128-129.
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Tillich shares with St# Thomas the belief truat some

type of synthesis between religion and culture must be

attempted. Fes? this endeavor both insist upon combining

philosophy and theology without confusing them# And they

recognise that whatever synthesis is achieved will be "full
of tensions and dynamic movements and subject to strains#"

Finally, both ground their syntheses in the essential unity

of all things as manifest in the Christ.

However, Tillich seems to be sore aware of the ten¬

dency to "absolutize" which is the demonic element in every

synthesis. Being ever alert to this danger, he scrupulous¬

ly tries to avoid elevating the finite to the place of the

infinite or lowering the Infinite to the status of flnitude#

Thus, he demands repeatedly that his synthesis be kept open,

subject to radical criticism, always provisional and symbol¬

ic, always confronted by the threat and support of the in-

exhaustible depth# ^6
It is this fundamental assertion which inclines

Tillich more toward Augustine and the tradition of those who

receive Christ as the "transformer of culture," than toward

St# Thomas and the "synthesizers#" And to this same tradi¬

tion Heinhold Wiebuhr 3eons committed.

^Tillich*s awareness of the tension between every
synthesis, even the highest, and the absolute referred to in
it, is reminiscent of the early Fiehte, though the latter
finds the tension only in the field of practical conduct
whereas Tillich finds it also in that of theoretical knowledge#
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Tillich, Biebuhr and the "conversionist" group are

alert to the perils which have caused many to reject both

the "dualist" and the "synthesisfc" positions, Christopher

Dawson is among the many, and his criticisms have prepared

the way for the renewal and acceptance in our day of the

"conversionist" answer, Dawson writes:

Any religious movement which adopts a purely
critical and negative attitude to culture is
therefore a force of destruction and disinte¬
gration which mobilises against it the health¬
iest and most constructive elements in society-
elements which can by no means b© dismissed as
worthless from the religious point of view. On
the other hand, the identlfication of religion
with the particular cultural synthesis which
has been achieved at a definite point in time
and space by the action of historical forces is
fatal to the universal character of religious
truth. It is indeed a kind of idolatry—the
substitution of an image made by man for the
eternal transcendent reality,27

Against the pitfalls of "dualist" and "synthesist"

positions, Tillich and Uiehuhr have set up three safeguards

which serve at the same time as foundation stones for their

own dialectical concepts of culture. The first concerns

creation: in contrast to Barthian neglect, Tillich strongly

emphasizes God'3 goodness, not only "in the beginning," but

also in his continuing creativity, Manfs life in time re¬

flects the creative power of the Divine Word. Thus he can

respond affirmatively to and participate meaningfully in the

^Dawson, op. cit,. p. 206,
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goodness of the ordered world, even though his own action

has distorted this order and goodness.

The second proposition deals with man's perversion

of created goodness* It makes a sharp distinction between

creation and the fall, between finitude and sin. Whereas

Earth implies the identity of the two, Kiebuhr and Tillich

(especially Niebuhrinsists upon freedom and responsi¬

bility as the decisive factors in man's defection* The

result of misdirected freedom is a warped, twisted, perverted

good, but not, as Earth maintains, the complete annihilation

of the good.

Man's good nature lias become corrupted; it is
not bad, as something that ought not to exist
*•*He loves with the love that is given him in
his creation, but he loves beings wrongly, in
the wrong order; he desires good*«•but"aims at
goods that are not good for him; he produces
fruit, but it is misshapen and bitter; he or¬
ganizes society with the aid of his practical
reason, but works against the grain of things
In self-willed forcing of his reason into
irrational paths, and thus disorganizes things in
his very acts of organization. Hence his culture

Niebubr considers the major weakness of Tilliehlan
theology to be its want of clarity on this point* H© raises
the question as to whether Tillich'a ontological speculations
have not falsified the Biblical picture of man. That is, in
emphasising the ontologies! structure of existence, he has
made sin a structural necessity. It is In the actualization
of his freedom that, according to Tillich, man separates him¬
self from the ground of his being. "The sinfulness of roan
is thus an ontological fate". Relnhold Hielmhr, "Biblical
Thought and Ontological Speculation in Tillich*s Theology,"
in The Theology of Paul Tillich., pp* 216-227.



is all corrupted order rather than order for
corruption*••It is perverted good, not evil;
or it is evil as perversion, not as badness of
being. 'Hie problem of culture is therefore
the problem of its conversion, not of its re¬
placement by a new creation; though the con¬
version is so radical that it amounts to a
kind of rebirth.29

The third proposition asserts that history is funda¬

mentally meaningful and that its meaning appears in the

dramatic interaction between Creator and creature. Unlike

Barthian dualism that lives "between the times," the "eon-

versionisra" of Tillich and Nietouhr afflms the eternal

significance of the present moment* It looks to "the now"

as the time of "break-through," and to "the here" as the

place where the unconditional power of oeing appears. Its

eschatology is "realised cschatology#"
Tillich and Hiebuhr share these statements of theory

with Augustine, the prime example of the "conversionist"

tradition* In their Insistence on the Christ as he who re¬

directs culture in all of its expressions; in their affirma¬

tion of the essential goodness of creation; and in their

contention that, in spite of depravity, good is still latent

in every being, the three men are agreed. They hold in

common, too, the recognition of "theonomous" possibilities

In every aspect of life—science, the arts, philosophy, re¬

ligion, and politics.

^Richard Hiebuhr. op* cit.* p* 19lu
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it comes to making a practical application of their belief.

Augustine did indeed envision the "new culture," the Clvitate

Dei; however, he failed to relate it to his own time. In¬

stead, he withdrew into his eschatological imaginings and

in the face of responsible reforms, defended the patterns

of fourth-century culture.

The existential element in Tillich and HIehuhr is

too compelling to allow then to escape the vicissitudes of

the present. Besides, the crisis they confront is too imme¬

diate to be avoided. They insist that only adequate approach

to a time that calls for transformation as "the alternative

to futility" is an affirmative attitude which sees every

moment as an eschatological present and works to make it so.

In contrast to Augustine, the genius of these two

men seems to lie exactly in the practical and Immediate

consequences which each proclaims. Minor differences can be

accounted for by different backgrounds and temperaments.

Hiebuhr's pronouncements show more of the ecstatic flare

of the prophet, tfiille TlllichJs propositions, at times

equally prophetic, are more highly formulated along philosophi¬
cal lines.3° Tillich*s views on culture actually develop into

3^Cf, "Tillich Is not primarily the prophet—the man "
whose sincerity and stamp of Inspiration bring immediate con¬
viction—but rather the philosopher, whose appeal lies in his
mastery of reason and rational argument" (John Herman Randall,
Jr., "The Ontology of Paul Tillich," in The Theology of Paul
Tillich, f p. I6lt. '
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a full»gRMa theology of culture, as the next chapter shows*

Rict/uhr, on the other hand, never tries to construct a

system, although he shares most of the Insights expressed

in Til llch's. To forrrulato a theology of culture Is beyond

the range of llehuhr,s special interest. Yet on certain

concrete political and social issues, his views are far more

pronounced*31

Apart fron differences in personality, Tillich and

!?i©buhr*s ideas on culture seer.; to run along the sane line—

a line that coincides with what Richard Hiebuhr has called

the "convarsionist" tradition* Recognizing the limits of

human achievement, they point to the transforming power of

the holy which is latent in every cultural sphere. This Is

their incentive to responsible action; this is what drives

them to live arid plan in intense expectancy. For Tillich

and illebuhr, the dialectical "convcrsionist" attitude Is

symbolized in the boundary situation: the boundary between

the Kingdom of God as actuality and possibility.

3-k'f* nlf Kiebuhr excels him c Tillich□ in polemical
vigor and practical strategy, he excels Hlebuhr In construc¬
tive power and theoretical casprehensl<m" (Horton, op* cit*,
p* 2?)*



CHAPTER III

TILLICH*S LAUGIJAGE AIID CONCEPTS

1. Attitude Toward Language

Before proceeding to the exposition of Tillich*s

"Theology of Culture," we crust consider certain relevant

matters regarding his language and concepts. Such a con¬

sideration seems indispensable, first, because of Che highly

individualistic and notoriously abstruse character of his

terminology. And secondly, because in tire handling of

semantic problems Tillich gives convincing evidence of his

belief in the meaningful depth of cultural phenomena.

Also, this is the area in which the basic contrasts

between Tillich and Earth find practical expression. Earth,

on the one hand, maintains a strict adherence to established,

traditional language. He begs the indulgence of non-theologi¬

cally minded readers who might find the language of his

Commentary on the Hpistie to the Romans Immediately unintel¬

ligible. To critics who urge "simplicity a3 a mark of

divinity," Earth replies;

I could not make the book more easily intelligi¬
ble than the subject itself allows....If I be
not mistaken—and here I must contradict Arthur
Bonus—we theologians serve the layman best when
we refuse to have him especially In mind, and
when we simply live of our own, as every honest
labourer must do.1

^Epistle to the Romans, p. 5>«

fj8
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Tillich, on the other hand, insists that the words

of the theologian should be new words that speak meaning¬

fully and convincingly to all his readers. This leads to a

double criteria for theological language: the message of

the eternal truth and contemporaneity* berth preserves the
first at the sacrifice of the second. II© fails to realise

that traditional' language can obscure and distort the eter¬

nal message* He is blind, declares Tillich, to the fact

that by his refusal to adapt his language to the contempor¬

ary situation, he is making liturgy and preaching ineffective

and creating a {gulf not only between the church and the
2

world, but also between the theologian and the layman*

Sine© language is the basic and all-pervasive ex¬

pression of every situation, apathy towards language amounts

to apathy toward the present* Herein lies th© seriousness

of Berth*s neglect: it is indicative of his failure to pene¬

trate his own historical context* This means that he cannot

answer th© questions which it raises, at least not in terms

that can be recognised as answers* Evert though Berth and

his followers have been courageous in recovering and. preserv¬

ing the Christian message, their unwillingness to give it

contemporaneity dooms it to fall, as Tillich says, "like a

strange body from a strange world.

^Systematic Theology* p. S>*
3Ibid*, p* 7*
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In a passage where the reference to L.arthians is

obvious, Tillich writes:

Instead of meeting the challenge to speak to the
contemporary condition of their hearers, many
representatives of the church prefer a sort of
intoxicated renunciation of success or effective¬
ness, a renunciation that is in the end self-destruc¬
tive* But even the message of the Bible can give
no justification for repealing contemporaneity*•••
In so far as our understanding of the words of the
Bible requires us to separate ourselves from the
here and now, from opr contemporaneity, they are
not the Word of God*h

Vfhan language loses its contemporaneity, it

disintegrates, becomes banal, ineffective* The original

meanings of words disappear* Disintegration Is apparent in

religious words that express too much and too little at the

same time: '-too much in so far as they elevate *one» object

(called ♦God*) above all the others; too little in so far as

they do not attribute to God the unconditioned power which

makes him God (and not a highest being only)*" When reli¬

gious words no longer express the paradox of man's existence,

when they cease to witness to their unconditional meaning,

they become "monuments showing that a great spirit was once

there but is there no longer*n Theological language is then

an ©scape from reality, rather than a penetration of it*^

^"Paul Tillich, G eliglBae VerwIrkliehuiy » p* 35>»

^The Protestant ISra, p* 107*
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I!ow does Tillich propose to deal with this problem?

Does he advocate, as some suppose,^ the complete overthrow

of all church formulas, confessions, and historic doctrines?

not at all!

It is certain that the original religious
terminology, as it is used in the Bible and
in the liinirgics of the Ancient Church, cannot
be supplanted. These arc religious original
or archetypal words (Urwort«) of mankind....
But these original or archetypal words have
been robbed of their original power by our
objective thinking, and the scientific concep¬
tion of the world, and thus, have become sub¬
ject to dissolution*'

Cf. K. Barth: "I adduce what P. Tillich sets forth
as to tli© task of Church proclamation today. Above all, he
feels bound to advise it to renounce any direct exposition
of religious contents as they are given in the Bible and in
tradition" (Doctrine of the Word of God, p. 209). "We must
credit even liira with meaning hy his' language the proclama¬
tion of the Word of God. But if that is so, are not all his
proposals pure child* s play, compared with which on© perhaps
comes very much closer to reality by sticking for the future
as in the past to the direct proclamation of the contents of
the Bible and tradition?" (Ibid., p. 210}.

?fhe Interpretation of History, p. 47* Cf.: "I never
shall forget''I'he" co^orSe"Tab^whdpe in Hesse in the early
20*s where I was to deliver the main address on the principles
of religious socialism* In order to make myself understood
to those unfamiliar with or opposed to religious terminology,
I had tried with great care to avoid any of the traditional
religious words like God:, sin, salvation, Christ, etc. After
I had finished, Martin Bubor got up and challenged my paper,
not with regard to its content but its language. lie stated
with great seriousness that certain words are not replaceable,
that there are *Ur~VJorbe* (primary words) which no other,
especially no philosophical terras can ever supersede. Later
liturgical attempts (which I made for special ptirposes) con¬
firmed for me the truth of Buber*s assertion. And his whole
interpretation of the *word* as more than the bearer of a
logically defined meaning has become an integral element of
my theological and philosophical thought, and a weapon against
the attempts of modern semantics to reduce the word to a quash
mathematical sign" (Paul Tillich, "Martin Buber and Christ1—
Thought," Commentary. June 1914.8, p. 515)*
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Recognizing that all attempts to supplant Biblical and litur¬

gical language by modern terminology have failed, Tillich

suggests giving new relevance to the basic words and

structures of Christianity by standing between their secular

and distorted terminologies and recapturing their original
O

religious meaning from the border. Such a task calls for

the principle of "semantic rationality." This principle

my be understood as "the demand that all connotations of a

word be consciously related to each other and centered around

a controlling meaning." For example:

When theology employs a term like 'Spirit,1
connotations are present which point to philo¬
sophical and psychological concepts of spirit,
to the magic world view in which breath and
spirit are identical, to the' mystic-ascetic
experience of Spirit in opposition to matter or
flesh, to the religious experience of the divine
power grasping the human mind. The principle of
semantic rationality does not demand' that those
connotations should be excluded but that the
main emphasis should be elaborated by relating
it to the connotations. Thus, 'Spirit'»..must
be related to 'spirit' (with a lower-ease *s*);
the primitive magic sense must b© excluded,
the mystical connotations must be discussed in
relation to the personalistlc connotations,
etc «'

jjoc. ojyt,
^Systematic Theology, pp. Cf.: "There are

few words more strange to most of us than 'sin' and ' race1...
But there is a way of rediscovering tsheir moaning, the same
way that leads us down into the depth of our human existence.
In that depth these words were conceived; and 'there' they
gained power for all ages; 'there' they must be found again
by each generation, and by each of us for himself" (The riiakin
of the Foundations, pp. l£3-l5h)•
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Obviously, the attempt by means of "semantic ration-
\t

ality to grasp and effectively communicate reality in a new

and deeper fashion Is not original with Tillich. He himself

cites similar attempts by tlietssehe, ftofan George, and

fainer haria Hllke*^ however, Tillich is distinctive in

his effort to see and name reality in the spirit of radical

Protestantism, As on© of his critics puts it:

That he sees with his own eyes mid names with
his own words—the concrete, dynamic, tensions!,
and tragic qualities, the intimate and ultimate
qualities of experience—he associates with a
Protestant interpretation of the nature and
meaning of life.**1

That his interpretations of reality are decisively precondi¬

tioned by the Protestant ethos will be obvious as w© examine

a few of his basic concepts.

2m Exposition of Concepts

a. Depth

Tilllch* s early experiences by the seaside provided

his Imagination with the powerful concept of "depth." He

takes a term denoting spatial experiences, and draws upon

the richness of its poetical, philosophical, religious, and

Biblical usages, to identify an attitude characteristic of

ultimate concern. The word "depth," when its. theononous

3-®The Protestant Era, pp. 107-108.
James Luther Adams, Paul Tillich's Philosophy of

Culture, Science and hellgion,''W "' """ ' ' " "
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possibilities are realised, is a compelling symbol for a

spiritual quality# It points to man's bondage to things

finite as well as to his spiritual dimensions#

Deep or depth, in its spiritual sense, has two mean¬

ings: It is either the opposite of shallow, or it is the

opposite of high# TilXich prefers the first meaning because

it suggests looking down through reality to its ground or

abyss, rather than looking up and away from it as is sug¬

gested by "height*"
All things have a surface and a depth: the world,

individual life, and the corporate existence of society# Hie

surface is, in. each case, that which is seen at first glance.

However, to act on the basis of appearances is disappointing#

The true essence of things can be found only by going below
12

the surface, by digging, into the depth* VJhafc this depth

signifies Tilllch reveals In the following extensive quota¬

tion:

When we look through the strata of the relation
which joins every tiling with every other, that
is, through its interrelationship with the world,
then a depth in the thing my be disclosed to us,
which we can designate as the pure exlstentiality
of things, their being supported by th© basis of
existence, their sharing in th© abundance of ex¬
istence# This foundation and this suggestion by
things of another thing, which Is still no other
thing, but a depth in the things, is not rational,
I#©*,demonstrable from the interrealtion of things
with the world; and the 'other,' to which the
things point, is nothing discoverable by a rational
process, but a quality of tilings which reveals—or

~

^Paul ""Tlllich, nD©ith* ' ChriateS'oia' I'su^er 19!iii) •

ix, 320.
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conceals—-a view Into Its depths. We say of this
depth, that it is the basis of being of things,
whereby *being* Is taken absolutely, transcendent-
ly as the expression of the secret Into which
thinking cannot penetrate, because, as sanething
existing, It Itself Is based thereon. In order
to say this, however, w© must also say something
else: that the depth of things, their basis of
existence, is at the same time their abyss; or
In other words, that the depth of things Is in¬
exhaustible, If it were not inexhaustible, and
if it could be exhausted in the farm of things,
then there would be a direct, rational desigaable
way from the depth of tilings to their form; then
the world could be comprehended as the necessary
and unequivocal unfolding of the basis of exist¬
ence; then the supporting basis would pour out
entirely into the cosmos of forms; then the depth
wotild cease to be, depth, ceasing to be transcen¬
dental, absolute, 3
In traditional religious tanas the infinite and inex¬

haustible depth is God. "This is what the word God means,**

He who knowa that God signifies depth has profound insight.

And he who knows about the depth, knows about G-od,^
b. Hie Unconditional

Closely allied with the Idea of "depth," is the

concept of the "unconditional." This is the central con¬

cept in ? illicit* b theology, The terra "unconditional" has a

long history in Western philosophy. It Is especially con¬

spicuous in the writings of Plato, Kant, Schelling, and

Schlcieriiachor• However, Das Unbedingte of Tillich cannot

be identified with the "eternal forma" of Plato, with the

"Absolute" of Hegel, or yet with the "Wholly Other" of Rudolph

Otto and Karl Berth. Actually, Tilllch*s usage Is more in

le Interpretation of History, pp. 82-83,
^4"Depth," p. 320.
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lino with Shelling*s Das Unvordenklicho~l"immemorial being") —

that which is prior to, presupposed by, and beyond all

thought, Oas Unbedingte. connotes "the majestic and the

awful, the ultimate and the intimate, the sovereign, the

commanding, that which cannot be tampered with, that which

makes demands that cannot be ignored with Impunity.""^
Tillich hopes with the term "unconditional" to get

completely beyond the notion of one being (even though the

highest) alongside other beings, or yet an object among

other objects (not even the greatest)* Therefore, his whole

concept is destroyed when Das TTnbedlrxgte is translated or in¬

terpreted, as it sometimes is, by the word "unconditioned,"

admitting the possibility of "one" whose existence can be

argued for or against. To argue about it is to rob it of

its unconditional character: The unconditional transcends

all distinctions between "essence" and "existence," "subject"
and "object." Thus, Tillich rejects Professor Hartshorne*s

suggestion that the term "unreserved" be substituted for
16"unconditional." Rather than preserving "the unconditional

Adams, "Tillich*s Concept," p. 300.
"^Charles Hartshorn©, "Tillich*s Doctrine of God,"

in The Theology of Paul Tillich. p. 16?. Cf. "It is the
religious Amotion of athe ism "over to remind us that the
religious act has to do with the unconditionally transcendent
and that the representations of the unconditional are not
objects concerning whose existence,tor non-existence a dic-
cussion would be possible" (Religiose Verwerkllchung. p. 102).
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character of the uncondItional," the tern "unreserved" tends

to throw It back Into the sphere of the "relative and abso¬

lute," "temporal and eternal*"

Together with the absolute transcendence of the

"unconditional," Tillich holds to its absolute inxoanencc

in being as such. It is expressed in ©very symbol of the

divine. It points to "that clement in every religious ex¬

perience which Hakes it religious and is expressed most

forcefully in the ca-nanc:: «Thou Shalt love the Lord thy

God with all thy heart and with all thy soul, and with all
17

thy wind.*" ' It is recognized in all man*3 serious con¬

cerns as well as in his ultimate concern. It is present

in every single meaning and in the totality of all meaning

as the raoaningfulness of the whole, the unity of all possi¬

ble meanings. Hie unconditional is the ground and abyss of

everything finite* - As the ground, it is the creative bearer

(not to be indentifled with cause) of every finite being; as

•^Tbo Protestant Bra, p. 32, fn» It is at this
point that Professor Hartshorn© suggests "unreservedness"
instead of "unconditional." The latter seems to him to
prosout an impossibility, since man, by Ms very nature,
is incapable of unconditional activity. Even his "love of
God Is literally contingent, and die is3 powerless to aiak©
It otherwise....Total, integral, unreserved response see.is
to he what religion calls for, rather than the philosophical
•unconditioned, * * ultimate, • • absolute,» or • inf inlte*7'
(Hartshorn©, op. clt.» pp. 167-168).
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the abyss, it is the inexhaustible depth in which everything

finite disappears, It is at one© the affirmation and the

negation of all being*

All that has been said indicates that the uncondi¬

tional is actually a quality or qualification, the depth

dimension, the aspect which gives being to existence. It

is that in goodness and truth, beauty and love which elicits

ultimate concern. It is the quality of all being and value,

all power and vitality which affirms itself in meaningful

creativity* It is presupposed even when one asks if there

is any ultimate or unconditional meaning* Even Clod is un¬

conditionalj however (and this is basic), the unconditional

Is not God* t "God is the affirmative concept pointing

beyond the boundary of the negative-rational terms and there-
'"ii

fore is itself a positive symbolic terra* n ' Thus Professor

Hartshorn© is right in assessing that God (or being-itself)

transcends even the negativity of this concept.3#
c. Hew Detnp:

The discussion of "mmond111onai—T111ich* s central

concept—has prepared the way for a consideration of "Hew

Being"—his most radical concept* This term represents both

a return to Hew Testament theology, where In the writings of

3-^Paul Tillich, "Symbol and Knowledge," Journal of
liberal Religion {Spring 19415, XI, 203-

i^Eartshorne, op* clt*. p* 165*
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2£3
St. Paul tiie concept of "New Being1 is developed* and a

departure from traditional terminology which has tended fc-o

distort its basic meaning. With "Hew Being" Tilllch is driv¬

ing for a reinterpretation which is at the sane time a

"break-through" of fcho original reality.

What is r,I«?ew Being?" It is the reality of the trans¬

formation of existence, the new state of reconciliation,

reunion, and resurrection.It is mo reconciled to God,

to himself, and to his fellow men. "Hew Being" is the re¬

union of all the separated aspects of existence—religion

and culture, the sacred and the secular, the holy and the

profane, nan and nature. It is the power of separation

permanently conquered by the power of reunion. It is resur¬

rection, tiie new being born out of the death of the old, the
PP

power to create new life out of death.

Tillieh .further defines the concept in an essay where

he interprets the Incarnation as the appearance of "How Being"

or "the manifestation of essential God-man—hood under the

conditions of existence." "Essential God-man-hood" points

to the original unity of all being in the ground of being,

20Cf. II Corinthians 5:17.
2*Cf. Paul fillich, "The Lew Being" in Bell, -ion and

Lye (Autumn 19505» XIX, 511-517. Her© these tfiree aspects
of "hew Being" are fully developed.

22hoc, cit.
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canceming which man has only fragmentary knowledge, never¬

theless*

We know that the disrupted and antagonistic
elements of existence belong essentially to
a -unity* a unity between the self and the
world including even the strange and remote
sections of our world, such as the inorganic
realm. It is a unity, moreover, of our
separated and lonely individuality with the
universality and community to which we belongs
a unity, above all, of our flniteness with our
infinity, of our transitoriness with our eter¬
nity, of our contingency with our creativity,
of our melancholy with our courage, of our
situation at the periphery like all beingswith
our situation at the center above all beings.
We know that this unity is what we are essen¬
tially. He know that even in the existential
destruction of this unity, its remaining power
maintains existence. We know this because it
appears to us as law and command, as judgment
and threat, and as promise and expectation.
But it never appears as being, as Hew Being
overcoming the contrast between essential and
existential being, overcoming law and throat
and mere expectation, except in the Incarnation:
more precisely, the Incarnation is its manifesta¬
tion as Jovt Being over against essence and ex¬
istence.^

On© point is emphasised: the manifestation of nI!ew

Being" (in Jesus as the Christ) is not the appearance of

"Being-itself" (God). This is in full accord with Biblical

thought which nowhere implies that God as such becomes nan.

The paradox of the Incarnation is that in Hew Being original

nod-nan-hood, or the spiritual God-man, appears in the form

of existence which is in radical contradiction to his spiritual

form, and yet, even under these conditions, does not lose his

"A Heinterpretation of the Doctrine of the Incar¬
nation," pp. li}.l-3i|2.
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essential character. Far from belac dialectical, that is,

demanded as the immanent side of a tension with the divine

transcendence, the raanlf©station of nWm Being" Is the one

genuine paradox, that which Is "against the opinion of

finite reason," contrary to and transcending all human ex¬

pectations and possibilities,^
d« The Phonic

In the development of the concept of the "demonic,"

Tilllch Is once again Indebted to artistic categories and

creations. His interpretation begins with the wisdom found.

In primitive art which expresses both proportion and that

which mocks all proportion. These creations point to a

depth that has escaped consciousness, although It has never

ceased to determine human existence. This is the "demonic^"
"the unity of fom-ereating and form-destroying strength,

Ancient sculptures and raasks demonstrate to an astonishing

degree the power of form to embrace within Itself aonetiling

definitely contrary to forra. And what art reveals, the

history of religion repeatedly confirms.•

Both disciplines know about a "tension" or "dialectic"

In the demonic. The negative or destructive element, is

called the "Satanic"—symbolizing destruction without creation,

^-Cf• Systematic Theology, pp,
^The Interpretation of History, p, 81.
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Sim© the Satanic can h&ve a© existence impart frost that which

it destroys, there nuafc be an § priori divine »%mtmt, &

point of contact rooted in creative forces* Where the

Satanic is ©losing,, there is creative fore#, not daaoary*

And conversely, where there is destruction without creative

for®, there Is weakness, deficiency, but net doisosiry. Only
in the depths, 'where the two elegants arc wilted, is the

Qmantc offestive* wla th© d©;xctie*».fehe divine, the unity

of ground si abyss, of foai and consw^Jtloa of fsas is

still contained*...the isolation and forsaleos eruption of

the abyss results d»:a desacmic distortions. Dmonry is the

foi^destrosriiss eruption of the creative fetal* of things*H

Beraonlc forces arc visible on subpersoual levels, .but It is

wily on the personal level that the aavaaesat is collated

which involves the -breaking out beyond, form of those vital

forces that enter reality only through f«w Caaaaqpsx& ly,

personality is the min object of dcmo&Io distortion* 3?be

'"possessed state," called also "anlit coascxousnossis the

actual1Eat ion of the dcraonic in an individual, ffee s®e

vital forces Cfcbe **iapulsc for power* and the *lxapala© for

Eros*) that threaten personal life, brosk out .In aupcriadivid-

ual, social dcnonrics. But social deaonry, like perseea&p

are adap
itself is an adaptation of Schelllng*® theory of "potattelesu*

lb® doisonlo exorcises power only in personal Ifclas.
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political, and historical desonrles, becomes really effective

only in spiritual or sacreo forms which hold the power of

destruction in such a way that it is essentially connected

with Its creative supporting impulse.

e• Word of God

"Word of God" Is another of the traditional theo¬

logical expressions which in Tillich*s thought undergoes

radical reinterpretation. He alms to rescue it from the

confusion of half-literal and h If-symbolic understanding

by clarifying its different usages, by uncovering the root

meaning, the depth to which "Word of God" originally pointed.

First of all, "Word of God" is the principle of

divine self-manifestation. It is the legos element in the

ground of being: the source of every fom and the abyss which

finally swallows all forms.

Again, "Word of God" is the agent of creation, the

fom-giving power tliat freely actualizes itself in the freedom

of the created. It Is also the manifestation of the uncon¬

ditional in the general course of history and at special

historical points (kalroi)« Foremost, the "Word" is the

revelation of the divine In the unique kalros. in the appear¬

ance of Hew Being. This is the crucial, decisive "Word," the

logos Incarnate. Every "Word of God" In all history and to

every individual Is implied in the Word. It is the complete



expression of man*s relationship to the eternal.

In other usages, "Word of God" refers to the origin-

al record of the unique revelation, the Bible—an identifi¬

cation which, sore than any other, 1ms contributed to

sdaInterpretation of the tens, The printed words of the

Bible say becoza© "word, of God" for somebody; but when they

are identified 'mechanically with the "word of God," they

lose their spiritual power and become a text.

Finally, "Word of God" refers to fcb© proclamation

of the Church* s message* To the degree that preaching

pronounces the objective message given to the church, it is

"Word of God" in the smm sense as any other revelation*

All of these different usages point for Ttllich to

on© ©©Brum, overall meaning: "Word of God" is any reality

by means of which the unconditional breaks into the human

situation, Whether it comes in creation, in history, in the

unique revelation, in the Bible, in words or actions of the

church, in the silent symbols of art, or simply in the

spoken word that cmee to someone in a special circumstance,

"Word of God" is always "the mystery of the divine ground

and abyss expressing itself*

On© must not© the special emphasis Tlllich puts on

the "correlative character" of the "Word of God;" that is,

no word is "Word of God" unless it is received as such by

3?Systematic Theology, p. 159« Cf* Paul Tillich,
Tlie Hew Being, pp* lm~iMis'cf* also The Interpretation ofHistory,"p* 238*
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somebody. It never appears In a vacuum (objectively) but

only In correlation with the person for whoa it Is "Word of

God.0 And this happens, as the Reformers insist, only

through the witness of the Divine Spirit. '

Hence it follows that every word can beeor:.® a. vehicle

for the Divine Spirit and thus become the Word of God for

somebody. It may be a conversation, a reading, a poem, a

piece of news which in a special situation is used by the

Spirit. But always, the criterion of every word which

claims to be•"Word of God" is the Hew Being In Jesus as tfa©

Christ.2®
At no single point is the issue between Tllllch and

Bartb more sharply drawn than on their Interpretations of

this expression "Word of God*" In contrast to the several

meanings previously discussed, Barfch restricts the term to

the "unsyabolic, specific revelations of the Christ." Christ

as the Word of God is spoken to man, not by means of his

spirit and its cultural creations, but against his spirit.

Its understanding is mediated through the "Holy Spirit,"

apart from which it cannot be received. The form in which

the "Word" is spoken is th© Word, of Scripture. Churchly

preaching, sacraments, and charitable deeds are nothing more

than the anticipation of the "Word," never its realisation.

28*Propositions," Part IV, p. 22
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The intimation that "Word of God" should bo taken

as a symbolic expression, is violently opposed by Berth:

"We have no reason for not taking the concept *¥ord of God*

in its primary and literal sense, *God's Word' means, Clod

speaks."^ To take it otherwise is "simply to end In dis¬

solving it,"30
f. The Boundary

Perhaps the most picturesque of Tillich* s concepts

and the one most descriptive of his personal and intellec¬

tual development, is the concept of the "boundary." With this

terra, the trademark of existential philosophy freer Kierkegaard33
to Jaspers, Tlllioh suibaarises his own life history. He pre¬

sents his autobiography in terms of the alternatives or

boundaries on which he has stood—"being completely at hose

in neither," said yet taking "no definite stand against either.

Among them, he discusses the boundaries between social classes,

between city and country, theory and practice, theology and

philosophy, church and society, hemic and alien lond.3^

293&rth, The Doctrine of the Word of God, p» ipO.
3°Ibid,, p. 70. —■—
33Cf. Kierkegaard's parable of the King's coachman

In Judge for Yourself, reported by ¥. Lowric, Kierkegaard,
pp. i±m ff.

3^The hiterpretat ion of History, p. 3* Hiss darkness
suggests that 'the concept' of the " boundary" reflects the
"predilection for paradox which is the keynote of Tillich*s
thought" (Georgia Harkness, "The Abyss and the Given,"
Christendom, Autumn 1938, III, 5>08).
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More than that# the concept of the boundary provides

a pictoral image of Tilllch* s dialectic between religion

and culture. It oppresses their unity and separation,, their

fam-cpeating and form-shattering intercourse.. It pictures

the possibilities as well as the limitations of each* It

designates the nyeaw and V of the theologian toward cul¬

ture and cultural synthesis* It is applicable also to the

root dialectic of the holy and the profane which underlies

every philosophy and theology of culture.

However, the concept of the boundary achieves its

fullest significance as a restatement of the ideality appre¬

hended by Luther and the Heforraation* In this context it

symbolises the furthest outpost of human existence where

absolute negation and affirmation, ultimate threat and sup*»

port converge. On the one land, it is the place whore the

self loses itself5 on the other hand, it is the place where

the self finds its true being. The boundary is thus the

expression of man * s capacity for self-transcendence.

It is possible because man as man stands above
his vital existence, because ho has in a sense
broken away from his vital existence. To be
man involves. • • the freedom from himself, the
freedom to say 'yes* or *no**...This freedom*.*
carries with it the fact that he is radically
threatened*33

^The Protestant Era, pp» 196-197*
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This threat is experienced in the awareness of the limits of

self-transcendence, in the situation of despair* Despair

is the sharp edge of the boundary where ground and abyss,

being and non-being meet and beyond which man cannot go.

It is the paradoxical experience of "naked anxiety" and

"absolute faith" at the same time*

The decisive manifestation of the boundary situa¬

tion is the Cross* Here ultimate despair is overcome by the

courage which takes despair into itself—-even despair about

God—and overcomes it in the unconditional power of being*

g* Symbol
On® further concept calls for analysis, namely the

concept of symbol* In the development of this concept, the

practical implicationsof the "religion-culture" dialectic

are manifestly determinative.

Tlllich*s concept of symbol is grounded In a funda¬

mental distinction between "symbol" and "sign*" A "sign" is

an object that merely points to another object without bear¬

ing any necessary relationship to it. Whereas, a "symbol"

participates in the reality for which it stands. In the case

of the religious symbol, this correlation is expressed in

terms of the object's inherent power to represent a reality

which is unconditionally beyond the conceptual sphere. But

every symbol, intentionally religious or not, possesses a
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"necessary" character;: It cannot be exchanged j It can only

be created, A sign* on the other hand, can be regulated

according to the dictates of expediency#-^'
Moreover, symbols are figurative—nofc ends in them¬

selves, but means to. higher ends. This Is observable in

the case of a national flag, sine© allegiance is directed

not to the flag itself but to the state for which it stands#

Symbols possess .also the quality of perceptibility# They

need not b© sensuous, but can be Imaginatively conceived, as,

for example, "father" car "living" used as symbols for God.

Another characteristic of symbol is its- acceptability as such#

This connotes social rootage and support.

The act by which a symbol Is created is a
social act, ©von though It first springs forth
in an individual# The individual can devise
signs for his own private needs ; he cannot
make symbols* If something becomes a symbol
for Mm, It is always is relation to the com- ^
ramity which In turn can recognise itself in it#-5-*
The religious symbol Is distinguished frosa symbol in

general by its r®f©renee to the unconditioiml# It explicit¬

ly points to the ultimate reality Intuited in the religious

act—a reality expressible only in non-objective, non-

literal symbols# For" the unconditional is beyond all repre¬

sentation,. above all particularity.

The intention to sneak unsyrabolieaXly of religion
Is irreligious, impiousg for it robs the uncon¬
ditional of its uncanditionality and leads in

""^lilellr'lose Ve^irklicSuig*' 'p«""89'"'
3^hoc# oit»
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addition to the quite proper abandonment of
the unconditional when transformed into an

object, as a creature of fantasy*3©

Lcligtous symbols are possible because of an

analogy between particular beings and being-itself: every

finite being participates in belag-Itself (God). There¬

fore, a segment of being nay be used as a figurative repre¬

sentation of God* Her© Tillich adopts the classical method

of analogia entia., though not as a basis for the rational

c anatruetions developed by the Thoalsta* 37
The truth of a religious symbol is determined by

its ability to express the "yes" and "no" of roan's relation¬

ship to the unconditional: a relationship whose existential

nature is reflected in the dialectic of religion and cul¬

ture, holy and profane, sacred and secular, and whose essential

•aA' 1. i -:«n i ir-rTi I , , «■-„ JflUltlHICV"
"Beligiorisphiloaophie," p. 798*" Tfe© stafeemut that

Cod Is "being-itself is the only completely non&ymholic statement
that can b© nad© about God, according to Tillich. "After
this has been said, nothing else can be said about God as
God which is not symbolic" (Systematic TheoIoCT. p. 239)*
It is this nonsyrabolic statement that implies th© necessity
of religious symbolism (Paul Tillich, "Beply to Interpreta¬
tion and Criticism," in The Theoloj-ty of Paul Tillich. p. 33-fJ~)«

37panl Tillich, "Symbol and Knowledge," Journal of
Liberal noli ion (Sumner 19l|0), II, 203* Garth IcESracterTst-
Ically rejects The method of analogia entis» charging that
Tillich thereby establishes a direct," positive tie between
God and raan." Cf. Kirchllclie Dofgaafclk* I, 63~6ij..
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unity is expressed in Hew Being. In the "double-edge quali¬

ty" of a true symbol, both can be seen. Separation overcome

by unity appears when, in becoming a symbol, the theonomous

depth of a special cultural creation is brought to light.

For example,

If God is called 1king,* something is said not
only about God but also about the holy character
of kinghood. If Cod* s work is 'making whole* or
*healing,* this not only says something about
God but also emphasises the theonomous character
of all healing. If Cod*s self-manifestation is
called *th© word,* this sot only symbolises God's
relation to man but also emphasizes the holiness
of all words as an expression of the spirit.3b

Thus, "time" religious symbols participate In and stand

unarabSguously for the transcendent. They provide no objective

knowledge, only a genuine awareness. Their only claim is

that they represent the Unarischauhar—1ranszen&eirberr which

Is independent of them so far as being is concerned.^
On the basis of the above considerations Tillich

distinguishes two levels of religious symbols: first, a

"supporting lovel" (fundierencle Sehicht), and "level support¬

ed by it" (ping, fupdforte ochjcht,).**-1 yiae rirst and basic level

^Systematic Theology. P« 21<,1.
39pellgi&se Yerwirklicliunr;, p. 90.
Win adopting this particular theory, Tillich points

to the inadequacy of the negative theory. Although th© latter
recognizes that the psychological (Hietssche, Freud) and
3ocial (Harx) situation strongly influence th© selection of
symbols, it goes to th© extreme In attempting to show that
symbols express no other reality than th© subjective state of
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consists of "objective religious symbols," representations

of the Supreme Being ultimately referred to in the religious

act. Also included on this level are symbolic characteriza¬

tions of the nature and action of God, together with natural

and historical objects which are drawn into the service of

the holy.^ Again it must be understood that the uncondi¬

tional surpasses every possible symbol. "Whenever this

aspect is lost sight of, there results an objectIfIcation

of the Unconditional (which is in essence opposed to object-

ification), a result which is destructive of the religious
«!i3

as well as of the cultural life. ^

The second level or class of symbols, is made up of

the pointing symbols fc'-at refer to religious objects of the

first level. These include actions, objects, gestures that

originally held some magical-sacramental force, but now only

the individual or society. He counters with the argument
that the negative theories actually offer no interpretation
©f the symbol, but only a theory as to how it is selected.
Likewise, the positive theory which makes the selection of
symbols dependent on the "soul of culture" as it is essen¬
tially related to reality. Is subject to the critic!am that
it can be taken as a symbol for a psychological-cultural
situation, (Ibid,. pp. 90-9^.)

^Ibid,. p. 101.
^In this connection, Tillich maintains that it is

correct to speak of Christ as a symbol in so far as the un¬
conditionally transcendent Is envisaged in him. Modern
research on the life of Jesus has rediscovered this by
stressing the problematic character of the empirical element.

^-3 lb id., p. 102
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secondarily characterize the religious attitude. All of

the "pointing symbols" are only indirectly symbolic. Their

power of holiness Is a distantly derived power* An elabora¬

tion of this class would be tantamount to a discussion of

the phenomenology of religion in general*



CHAPTER nr

TOi/AEDS A THEOLOGY OP CULTURE: ITS METHOD AST) TYPOLOGY

1, Preliminary Considerations

The definitions and relationships elaborated in

Chapters I and III constitute the frame of meaning upon which

Tilllch develops his theology of culture. His first formu¬

lations are contained in ffUber die Idee einer Theologie der

Kultur," presented before the Kant-Gesellsch&ft in Berlin

on April 16, 1919.

In this lecture, Tlllich defines a theology of cul¬

ture as the analysis of the religious substance inherent in

all cultural forms "in order to discover the ultimate

concern in the ground of a philosophy, a political system,

an artistic style, a set of ethical or social principles."^
This description includes the statement of its task, which

is to ascertain and clarify the preponderant substance ex¬

pressed in cultural forms. The problem of form and content

belongs, as Tillich insists, to the area under analysis.

Theology*s primary concern is the concrete religious- exper¬

ience behind the forms.

^"Uber die Idee einer Theologie dor Kultur," p. 38.
Cf. Systematic Theology. p. 39. Cf• also Schelling: "The
purpose of trio noat'lmblime science can only be to demon¬
strate the reality—reality in the strictest sense—the
proximity (("egenwart}, the living presence (paaoin) of a
God in the totality of things and in the particular (P.W.J.
Von Sehelllng, S&mmtllche Werke, I, 2:376.

7b
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Basic to the understanding of this matter is the

sharp distinction which Tillich draws "between "substance"

and "content" and "form". Content denotes the subject mt¬

ter to be raised by the form to the intellectual-cultural

sphere. Substance refers to the raeanlngfulness that gives

to every particular form its reality and power. "Substance

is grasped and brought to expression In a content by means

of form. Content is accidental, substance is essential,

form is the mediative element."^
Form and content are not to be thought of as oppo-

sites. Rather they both stand at one pole, the opposite of

which is substance or meaning. Content is the least signi¬

ficant. Form can lose its necessary relation to content

since content recedes before an abundance of meaning. In

this way form achieves a quality of detachment from content

which brings it into immediate relation to substance. It

then becones form In a paradoxical sense, for it expresses

substance and at the same time allows itself to be shattered

by it.3 This implies that the creation and shattering of form

is itself a form. Such a paradoxical form Tillich calls a

"form {or gestalt) of grace." It is form in the sense that

it manifests a dynamic, form-creating tendency. It is a

form of grace in the sense that in it the depths of being

SIbtd>> pp> 36-39. 7
^Loc. cit.
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and meaning break through protesting against the Idenfcifica-

tlon of any forn and the totality of forme with unconditional

substance. It Is this form-ereat lag# forss-shattering opera¬

tion which concerns a theology of culture.

Before describing the method of a theology of

culture, we isuat cam© to a more definite understanding as

to the nature of culture. For this purpose, consideration

is given to Tilllchfs identification of culture and spirit*

Spirit denotes the dynamic power* of creativity in

man. It is not identical with reason or creative intellect.

Bather, it is between the two* Spirit unites elements of

the universal, the rational, the existent, the creative and

the individual*

It is not possible to grasp the essence of spirit
without grasping metalcgicaily the two basic
elements of knowledge ethought and being 3. The
essence of spirit, its internal tension, its
dynamic character, flow from the infinite con¬
tradiction between thought and being* In tho
logistic analysis of raind the being-element is
usually neglected while the psychological anal¬
ysis neglects the thought-element• both
neglect the tension of those elements* However,
spirit is not thought form, just as It is not a
form of being* In spit© of its dependence upon
both, spirit is a separate and particular form*
Spirit is the form of thought in the existential
dimension,^

Every spiritual act is, in other words, an individual

act of meaning fusing thought and being. Through the activ¬

e-Paul Tillich, Das System dor V/lssonschaften. p. 90,
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upon forms of being* It stands aver against all forms and

posits the unconditional character of its claims* 11mm the

complete separation of something existing from its bondage

to finite form—that is* complete freedom—is the presupposi¬

tion of spirit. Spirit la real only in the realm In which

meaning, subject exclusively to the law® of meaning, is

grasped in individual forms which, as such, are subject to

their own structural laws* Hence spirit receives concrete-

nesa and fullness, an individuality and infinity that can be

expressed only by the "ecstatic'1 concept form of grace*

The identification of culture and spirit is further

elaborated in Tilllch* s exposition of the nature of the

spiritual or cultural sciences and their relation to the

sciences of thought and being*

The elements of knowledge and their relationship pro¬

vide the principles which determine Tillich's classification

of the sciences. Corresponding to the principle of absolute

thought (where being determines thought) are the sciences

of thought or the ideal sciences% corresponding

to the principle? of absolute being (where being is the oppo¬

site of thought) oi'o the sciences of being or the real

sciences; arid corresponding to the principle of spirit (where

W.ypll|jww,,. ■ n wem
JL0Cm cit.
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thinking is itself being) are the cultural or normative

sciences.

The first classification consists of logic and

mathematics. The second has three subdivisons :

1) The law sciences: mathematical physics, mechan¬

ics, dynamics, chemistry, and mineralogy,

2) The (lestalfc sciences

a) The organic sciences: biology, psychology,

and sociology,

b) Hie technical sciences: transforming technol¬

ogy and: developmental technology,

3) The sequence sciences: political history,

biography, cultural history, anthropology,

ethnology, and philology,^
The third classification includes sciences which deal with

norms and meanings: art, ethics and metaphysics, law and

society, philosophy and theology. This third group is Itself

subdivided in terms of the theory of meaning as follows:

1) The theory of the principles of meaning: philos¬

ophy, including philosophy of religion.
/. " — ■ » ■ —
It is interesting to note that Tillich separates

history from the cultural sciences where it is usually
associated. Because some newly discovered document, for
example, can destroy historical calculations, history can¬
not claim to be a nomative (or cultural) science, never¬
theless, in Tilllch's system, history is made the foundation
of Geistesgeschichte and thus a presupposition of the eul-
fcwraT sciences.
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25 The theory of the material of meaning! the his¬

tory of thought tram the point of view of prin¬

ciples of meaning.
?

3) The normative system of meaning.

Tillleh warns against every attempt to absorb the

cultural sciences in either the thought sciences or the being

sciences. The movement to merge cultural sciences with

thought sciences

overlooks the fact that the characteristic of the
cultural life is precisely the meaningful link
which ties it to being, that in every act of real
cultural life not merely a logical form is real¬
ised but an irrational datum which at first is
estranged from everything logical breaks forth
uniting itself with the logical and thus becoming
Spirit, yet it never becomes merely a thought
form. Logism of all kinds neglects the irration¬
ally creative character possessed by the cultural
life by virtue of the fact that its content is
*being#* The creative element mentioned above is
indeed the peculiar element by which the cultural
process is distinguished from mere being as well
as from a mere thought form.®

While the cultural sciences cannot be dissolved into

the sciences of thought and being, thought and being are in¬

cluded and fulfilled in the cultural sciences. In spiritual

creations the "whole soul" with its capacity for thinking,

feeling, and willing expresses itself as a unity. In the

individualization of the cultural-life, the principle of life,

** Ibid. » pp. 6-8.
eibid., pp. 8-9.
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of creation, of Oeatalfc, of fom and the eruption of fom,

come to purest realisation. Moreover, "Because in every

creation being and thought aro one, every creation is at

the same time individual and universal. Creation is the

individual creation of the universal."^
In Tillich*s view, the whole of reality comes to

focus in the creative activity of the spirit, individual

and social, which is rooted in the finite and relative but

beyond them is open to the infinite and to the reality of

unconditional meaning. All existence strives for this hind

of fulfillment.

But beyond the fulfillment of thought and being is

this decisive fact that every spiritual or cultural act is

related to ultimate meaning, is confronted by the claim of

the unconditional. In response to this claim, the spirit

effects the fulfillment of meaning.

This does not mean that a reality, meaning¬
less .iii itself, would become meaningful
through the acts of the spirit-bearing Postal-
ten. "The meaning-giving acts are rather acts
offulfillment of meaning. The meaning which
dwells within all forms of the existing comes
to itself in th© spiritual act. Meaning real¬
ises itself in the spiritual. All existence
is subject to the law of unconditioned fom,
but only in spirit is the unconditional grasped
as unconditional, as validity.10
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2m- 'lb© Method

Having mad© a closer study of the nature of culture

and Its relation to spirit and having noted their identity

in the cultural or spiritual sciences, the discussion may

proceed to an examination of the method or attitude required

for interpreting cultural phenomena. In developing a method,

the distinction between form and substance again serves as

a Leitmotif* Again, too, the distinction between form and

content Is far less significant than the distinction between

forra and substance.

Cultural acts are, as has been observed, a complex

of thought, being and meaning (or form, content, and sub¬

stance) . Consequently, an adequate method must incorporate

a dynamic principle of knowledge, required by the infinity

of thought and being, as well as a metaphysical principle,

required by the presence of meaning* The method which har-

raonously unites these two principles TilXich calls "aetalogi-
caln:

Logical to suit the thought-forms, netalo t-
cal to suit the actxrnl meaning or substance*..•
Mere logisra will not grasp the actual meaning
or substance, and alogisra will not achieve
the thought form. The first leads to formalists^
the second to arbitrariness. The first must do
violence to all sciences by forcing upon the© a
formal logical pattern, the second is incapable
of accomplishing a well-rounded and intrinsical¬
ly necessary structure#11

lxIbld.. p# 9.
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The metalogical method maintains the logical element

of criticism but goes beyond pure formalism in two ways: It

apprehends the substance inherent in the forms, and it pos¬

sesses an individual creative power to set up norms• In

short, it grasps both form and substance* Yet it does not

remain attached to particular forms, but critically and

intuitively reaches for the principles of being and meaning

which are contained by both form and content*

The essence of the raetalogieal method consists in

the fact that It intuits the irrational being-element of the

various functions—epistemologlcal, aosthetic, ethical, and

so on—into the logical form. Thereby thought and being

receive a metaphysical import. Thought becomes identical with

"form .In general" ana being becomes identical with "substance

in general•" "*Thought * becomes the expression of the ration¬

al, creative, form-engendering element; 1being' becomes the

expression of the irrational, living, infinitely elusive

element, the expression of the depth and creative power of

all reality*"^
Tlllich finds a striking similarity between the aefca-

logical method and Hegel's dialectic in its inception. Both

are dynamic. However, at a certain point in the logical and

temporal development of the Hegelian dialectic, the dynamic
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elesenfc was lost* The logical element swallowed th© rata-

logical* Wb&m&m the synthetic idea is basic for Bagel, tla

dynamic fom*cr©atlijg» fcm-bursting meaning Is basic for

Tillleh*13
Also, a coastmotive conrmrison laay bo imde between

Ha laetaloglcal sacthod as foanaolated by Trosltsch ami TlHich*

Troeltsch applied the metalogleal concept to what Tillich

calls the "goal of knowledge," thereby m&tag It a sub-dlris ion

of mthodology rather tei a method itself* as does Till lob*

% so doing Troeltsch perceived the divim exclusively "as
the basis and meaning of cultural life* but never as a break¬

ing through the cultural*® He missed the ultimate significance

and the real quality of meaning beyond the forms of meaning*

Wiiil© Troeltech*s method has the dynamic quality of reality,

It lacks, in Tilllch's view,, th© dimension of depth

Rawing together the elements of earlier philosophy

represented in Tilliehte mtalogical laatbod# arm will recog¬

nise the critieal-rational-tran.sce?ide:atal line fro© Kant to

Kegel, and the existential-creative line from Jacob BSehme
am! Schelllng through Eloteschc, with their concepts of ground

hOC* Pit*

^2Md*. p* 113* "Ernst Troeltsch*0 pp* 352-353*
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and abyss, of freedom, and creative spirit. Behind both of

these lines is Ueo-Platonic thought with its "ecstatic,"

"negative theology."^
The idealistic principle of the identity of thought

and being in Tilllch*s method, his "ecstatic" theory of

moaning, his idea of spiritual forms {or gestalt of grace)

imply a dialectic of the universal and the particular, the

absolute and the relative, the creative and the fateful* In

the individuations of cultural life, the- principles of life,

of creation, of form and the eruption of form come to

purest realization. By raetalogic the rational, shaping,

structural form-bearing elements and the irrational, living,

infinite elements, the depth and the creative power of all

reality, are grasped in dynamic and mutual relationship.

In short, the raotalogical method is a dialectical method

suited to the dialectic of religion and culture, the holy

and the profane.

How having outlined the method of a theology of cul¬

ture, its task takes shape accordingly: 1) a historical-

philosophical and typological classification of the different

cultures according to the religious substance realized in

them; 2) a general analysis of all cultural creations; and

^Kurt Lease,' "Das System dor Hlssenschaften,"
Christliche Welt (1926) XL, 37k.

iQPas System der Wtagenachaften, pp. 90-92; p. 30.
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3) an outline from its own particular standpoint of the

ideal plan for a culture centered on religion.1^ The re¬

minder of this thesis is a demonstration of the manner in

which Tillich perform this three-fold task.

3. Types of Culture

The structure for a religious typology of culture

arises out of the formulation of the existential relation¬

ship between religion and culture (see Chapter I}* There

Tillich develops the actual terminology which he applies

to the task of classification* His doctrine of types aims

at universality and- intends to be flexible enough to allow

for intermediate stages*

The Autonomous type. Autonomous culture is char¬

acterized by the affirmation and actualization of cultural

forms without any reference to their religious substance*

Autonomy makes the logical structures of the human mind and

of reality the final governing principle. It- replaces the

mystical with the rational, the mythical with the technical*

It throws religion back upon the individual as wholly a mat¬

ter of personal decision. It builds communities on the

basis of purpose and morality on the ground of huraan per¬

fection.

"Tiber die Idee einer Theologie der Kultur,**
p. 38.
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Autonomy asserts that mm as the bearer of
universal reason is the source and measure of
culture and religion—that he is his own law*,,,
he called an autonomous culture the attempt to
create the forms of personal and social life
without any reference to something ultimate and
unconditional, following only the demands of
theoretical ana practical rationality.^
Hie great historical example of a fully developed

autonomous culture is the "Golden Age of Greece." During

this age, reason—the all-determining, all-devouring prin-

eiple—reigned supremo.

The next stage of conscious autonomy is reached in

the Renaissance and the Age of Enlightenment.

Its view of the world is secular, recording
the world as completely subjected to human
reason; all holy, supernatural and divine
elements are expelled from life and from trie
world. The transcendent sphere is given room
only beyond the boundaries of our world, being
forbidden to break into it. For in *this
world* mankind would build its wide and com¬

fortable house, furnished with all the products
of the rational control of nature. Neither God
nor demons are permitted to trouble this edifice of
human reason, Revelation and miracles are regarded
as inconvenient encroachments by transcendent
powers upon the slow but sure progress of human
enlightenment and morality. Ho divine support is
desired, no demonic attacks are feared. Things
have become calculable and controllable; science
having removed their irrational character—their
holiness— which prevented mankind from touching
them without feelings of veneration. The 1tabu,*
that is, the sacred, untouchable character of
things, whether animals or plants, elements or
rocks, has disappeared, when thus controlled
by human reason and used for human goals, things

*^The Protestant Era, pp. 5>6-3>7.
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are subject to a process of profanation,
fro® which nothing Is ex.or^t—►neither the
things of nature sot the mmttM of history,
neither the relations of mm In family mid
soclety nor the powers of state, nor jet the
rsovenents that occur in the dispose of the
human soul. ^

Haamissance and BaXiiitotcmorit, as pictured above,

present autonomous culture in all of its sight and grandeur*

The sen® power ant! influence is carried over is the develop-

most of the capitalist state and society. In so far as

capitalist Is based upon the self-sufficiency of the lissaa

and finite world, it exists as a continuation of the autono¬

mous ago that begem with the Benaissenee,

.But, as history—past and present—shows, autonomy

left to it© own power loses its vitality.

Autonomy is able to live as long as it can
draw from the religions tradition of the past,
from remnants of a lost fchsoaoray. .Jut csor©
.and. acre it loses this spiritual foundation.
It bmmmm emptier, more ferns! istic, or more
factual and Is drivc^toward... the loss of
meaning and purpose.^

^Taul Tillleh, "The Religious Situation in Germany
Todav." hellsiosi in. Mfe (Spring llitk III. 166-167.
Cf. i4rag»g. to. clt„' pp. 130-149.

20'."he rotostant ' ra. p. 46. r-f-: "*His3anie£i i-a-iaina
alive and powerful just so long as the. religious background
remalm effective behind it, so that hidden religious enthus¬
iasm Informs its thoughts and actions# Only by this means has
modem htsaamlm found itself able to over^casse the old reli¬
gious attitude encouraged by the church. Since force oust be
met by force, it follow© that only religious fore® can subdue
religious force. Only the concealed religious forces of
humanism have overthrown the open religious forces of the
church. Therefor© the raoraenfc the religious background of Iwm&n-
istlc movement, began to disappear, in that mammt the religious
room in the huraan soul became, so to speak, empty" ("ill© Be'll-
gious Situation in Oemany Today," p. 1693. Cf. Berdyaov,
op. clfe., pp. U4.O-IE1.3..
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Since there cannot be a vacuum, even in the spiritual realm,

autonomy finally yields to demonically destructive forces.

"An autonomous culture without religious foundation neces-
21

sarily falls into anti-divine heteronomy." The ensuing
culture, standing over against autonomy, Tillich calls

"heteronomy*"
Heteronoraoua Culture. Autonomous cultiare is char¬

acterised by the over-powering of substance by forra; hetoron-

ooKKifl culture Is characterised by the domination of all forms

by one particular form. It Is founded upon the presupposed

inability of man to act according to reason. On tills ground,

heteronony establishes laws (that really amount to alien

forms) which claim to represent culture and its depth. It

Imposes commands from the "outside" as to how all cultural

forms 3hall be determined. It introduces foreign criteria

by which culture mu3t be Judged. These laws and standards
op

exercise authority in the name of the infinite. c But bo-

cause they disregard the autonomy of form (or the logos

structure of reality), they cannot possibly be united with

culture. If uncontested, they destroy culture: they "destroy
the honesty of truth and the dignity of moral personality.

21Paul Tillich, "Our Protestant Principles," in The
Protestant {September 19*|2), IV, 13.

^Heinhold Iliebuhr offers a brilliant analysis of the
hetoronomous process: "If the effort is made to establish any
one of these subordinate realms of meaning as the clue to the
meaning of the whole, the cultural pursuit becomes Involved in
idolatry. A premature source and end for the meaning of life
is found: which is to say that a god is found who is not truly
God, a principle of final judgment is discovered which is not
really final; or a process of salvation and the fulfillment of
life is claimed which is not finally redemptive" (The nature
and Destiny of Man. II, 209).
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cTnej= undermine creative freedom and the humility of man.

cTheir3 symbol is the 'terror1 exercised by absolute churches

or absolute states. n£~^

According to Tillich, heteronomy, symbolised by

Leviathan, lias appeared in Western culture under three elf-

feront "faces.** The first of these was the "ecclesiastical

face" which showed its-elf in the authoritarian church of

the late Middle Ages. At that time the Church dominated

culture by imposing all sorts of demands and decrees that

stifled personal spontaneity and cultural creativity.^-
Culture was thereby rendered absolutely dependent upon re¬

ligion in its ecclesiastical form.

That this came face threatens to reappear in Barthlan

supranaturalisia is, in Tillich*c view, one of the major

threats to the Church today. In reply to Earth, who argued

that the Identification of heteronomy with the demonic was

"a continuous struggle against the 1 Grand Inquisitor, 1 (in
i,w■ u-Wmmw»—.»». , iowi..,. . w.<i r,,iriii^waiiwi»w.iiini i > n <m nw.rw inwimnmn. rnmm

- *ffiphe Protestant Ira, p. 1|,6.
^hcfm Reinhold HIebuhr's discussion on the destruc¬

tive effects of the medieval authoritarian church: "If a
human authority sots the limits and defines the conditions
under which the pursuit of truth shall take place, it is
quite inevitable that significant truth should be suppressed
and valuable cultural ambitions should bo prematurely ar¬
rested undor the guise of keeping them within the confines
of the final truth about life and history as apprehended by
faith" (Hiebuhr, Q£. clt., II, 2085.
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the sense of Dostoievsky*s story}," Tillich says:

Th© *Grand Inquisitor* is about to enter the
Confessional Church, ancl strictly speaking,
with a strong but tight-fitting armor of
Barthian supranatural Isn. This very narrow
attitude of the Barthians saved the German
Protestant Church; but it created at the same
time, a new hoteronomy, an antI-autonomous
and anti-lTuman.in tic feeling, which I must re¬
gard as an abnegation of th© Protestant
Principlc.25

Secondly, Leviathan appeared in his "technical face"

in recent periods virion the machine became a devouring mon¬

ster. That which man had created as a means to croaturely

comfort broke its bounds, became an end In Itself, and sub¬

jected him to Its own violent rule.

Finally, Leviathan appeared In his "political face"

in the various forms of the totalitarian state—Fascist, !lazi,

and Communist• Each of these political authorities claimed

for itself final jurisdiction. Each tried to dictate th©

course of history; each protended to bo th© realisation of

cultural meaning. In these three "faces" hefceronoray lias

threatened Western civilisation.26
—>5? —

Trie interpretation of history, p. 26. Cf. "A man
like Tertufliari.... esiphas iscs a a in the paradox: "The Son
of God lias died; It is certain because it is Inadequate.
AM th© buried has resurrected; it is certain because it is
impossible.' Tills...intellectual form...has become a logical
instead of a real paradox. It negates reason In a rational
form.*.*noo-3upranatixrallsra largely uses this method which
claims to be Biblical but is not. And because it is not
Biblical it cannot escape a hetoronomous subjection to Bible
or Church" (Paul Tillich, "Faith In Jewish-Christian Tradition,"
Christendom (Autumn 1952), VII, 523).

Z5cf. Paul Tillich, "The World Situation," in The
Christian Answer, pp. 27-20.
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The foregoing considerations arc incomplete without

asking how these two classifications are related to one

another* A study of the history of culture seoias to indi¬

cate that heteronoray is generally a reaction against auton¬

omy that has lost its substance and lias become empty and power-

loss. On tiia other hand, autonomy is a liberation from an

arrogant heterogamy that threatens to undermine the rational
structure of existence* Thus, the conflict between autonomy

and hctcronomy and the struggle toward theoncmy provide

the key to an understanding of human development. Tills
dialectical movement within reason itself reflects the con¬

flict within the nanifoldness of cultural history:

Tli© history of Greek philosophy, for example,
can bo written as a curve which starts with the
still theoncsaous pre-philosophlcal period
(mythology and cosmology), the slow elabora¬
tion of the autonomous structures of reason
(pre-Socratic), the classical synthesis of struc¬
ture and depth (Plato), the rationalization of
this synthesis in the different schools (after
Aristotle), the despair of reason in trying
autonomously to create a world to live in (scep¬
ticism), the mystical transcending of reason
(Ileo-Platonlsra), the questioning of authorities
in past and present (philosophical schools and
religious sects), the creation of a new theonorey
under Christian influence (Clement and Origan),
and the intrusion of hoteronomous elements
(Athanasius and Augustine). During the high
middle Ages a theonomy (Bonaventura) was realised
under the preponderonce of heteronomoua elements
(Thomas)• Toward the end of the medieval per¬
iod heteronoray became all-powerful (Inquisition),
partly as a reaction against autonomous tenden¬
cies in culture and religion (nominalism), and
destroyed the medieval theonomy. In the period
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of the Honaissaaco and Reformation the con¬
flict grow to new intensity* The Romissance,
which showed a theonamoua character In Its
Ileo-Platonlc beginnings (Cusanus, Pleiao},
boeane Increasingly autonomous in Its later
development C'rasmis, Galileo}* Conversely*
the P.eforaation, which in its early years
united a religious with a cultural emphasis
on autonomy (Luther's reliance on his con¬
science* and Luther and 2wingli»3 connection
with the humanists }> very soon develops a
heteronoc^ which surpassed even that of the
later Kiddle Ages in same respects (Protestant
orthodoxy}* In the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, in spite of some heterologous rem¬
nants am! reactions* autonomy won cm almost
complete victory* Orthodoxy and fundasontal¬
ien were pushed into the corners of cultural
life, sterile and ineffective. Classical and
Roraaati© attempts to re-establish tixeonoxny
with autonomous means (Kegel, Schilling) did
not succeed, producing radical autonomous re¬
set ions (post-Hcgellans), on the one land, and
strong heteronomous reactions (revivalism}, on
the other hand* Under the guidance of techni¬
cal reason autonomy conquered all reactions but
completely lost the dimension of depth* It
became shallow, empty, without ultimate meaning,
and produced conscious or unconscious despair.
In this situation powerful heteronomles of a
quasi-political character entered the vacuum
created by an autonomy which lacked the dimension
of depth.2?
The above quotation Introduces the third type, theGno¬

mons culture, and at the emm time raises questions as to the

relationship between the first two typos and the third.

The relationship between thoonoray and autonomy is

made explicit in the previous statements regarding the dialec¬

tic between religion and culture, the holy and the profane,

substance and form. It should be sufficient just to recall

that as, for example, the holy is latent in the profane, so
' ■ - — n rrrY-rr,—^.[1—r.- — r( -r-, ntrniM- ■« • -|-'inr iinr rTwnri irn inn in mif rriivr i minn—n

^'Systematic Theology. pp* 85-86*
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hidden in the depths of every autonomous culture is an ulti¬

mate concern, a fcheonomy* For in every autonomy there Is

the obedient acceptance of the unconditional
character of the form, the "logos,," the uni¬
versal reason in. world and mind, c There is a

the acceptance of the norms of truth and jus¬
tice, of order and beauty, of personality and
eora-.mr-Ity. eThere is a obedience to the
principles that control the realms of indi¬
vidual and social culture. These principles
have unconditional validity. Obedience to
them is obedience to the "logos" elorient in
the unconditional**^

This is uliat makes autonomous culture the birthplace

of theonaaous culture* In the struggling and questioning of

mitonaray with the meaning of Its form, the dimension of the

holy ceases to light.

—*S"Protestant Era, p.- kB* Cf.: ""leligionsphilos-
ophle," p» 001*, ■ '



CHAPTER \T

THEONOMY — A CULTURAL IDEAL

1* llieonoraaus Culture

In the description of the third classification, the

task of a religions typology arid the task of outlining an

ideal plan for a culture centered on religion coincide*

Theonotions culture, overcoming the conflict between autonoray

and hoterenemy, is for Tillieh the meaning and goal of cul¬

ture and history* It is the answer to the question implied

In the ambiguities and frustrations of the culture! process*

■When theonoray appears, autonomy and hcteronomy are

at once affirmed and denied* By emphasising the ecracmding

element In the unconditional demand, fcheonoay retains and

transforms an element of heieronomy*1 .And. by driving to the

fulfillment of the innermost loitoa structure of the world

and man, theonoray deepens and transtomm an element of auton¬

omy. It confronts both with an ultimate threat and support

which overcomes separation* It signifies also the reunion

of culture and religion, the holy and the profane, form and

substance*

'

^Prefessor Theodor Siegfried raises the question as""1'
to whether there is cay authority which is not heteronomous-
ly distorted* "Is there such a thing as a theonomous author¬
ity?" Tillieh* s answer points to the cultua which gives
ultimate meaning to daily life* {Siegfried11, op* cit*„ p* 82)

%
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The t'neonoiaoua ideal is approximated when culture

realises itself in the power of its own inexhaustible

depth. For man, this weans the affirmation of the universal

law of reason which is his innermost law, as it is rooted in

th© divine ground, which is his own ground. For cultural

forms, it means transparency, that is, the manifestation of

an, unconditionally transcendent meaning. In a theonoray,

nothing that is reckoned to be good and true and beautiful—

whether in philosophy or in science or in art—is sacrificed.

Reality is experienced as whole and ©entered.

But a theonoeious culture is not necessarily one in

which th© majority of people are actively religious. Rather,

it is cm© that

is turned toward, and open to, the uncondi¬
tional... th© consciousness of the presence of
the unconditional permeates and guides all
cultural functions and forms.•..This situation
finds expression, first of all, in the domina¬
ting power of the religious sphere, but not
in such a way as to raake religion a special
form of life ruling over the other forms.
Rather, religion is the life-blood, the inner
power, the ultimate meaning of all life. Th©
* sacred * or the 'holy* inflames, imbues, in¬
spires, all reality and all aspects of exiat-
©nc©»3

aP
^Systematic Theology, pp. II1.8-U4.9.
3rfae Protestant lira, p* k3*
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Authentic examples of theononous culture are to be

found In certain primitive societies,^- in the early and

high 'fiddle Ages, and at the beginning of the Renaissance,^
It must be admitted, however, that these theonoaous

periods are, at bast, only limited appraximations of a com¬

plete theonomy: the Kingdom of God* As historical actual¬

ities, they are fragmentary and never prolonged* liven the

greatest has become heteronomous in its efforts to preserve

its thoonaiaQua achievements. The good that Is attained, it

legalisedj the artistic forras that it created, it set up as

absolute standards* Consequently, it became static and

immobile and provoked autonomous reaction. Experiences of

^"Dawson's description of primitive Egyptian cultures
gives a typical picture of early theonomy: "The material and
the spiritual factors interpenetrate one another so complete¬
ly that they form an inseparable unity, so th~t religion end
life have become on©* Every moment of life, ©very social
occasion, ©very gesture and form of expression is consecrated
by religious trajiitlon and Invested with religious signifi¬
cance* "Prom the peasant in the field and the craftsman In
his workshop to the priest in his temple and Pharaoh on his
throne, the whole society obeys the same laws,- moves with

the same rhythm, breathes the sane spirit* The gods are the
life of the land, and human life follows the pattorn of th©
divine ritual" (Dawson, op« cit,, p* 1975.

^Concerning the theononaus character of the early
Renaissance, John Baillie writes: "I believe also that the
public life* * *approached closer to the true typo of what I
have called an open Christian civilisation than that which
1ms elsewhere boon enjoyed. Its explicit renunciation of
the ©ccleslocratic or Hildebrandin© Ideal, Its frank conces¬
sion of a real autonomy to the various secular interests,
its acceptance and indeed eager championship of the principle
of religious freedom and more generally, its complete con¬
version from tli© conception of a compulsive to that of an
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a partially theoaemous culture testify to the truth that un¬

united theonomy is "beyond the reach of human achievement •

With this background, an intensive analysis of theon¬

omy—Till ich*s cultural ideal—villi be undertaken by drawing

together its manifold details under the three following

propositIons.

2* Theoaomy and Kalros

fheonomous culture Is the demand and expectation

of a kaires» of a new awakening of the word of revelation*

This means that culture does not create theonomy. Always it

receives It as something frosa beyond itself# as a new revela¬

tion breaking into tine.

The term kairoa, fully developed through flew Testament

usage, can be understood only in comparison with chronos.

the other Greek word for time. Ghronoa signifies the quanti¬

tative point at which an event occurred; it is the designa¬

tion of a certain day, in a certain month, in a certain year.

Hence, ehronos can be called "foraal time," or "pure dura—
«6tion."

open Christian civilisation, have, in spite of the new prob«
lens and perils which they have brought In their wake,
turned out on the whole to be sources of increased solidarity
and stability" (John Baillie, What is Christian Cj-viligatIon?,
p. 2i±)» €f. bordyaev, op. cit."» pp.

%he Protestant ll'ra. p. 33*
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Kalroa, on the other hand, refers to K*th© right

time,* tli© moment rich in content and significance.The

Hew Testament declares that Jeans cam© en kalro. in fee

fullness of time, after historical conditions were fully

prepared.. As "qualitative" or "prepared" time, kairos is

the moment; in which, time is invaded by eternity. Hot that

every period of tine is not related to the eternal; certain¬

ly, it is. But not every period is aware of this relation.

It is the peculiar constellation of events, making an aware¬

ness of the eternal passible, giving recognition to the

"break-tirouyh," that distinguishes kalros from every other

time.

Although kalroa is the consciousness of the invasion

of time by eternity, it is not perfection or completion in

time. Tillieh, in applying the concept to- religious social¬

ism, makes this clear:

The term is meant to express the fact that; the
struggle for a new social order cannot lead to
a fulfillment such as is raeant by the Kingdom
of God, but that at a special time special
tasks are demanded, and one special aspect of
the Kingdom of God appears as a demand and ex¬
pectation. The Kingdom of God will always
reraain transcendent.®

The concept of kairos is Intentionally, then, in a

sense, the antithesis of both Utopia and the Golden Age,

^hoc. cit.
®Tfas Interpretation of History, p. 57*
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culturally speaking. Against conservatism "which confines all

meaning to the past and against Utopianism which roakea the

meaning of fee present dependent upon the .future* kairos

mightily affirms the significance of the present cultural

stags as having Its mm meaning--In relation* of course, to

the past and future.^ Also, kairos unites the demands of
absolute and relativist cultures. The absolute demands on©

culture over against all the others, while relativity finds

in all culture the same significance or want of significance.

To these demands, kairos introduces a culture which should

be absolute, and yet not absolute, but under the judgment of

the absolute. Both demands are fulfilled when culture sur¬

renders itself to become a vehicle for the unconditional,
in

that is, theonoaous.***

Tilliefc's concept of kairos has three distinct yet

clearly correlated references. Its unique reference is to

the appearance of Sew Being (essential God-man-hood) in his-

tory—the event in which the historical and. cultural processes

become conscious of themselves and their meaning. This is

the moment of fulfillment and transformation. Here the con¬

trast between the holy and the profane Is overcome. Tlx©

unity of cultural creations with their ultimate ground is

9'lhc delirious Situation, pp. xvii-xviii.
**Cf„ The Protestant Era, p. 1*2.
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ctramtie&XXy announced. Thus the appearance of lew Being is
11

the dividing point of history and culture. Before, Is tie

period of preparation! afterwards, the period of reception.

Each period., however, contains elements of, the other.

la a general sense, teairoa. refers to *every turning

point in history in which the eternal judges and transforms-

the t«m>or£il.MA Such general kalro-t are derived manifesta¬

tions of the unique fcairos. They are secondary ©enters of

history, reflecting the universal center in the appearance of
'Hew Being. The awareness of a general teaires made possible

a "brct\k»tbroughri in the days of Bartin Luther and wsm the

formative power behind German religious socialism.^

3*%IIfch regard to the place of the historical Jesus
in fillieh* & thought, Eelnhold Btebufcr cakes the fclXowlng
critical observations: wPor him the center of faith mtiI
history is Christ and not Jesus. He insists that it Is not
possible to .go behind the faith of the Early Church that
Jesus was Christ and the faith that this Christ »s m he is
described in the Gospels. Ho is not interested to any re¬
discovery of the rhistorical Jesus* since the basis of th©
Christian religion is the faith that the. Christ is the rev¬
elation of the eternal meaning in time. That, to speak
analogically, seem to me lite© accepting the biographcrto
estimate of a pere onto peculiar significance too uncritical¬
ly. There was, after all, an historical Jesus who had a
Gospel which fitted remarkably well into a life which ended
-on the Gross. Baraanly speaking, this life could not have
been accepted to faith as the revelation of God had its in¬
tention not been in such remarkable conformity with, its
dostimr" ("The Contribution of Paul Tilllch.* Eelirion to
Life, Autism 1937# VI, 578).

^The Protestant Era, p. lj.7.
*3ef,* n * iairos' can be understood as a generaliza¬

tion of Tilliehto personal experience, upon returning from
the First World bar, in recognizing participation in the
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Kairoa In Its special sense refers to the decisive

character of the present which opens the way for the "casting

of a new theonomy on the soil of a secularised and emptied

autonomous culture*" In this type of kalros, not the demonic

generally, but a special demonic structure is over come*

Concerning the relation of kalros to Xonros (under

•which heading Tlllich develops his episteaology), it rmzt

suffice to say that teairos signifies not only the invasion

of the uncondltlonal, but also the expression of ultimate

truth. The truth of a time is Its attitude toward the trncon-
"

i

dlfcional# Thus, "true knowledge Is knowledge bom of the

kalros, that is, of the fate of the time* of the point at

which time is disturbed by eternity*" He who is in the

katros ia in the truth.^

3* Theonoriy and "kellef-ful" Realism

The second proposition states that theontsaous cul¬

ture is received through an attitude of "belief-ful" or

"self-transcending11 realism.. The concept of "belief-ful

struggle for justice and peace and against a repetition of
the catastrophe m his supreme Christian duty* true to the
line of thought and action laid down by the great prophets
of the Old Testament" (Edward Heimami, "Tilllclfs hoctrine
of Religious Socialism*" The Theology of Paul Tlllich*
p. 313).* Spongier* a Decline '63?t tie West 'was for ¥i'lXieh a
profound expression of the" sense of a kairoa that followed
World War I* —

^The Interpretation of History* p* I7I4.
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realism" was created under the impact of the transition in

art fro® initial expressionism to a new realism. It was

designed to combat what Tlllieh felt to be a fragmentary

approach on the part of those who were sincerely seeking the
l£

deeper loreIs of reality and meaning,

"Belief«*f«l realism," as Tillich explains it,

points to the spiritual meaning of the real by using its

given, cultural foma* Penetrating to their transcendent

.ground, it calls into question even the most fundSHicntal

dualisms end thereby overcomes the®. Hence, "belief-ful

realism" is the universal i immtammm attitude.It is the

^Hortois reports that 7ilXichf«r xmw term "fell into
combination with all these other realism (Steinbeck's
literary realism, HIebuhr's pel it ical-econord c realism,
Whitehead*s provisional realism), and helped the growth of
a general trend toward object ivis tic rather than subjectlv-
isfcic thinking, toward God-centered rather than raan-center©d
thinking—a movement wherein thinkers of many different
types found themselves temporarily comrades in a broad
united front" (Barton, op, c.ifc«, p. 3S>).

Hi© opposite of "belief-ful" realism is the atti¬
tude which denies altogether the religious intuition of
reality* It Is identified by Tillich with Barthlsn super-
naturalisia: "If the intuition of reality were to bo pro¬
hibited, however, because th© contents of religion are not
to be grasped in reality or even through reality, might not
one ask: Does faith then look away from real things and not
into their depths? Does their essential nature not lie with¬
in the field of vision as implied in the religious act? Does
their being creatures, their being subject to death, guilt
and salvation, their eternal destination, all lie outside
their essence? Can that only be said about them, not per¬
ceived in the® as thoir depth and meaning? It Is clear that
all those judgments concerning things and man, if not ap¬
proachable by any intuition and in any stratum of reality,
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attitude that drives underneath the cultural splits to the

place where the holy and the- profane are one* It can do this
because it unites faith, which transcends every conceivable

reality, with realise, which questions ©very transcending of

the real#**

Tlllich clarifies this concept by proposing cer¬

tain basic distinctions, lie first contrasts "belief-ful" -or

"self*transcending realism" with a self-transcendence which

is not realistic. Hie latter, identical with idealism, "tends

to spiritualise its objects, to regard them no longer as sym¬

bols of tho ultimate or as deriving their meaning from the
18

Unconditioned but as significant in and of themselves#"

Idealism's great mistake is in not seeing the gulf between

the conditioned and the unconditional. Because of this, its

claims must be rejected as sheer arrogance. But, at the same

tine, it rrast be respected in its aim to unite an "autonomous

Interpretation of reality with a religious transcending of

reality#" In this regard, idealism is always on the road to

could be justified only by authority according, to the super-
naturalistic method. And that would mean that reality has no
ultimate significance at all, that there is a gulf between
belief and reality producing a belief that is estranged from
reality on the cm© hand, and on the other hand a reality which
is considered without belief" Cfh» Interpretation of History, i

268-269)#
•ffifhe Protestant lira# p# 67# Cf# Daubney, org* alt##

pp# 10—20*
3-%?hc Religious Situation# p# xi
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theoncasy. "Belief-ful realism,1' on the other hand, "does
not idealise or spiritualise Its objects* It Is the scepti¬

cal, unroTfiantic, unsentimental attitude which accepts the

objects In their stark glvonness*"^
Over against self-transcendence that Is not realistic,

Tilllch contrasts "bclief-ful realism" with realism which is

not transcendent# This realism is of three types# The first

type Is called "technical" because it determines the power

of things by their adaptability to rational conceptualisation

and by their practical utility. Later Heo-Kantlanlas and,

more recently, logical positivism, are its philosophical ex¬

pressions# Heads is "mystical realism" which claims that

power of being can be ascertained only through contempla¬

tion and union* This type strives to overleap the distor¬

tions of the material universe and to attain to the realm of

"pure actuality." The Beo-Platonic era, together with the

early and high Middle Ages stand as classical examples of

"mystical realism#"

Opposed to both the technical and the mystical types,

abstracting from existence as they do in order to find the

power of things, is a third type known as "historical realism#"

The latter seeks for t he power of being within the concreten.esa

^fhe Protestant Era** p# 68*
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of historical existence. It asks far the "really real" in

tin© and space, within the . framework of the historical process*

Because it Insists upon the unique, unrepeatable, and fateful

character of the "her© and now," it rises above both technical

and my251leal realism. Yet, It stops short of "self-trancend¬

ing* or "belief-ful realism" by not penetrating to the depth,
PCi

the ultimate ground of the historical situation.

Self-transsending realism my be understood as th®

religious dimension of historical realism.

Historical realism remains on a comparative¬
ly unrealistic level if it dam not grasp that
depth of reality in which its divine founda¬
tion and meaning beecm© visible. Everything
before this point baa preliminary, conditioned
reality. Therefore, historical realism has
truth to t!i© degree that it reaches the ultim¬
ate ground and meaning of a historical situation,
and through it, of being as such. 1

Self-transcending, historical realism apprehends the uncon¬

ditioned in and through concrete historical situations—the

here and now; however, it resists the claim to have grasped

it completely, recognising that it is always at the same

time unconditionally near and unconditionally far. This at¬

titude, uniting realism and faith, affirming and negating, the

power of thing®, must prevail in order for theencmouc culture

to he a reality#

20Ibid.» pp. 68-?6
21Ibid., p. 76.
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l|, Theonomy and the "Protectant Principle"
The third proposition assorts that ihoonanous cul¬

ture exists in the power of the Protectant Principle, low,

the Protestant Principle occupies quite a comanding

position in $illleh*s But just what is it? Stee¬

ply put, it is, the statement of the paradox of the divlne-

hasm&n relationship. It is t ho affirmation of the divinity

of the Divine over a.-ainst every human activity—whether

religious and done In the nam of Ood, or secular and don©

without reference to God, It is the proclamation of the

unconditional character of the unconditional in contrast to

everything finite which tries to bo Ilk® God or to Influence

Sod.

Tlllich warns against confusing the Protestant. Prin¬

ciple with

the "Absolut©* of Oernan Idealism or with the
*Being* of ancient and recent philosophy. It
Is not the highest ontological concept derived
from an analysis of the whole of being} It is
the theological expression of the true relation
between the imeanditional and the conditioned,^^
or, religiously speaking, between God and xmnm J
The Protestant Principle as the statement of the

dlvitie-hmmn relationship, is identical with what Tlllich in

22Tlllich acknowledges his debt to his teacher Gartin
Kihler for the initial insight into the all-controlling
character of the Protestant Principle. Of. The Interpreta¬
tion of History, p. 32..

^The Protestant Ira. p. 163.
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his cpistemalogy, calls the "absolute standpoint." This

standpoint is "the guardian position which prevents any

knowledge from pretensions to unconditioned validity." The

recognition that our kiiowlede is relative is the cm© know!-

edge that Is not relative! it is the knowledge that trans¬

cends formal and material elements. It is the expression

of the relation of knowledge to the unconditional. Hence,

"the absolute standpoint as a guardian standpoint♦♦•is not

actually a position, but only a battle constantly changing

with the opponent, against any standpoint that wants to set

itself up as unconditioned."^
The tension between unconditional throat and uncon¬

ditional support inherent in the Protestant Principle

determines its practical significance. On the one hand, it

denotes the ultimate judgment and condemnation of everything

finite, including culture and religion. In the nane of the

unconditional, the Protestant Principle opposes the church

that makes its institutions and doctrines absolute, that sets

itself above the divine judgment rather than under it* It

attacks the culture that pretends to be aelf-gufficiont, that

dom not point beyond itself to its inexhaustible ground of

meaning. It protests against human reason which claims to

produce ultimate truths about relative relations.2^

Interpretation of History, p. 172
^b'The Protestant r.ra, p. 163.
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On the otls©]? {sand, the Protestant Principle marks

the ultimate acceptance and support of everything finite.

It Is the absolute seriousness of th© presence of the divine

in spit© of utter separation from it« In the name of the

unconditional, the Protestant Principle gives power of be¬

ing and creativity to religion and culture. It confers

holiness upon human institutions and form and makes reason

transparent for eternal truth. It is the perpetual relating

of finite existence to its unconditional ground which make©

possible iheonomoua culture.

$m Theonomy and Synthesis

Th© foregoing analysis raises the question as to what

extent Tillich, in proposing an ideally religious culture,

becomes a cultural synthesizer. The discussion in Chapter II

denied any final Identification of Tillich with Aquinas and

Hitachi, the leading exponents of synthesis. At the sot©

time, it recognized certain tendencies towards synthesis

which must now com under closer scrutiny.

In th© 1919 lecture, Tillich asks how far th© cul¬

tural theologian can become a cultural systematizer. His

answer admits the possibility from the angle of substance.

But substance exists only through forma. In so far as form

is concerned, the cultural theologian is not specifically

creative. That is, he is not, as such, productive in th©
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sphere of ©orals, science, or art* However, he does adopt,

by reason of his religious standpoint, a critical attitude

towards autonomous productions. "He draws up with the

material at hand a religious system of culture by separating

this material and unifying it again In accordance with his

theological principle.w2^
The cultural theologian may go beyond the material

at hand only In terras of demand, not in terras of fulfillment.

He can protest against the existing cultural forms because

he finds nothing in them which expresses living substance.

At the same time, he can indicate in a very general way the

lines along which he visualizes the realization of religious

substancej but ho does not produce the forms in which this

substance is realised. If ho tries to do so, he ceases to

be a cultural theologian and becomes a creator of culture.

In this regard a theologian can never produce a cultural syn¬

thesis.

On the other hand, because he is freed from the

limitations that would bind him to definite forms, the cul¬

tural theologian can, from the standpoint of subst°n<-3, give

expression to the transcending unity of cultural functions

and demonstrate the relation of one form to another through

the unified substance which they express. Then, from the

Tiber die Idee einor Theologio der Kultur," p. IpO*
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standpoint of substance, he does help to promote a cultural

synthesis In the sane way that the philosopher helps from
27

the standpoint of pur© form and category.

Thus, Tillich sees himself and ©very cultural theo¬

logian not as one who produces a finished system or creates

a completed synthesis, but as one whoa© task embraces every

cultural function, eliminating the destructive conflict be¬

tween religion and culture by a plan for a religious system

of culture in which the opposition between knowledge and

dogma is overcome by knowledge religious in Itselfj in

which the distinction between art and cult forms is over¬

come by an art religious in itself, and the dualism of church

and state by a state religious in itself.^®
Here, again, Tillich maintains a consistently dialecti¬

cal position which, for his theology of culture as for all

the other phases of his thought, is as significant today as

when it was first introduced in 1919* Although originally

designed to combat the so-called "liberal theology" which sur¬

rendered the Christian message to cultural trends, it has

been of equal value in opposing Barthian noo-supranaturalIwm

which sacrifices cultural activities to the Christian message*

Critics are agreed that this dialectical formulation has

^hOO* Clt.
-Mmmm mmmm

P* kl
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destined Paul ?illteh*s theology of culture to "become a

landmark In the history of modern theology."

^Cf» Hoinhold Biebuhr, "Biblical Thought and Onto¬
logies! Speculation in Tilllch*a Theology," p. 21?* Of* also
Eduard Heiaann, jgg* clt.. p. 31k*
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A CULTURAL-THEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF ECONOMICS,
SOCIETY, AND POLITICS

The seriousness and sincerity of Tillich*a analysis

arc nowhere more obvious fclian In hie exploration of recent

and contemporary economic, social, and political movements.

This is altogether fitting and proper, since these move¬

ments hold the key to the present situation. One cannot

arrive at a true analysis without first recognising that the

predicament of modern man "is the outcome—directly in the

West and indirectly elsewhere—of the rise, the triumph and

the crisis" of what my toe termed the "bourgeois* or "capi¬

talist" system* Hence, Tillich begins with a careful exam¬

ination of the religious substance implied in capitalism,

1, The Religious Substance of the Capitalist System,

Early capitalism had its roots in the struggle against

the hetcronomous powers—political and. religious—of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Its eoroanding sub¬

stance was expressed in the belief in reason as a means for

the liberation of man from the demonic aspects of existence.

This belief was an affirmation of the power of spirit over

matter, of the sacredness of the individual and his creative

power. It emphasised the essential unity of man and the world.^
""

'-^The Religious .Situation.'' 9," 21~~
112
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The success of the bourgeois revolutions narked the

victory of the rational principle and led to its applica¬

tion in every sphere of human activity. Autonomous reason

applied to the economic sphere, resulted in the doctrine of

"laissez-faire," "the belief that the welfare of all would

best be served by the unrestrained pursuit by each individual
of his own economic interests." In the political realm, it

produced democratic procedures in the belief that the

political decision of each citizen would lead to the right

decision by the majority. In the realm of international

affairs, It brought about free exchange among nations with

fch© expectation that a balance of power and automatic har-
9

many would follow.

As the rational principle became more powerful, it

lost touch with the living remnants of th© previous theon-

ony and failed to meet the demand for a new theonomy. Thus

it became emptier, more formaltstic and less meaningful.

Liberating, transforming reason became technical, controlling

reason. Consequently, capitalism was invaded by economic,

social and political demonries.

Under th© reign of "technical reason," the individual

was reduced to a unit of working power. He was made a cog in

^"The World Situation," p. 21.
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the world-wide M@ohan.ism of large seal© production and com¬

petitive economy. He was forced to pattern his personal

life according to the laws of the machine.

This created the "proletarian situation," "the situ¬

ation of that class within the capitalistic system whose

members are dependent exclusively upon the 'free* sal© of

their physical ability to work and whose social destiny Is
%

wholly determined by the turn of the market." In describ¬

ing this situation, Tillich is indebted to Prlch Protases-

analysis of the "marketing orientation." Their pictures

coincide in the person who realises himself to be a commodity

and whose self-esteem, and social position are determined by

his exchange value m the market.^
The Imperialism of industry which transformed the

person into a commodity changed the "free market" into an

arena of destructive competition -and class conflict* This

conflict appeared first in the antagonisms between manage¬

ment (whose interests were exclusive of those of their

employees) and labor (which had lost its common creative pur¬

pose) • Out of this situation a clearly defined class conscious-

'^The Protestant Bra, p. 161*.
*ktf. Frith From®, Kan for Himself, pp. 67-82. The

following excerpts throw aMecTTight on the 'proletarian
situation." "Sine© man experiences himself both as the seller
and as the commodity to be sold—his self-esteem depends on
conditions beyond his control. If he is *successful,* he la
valuablej if he is not, he is worthless." Thus, when "the
vicissitudes of the market arc the judges of one's value, the
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ness was formed which decided the fat© of men on every level-

economic, social, religions. Even within the classes, con¬

flicts of Interest produced further insecurity and hostility.

These combined factors resulted In the disintegration

of the various forma of community life.

The family disintegrated into .individuals each
of who® lives for himself in the service of
the mechanic® of society. Communities of
workers were replaced by mass cooperation of
a non-personal character,»«.Neighborhood as a
form of community lost its meaning. The nation¬
al eowmmity recovered reality only when at¬
tacked, said lost it .again when danger passed.
Even the community of friendship was destroyed
by the universal sway of competition.-*
The disruption of family relationships is particular¬

ly noteworthy. In capitalist society the function of the

family becomes largely utilitarian: it provides for se:cual

satisfaction, economic security, social acceptance and. mutual

sympathy. But because it has lost Its "spiritual centre,*
it is no longer able to transcend the strength and weakness

sens© of dignity and pride is destroyed." (Ibid.. p. 72).
.Furthermore, the "proletarian situation" (or marketing
orientation) "....does not develop something which is
potentially in the person.* . g its very nature is that no
specific and permanent kind of relatedness is developed,
but that the very changeability of attitudes is its only
permanent quality. In this orientation, those qualities are
developed which can best be sold* lot one particular at¬
titude is predominant, but the emptiness which can be filled
most quickly with the desired quality" (Ibid.* p. ??)•

-'"The World Situation", p. 33.
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of utilitarian motives, nor is it sufficiently potent to
6

withstand attacks from a competitive society.

Out of the disintegration of personal and family

life, the social mass is born, It is composed of people
determined by the laws of the machine, people who have sur¬

rendered all personal distinction, people impoverished of

soul and empty of hope* The mass is the ruling social struc¬

ture among the de-personalized proletariat.

Since they work in masses in the big factor¬
ies! since they, as masses, receive the same
low wagej side© they livo as masses in the
same type of run down houses and poor streets!
since, as masses, they have the same slight
chances of material or intellectual enjoyment,
a mass attitude tends more and more to replace
more individuated ones, to subject them to the
laws of mass feeling and mass emotion; and to
lay them open to the appeals of every agitator
who is able to use and to abuse the laws of
mass psychology. It is characteristic of the
behavior of masses that every individual among
them acts under the impulsion of those aspects
of his personality which he has in common with
everybody else, not according to those in which he
Is an independent, individualized person,?
The negative religious substance of the capitalist

system is apparent also in the perversion in man*© relation¬

ship to things. In the past men recognized in things a

quality, an inherent power which gave them meaning. There

was something holy In man*a relationship to thonj things were

^Paul Tillich, "The Disintegration of Society in
Christian Countries," In The Church1© Witness to God*a
Design, p. 57* — —

7fhe Protestant Bra, p. 223*
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symbols of his participation in unconditional being. But

under th© influence of dominating capitalism, things are

valued only for their technical us®. They are exploited and

deprived of their meaning. Han's relationship to than is

determined by their "sale&bility," by their adaptability to
i

the demands of the market. All sens© of participation in

them is lost.

Things became wares—objects whose meaning lies
in th© production of profits in transactions
of buying and selling, not in the enrichment
of the personal life. They are acquired and
disposed of by their masters, not by being® who
have some kind of community with them, oHence
there is no limit to their acquisition.'*

Man's dominating, loveless attitude toward things

is apparent in the way that they are used and shaped without

any consideration for their native beauty. For example, the

design of buildings, houses, -and furniture is not derived fora

the inherent meaning of th© material usedj rather, for util¬

itarian purposes, some form is imposed upon them from th®

outside.

The lines and colors of most things used for
comercla1 Manufacture do not express the true
nature of th© material of which they are made.,
They do not express any thing except the bad
taste of a society that is cut off from th©

®The Beliqloua Situation, p. 72, Tillieh has elso-
where called this the process of "fchingifieafcion*' (Verdinr-
llchung), a term taken from early Marx: "Complete »thingifi-
cation' is th© complete elimination of the relation of exist¬
ence to Its origin, its complete profanization. The spirit of
bourgeois society Is th© spirit of a group of men who, after
having!; cut through ©very original tie, subjected a material¬
ized world entirely to its purposes" (Die Soziallstiache
Sntscheidung. p. Ij.9). ~ "
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meaning and power of things. The streets of
our cities and the rooms of our houses give
abundant and repulsive evidence of the viola¬
tion of things in our technical civilization.
In every ornament produced by this attitude,
in the method of trJUaing things which are sup¬
posed not to be beautiful in their genuine
appearance, falsehood, facade and aesthetic
betrayal are manifest.'

Th© true power of things is thus violated and they are denied

genuine fulfillment of meaning.

In the political sphere, demonic distortion appeared

when democracy became a weapon In th© hands of the bourgeoisie

for th© preservation and extension of capitalism, when th©

might of th© state was si©zed by th© leading economic class

for the control of th© proletarian masses. Th© absolutiza-

tlon of the economic function made it possible for capital

to create the majorities on which political power was con¬

ferred. And not only did it determine the rise of one group

to office, but it also decided th© extent of their rule, When

^The Protestant Era, p. 122. Tillioh elsewhere refers
to this as' ''the''technology of transformation'1 s It "creates
structures determined by th© posited purpose and by that alone;
it uses a material for a purpose completely alien to it.,..
It does not aim at the development of a given form nor does
it aim directly at th© realization of spirit. It destroys

vital connections with things. It fells a tree and trans¬
forms it into wood for technical use. It blasts rocks and
transforms them into technical material stone. It changes
th© Surface of the earth to make roads and canals, It press¬
es th® resisting t&on into arbitrary forms according to husnftft
purpose. Consequently* it creates technical structure, a sferaefews *jfoieh
has only a topological character. When th© structure loses its
relation to this purpose it no longer has 1 technical* existence."
{Paul Tlllich, "Logos und Mythos in der Tochnik," Loroo (192?),
xxl, 38)4! * ***""
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a group resisted domination, capital deprived them, of their

power and Indirectly established another group that could do

Its bidding#*0
Uhen failure to maintain a sound balance between

production and consumption brought economic oriels, govern¬

ment had to establish controls on the system of free enter¬

prise, States were forced to bolster private monopolies in

order to protect their own lives* Various measures were

adopted by the government to "socialize the losses,"
On the International front, the division of the

world into self-determining states possessed of unlimited

sovereignty resulted not In automatic harmony but in competi¬

tive struggles of unprecedented proportions. The democratic

nations, proceeding on the assumption that the promotion of

the capitalist spirit was their "divine mission," made

powerful, imperialistic advances. Alliances and co-operation

among nations were based on agreements for the cultivation

of common interests in the world economic system with national

armaments for security.11
These developments in national and international

politics resulted in the secularization of the state in cap¬

italist society. All remnants of its spiritual meaning were

lost*

*°The Religious Situation* p* 15*
11lbid** pp. 83-89
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The only task assigned fco the state is the
legal protection of the economic life in in¬
ternal and external relations• • • •Interferences
with the religious and spiritual sphere are
out of the question for it. Its relation to
religion and culture is defined by the idea
of tolerationj the violation of personality
in its relation to the meaning of life# that
is# in its faith# is eliminated# but at the
same time the political community itself
loses all significance for the ultimate mean¬
ing of life. The relationship of man to the
eternal is removed from the political and public
sphere and relegated to the private.••.To the
extent to which this tendency increases the
state naturally loses its original aanctitfg&nd
becomes a rather empty# technical machine.

The ambiguous spiritual substance underlying the cap¬

italist system is most vividly symbolized, according to

Till!eh, by the technological city. In the technological

city something appears in immediate, concentrated form that

in its effects embraces the whole earths the earth as the

"dwelling of mankind," th© mastering of all the powers of

reality, the victory over the portentous, th© strange, the
11

threatening elements In existence,

All of this finds expression in the various aspects

of the technological city. Each aspect represents an enor¬

mous approximation of the powers of reality. In each there

is a liberation of nan from the burdens of mechanical labor.

12Ibid., pp. 90-91,
^This and the following paragraphs are based on

"Die Technisch© Stadt als Symbol," Dresden rieueste liachrlehten
(Kay 17* 1928)* Wo. li>.
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Each represents a victory over the demons. "The technical

house, the technical city, the earth ruled by the technical

city, all together making the earth into the comfortable

dwelling of mankind: that is the symbol of our age, of the

ag© of fulfillment and technical Utopia, of the era in which

man becomes at home on earth, the age of the approximation

and transformation of the earth by man."

But simultaneously, the technological city has be¬

come the symbol of the very thing that is questionable in

our age. With technology there has come not only fulfill¬

ment, but also a new portentousness, a new threat which

cannot be banished by science and technology. The more power¬

ful and the more complicated the technical structures become,

the more difficult it is to control them, the more they

become c threat for the technicians*

Another paradox inheres in the technical city: al¬

though scientific knowledge has removed the threat of some

technical things, it has not made them more familiar. The

technical house and the technical city remain strange• In

the very process of acquiring a life of its own the technical

thing has been deprived of its inner vitality and warmth,

with the consequence that no amount of Eros can not? unite it

with our own life. It has become rigid and it makes us

become rigid and robs us of our inner vitality. Hence a
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strangeness has been Introduced into modern life, in spit©

of our knowledge and mastery, that becomes insurmountable In

the large city# This situation is most acute in those who

are most fully brought into the service of the technical

city, those who nowhere find a compensation for the loss of

vitality, who though exercising a fabulous domination over

things are yet dominated by them—selves, stunted in their

vital and intellectual life.

Out of this arises the threat of emptiness and mean*

lawlessness, the deep question concerning the meaning of the

technical city and the w©ll-.furnlshed house, W© do not dwell

In order to dwell, Wo dwell in order to live. But if our

whole life is in the service of the dwelling, in the service

of the technical city, to what purpose is our life? The

technical city does not have an answer to that question,

Thus the technical city provides an apt symbol for

the ambiguity in the capitalist system: the transforming

power of the modern age and the meaninglessnes3 of the ex¬

istence brought into being by this power.

2, The Present Crisis

The beginning of tbo First World War marks the end of

the nineteenth century and the beginning of the present cul¬

tural crisis#^- This crisis is characterized in some places

by the questioning of, and in others by the outright revolt

^Cf.! "Autobiographical Reflections." The Theology
of Paul Tilllch, p, 3*
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against the capitalist system. Generally, it consists of

the disintegration of the capitalist principle. The moment

of disintegration is the moment in which the uniting power

of this principle—the idea and reality of automatic harmony-

comes to an end. It is manifest in the breakdown of the be¬

lief in the mastery of rational man over the forces of nature

and destiny. When this happens, capitalist society loses

its spiritual center, its determining authority. And a
15

society without a spiritual center cannot long exist.

To determine the causes of this crisis, on© need

look no further than the Inherent contradictions within the

capitalist system itself. Clearly stated, these are:

1) the contradiction between the rapidity of
technical progress and the dependence of human
life on human work, i.e., the fact of structural,
inevitable unemployment; 2) the contradictions
between productive power and the buying power
of the masses, i.e., the fact of the increasing
poverty of the masses in contrast to the in¬
crease of unproductive capital In the banks,
from which is to be derived the necessity of
an imperialistic foreign policy and the in¬
creasing threat of warj and 3) the contradic¬
tion between the assumed liberty of every in¬
dividual and the complete dependence of the
masses on the laws of the market, or in other
words, the fact that, after man has overcome
the fate which was once implied in the powers
of nature, he becomes subjected to the fate
implied in economic development.

^Paul Tillich, "Our Ms integrating World," Anglican
Theological Review (April 19W# xxiii, 135.

lfeffr® Wotestant Ira, p# 22^.
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Although these contradictions are present always in

capitalist societies, their destructive power varies in

different countries and continents, They imve attained

fullest expression in the industrial nations of continental

Europe, particularly In Germany, In Britain and America,

pre-bourgeols Protestant humanist Ideals have survived to

alter the structure of capitalism without a radical break¬

up, In Russia and sections of Asia, revolutionary activity

has checked the destructive contradictions before they ever

fully developed, Nowhere have they been completely vic¬

torious# These differences must be kept to mind, Tillich

insists, for their neglect would result to a false analysis.

Nevertheless, the structural trends in the present world

situation are sufficiently universal to allow for a general¬

ly reliable analysis.

The dynamics of bourgeois society which have
precipitated the present crisis have been
dominant not only in the industrial nations
of the European Continent with their unbal¬
anced economies, but likewise in Britain,
America and some smaller European countries
with their comparatively stable situations,
and also In Russia and the East where resent¬
ment against the Intrusion of dominating
Western exploitation has led to a leap..,in
modem social development, from a feudal and 1?
authoritarian society to a totalitarian order.

*?ttThe World Situation," pp, 21{,-25#
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Before considering fch© various aspects of the pres¬

ent crisis, notice should fee taken of Tillichfs regard for

the prophetic spirits who anticipated and protested against

what ha® come about. He gives special mention to Sdren

Kierkegaard who reacted from the religious standpoint against

rationalistic idealism; to the profound and forceful .judg¬

ments against the depersonalizing forces of capitalist

society fey Frledrlch Slotsache from the ethical standpoint,

fey Karl Marx from the socio-economic standpoint, and fey

Sigmoid Freud from the standpoint of depth psychology. That

the situation is as these men have pictured it can no longer

be denied.

The reality of what seemed to fee mere inter¬
pretation has become visible even for the
most conservative mind* Hobody can deny any
more the end of economic expansion, direct¬
ly in Europe, indirectly all ever the world,
the consequent loss of fixed capital, the
deepening of the economic crisis, the in¬
creased danger of imperialistic clashes as
a consequence of the narrowing down of the
world market, the tremensous speed, of tech¬
nical development as one of the main causes
of structural unemployment which can fee
reduced only fey a full or half-dictatorial
war economy, the monopolistic-bureaucratic
trends towards the centralisation of economic
power and ultimately towards state capitalism,
the psychological effects of economic and
social insecurity, expressed in indifference to
freedom arid democracy especially in the younger
generation, and in readiness to follow anyone
who promises a greater amount of security, the
intellectual emptiness leading either to cynicism
or to a tragic will to death as the meaning of
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life—all this is a reality nobody can over¬
look# lo

Those shaking events have confirmed the judgments

of the profound spirits of the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries who questioned the presupposition of automatic

rational harmony and who had the courage to announce what

favorable circumstances had obscured for almost a century,

namely the irrational and antirational forces In personal

and social life. The prophetic power and sensitivity of

these men have made them the leaders of a new generation,
19

first in Europe and then in America#

*®HOur Disintegrating World," pp# 136-157#
»0f#: Paul Tllllch, "Religion and the Intellectuals,"

-artisgm Review {March 1950)* xvii, 25^} "Trends in Reli¬
gious ftoughi 'thai; Affect the Social Outlook," pp. 23-23#
Cf# also: "Almost all that has been creative outside of
and beyond: bourgeois society baa been influenced from these
two sources: on the one hand, from Hietcache—the vital-
istic philosophy, expressionist art and literature, the
youth movement, the campaign against bourgeois conven¬
tions, the appreciation of aristocratic discipline, Stefan
George and his school# On the other hand, from Marx—
the philosophy of history, th© passionate tension created
by concerted effort directed toward the future, the cam¬
paign against the bourgeois ethos, against capitalism and
imperialism, the idea of a fellowship-culture, and the
protest against the alliance of the churches with the cap¬
italistic sovereign state" {Paul Tillich, "Kalroa," p# Ijj#
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3# Economic Aspects of the Crisis.

Some aspects of the economic situation of late capi-

tails® (as described In the previous sections) have not

changed substantially* However, capitalist economy as a

whole Is being radically questioned* State intervention

which saved it from total collapse, has proven only partial¬

ly successful and is therefore being replaced by some form

of planned economy based on the needs of the whole. In

Fascist countries, this has led to the consolidation of mon¬

opolies with the state, and the dictatorial control of both
m

without the abolition of private ownership* In Russia, this

Itas led to abolishing private industry and the profit motive}

and the administration of the entire economy by a bureaucracy

interested in promoting production and in the prestige and

power connected with it. In the United States, resentment

against state interference has resulted in a strong move

back to industrial economy* Oreat Britain, veering between

the two extremes of totalitarianism and monopolistic econ¬

omy, la seeking a third way that will combine social security

with capitalist ownership.

In the current struggle for a planned economy, no

nation is unaffected by the success or failure of similar

attempts by other nations. The interconnection between all

parts of the earth brought about by capitalist expansion lias

resulted in a general and mutual interdependence, especially
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In the economic sphere. Failure in one nation is bound to

have a detrimental influence upon the efforts of the others#

At the same time and in a peculiarly con¬
trasting way, all attempts at effecting
economic security upon the foundations of
late capitalism are doomed to failure# For
the physiognomy of the world reveals...the
constantly diminishing latitude for the de¬
velopment of capitalist dynamics Cwhlch3 forces
every national group to intensify its own#.#
economic aspirations and thus aggravate.##
economic crisis. 0

Meanwhile the economy of all countries has been made sub¬

servient to the demands of war and military preparedness.^*

it. Social Aspects of the Crisis

The split between classes# which characterized an

earlier stage of capitalist society, has now been over¬

shadowed by an internal split within all classes. For exam¬

ple, within the high bourgeoisie the pressure of revolting

"The Totalitarian State and the Claims of the
Church," p# lj.07*

***fhe Protestant Era# pp. 2^1»2I|2% "The World
Situation," pp. (j.l-ij.2# Tillieh does not fall to comment
on the influence of Marxism In all of this: "It is an
obvious fact that, partly under the influence of Marxism,
the economy of free competition has been restricted to a
great extent by the increasing power of labor; by frequent
and radical interferences of the state in all countries;
by the general trend toward state capitalism and the rise
of a centralizing bureaucracy. But this transformation,
although invalidating some of the anticipations of Marx,
is, at the same time, the confirmation of his basic vision"
(The Protestant Era, pp# 25'9-260)•
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masses has produced Fascist tendencies making for divisions

within the class:

A kind of monopolistic feudalism arose, us¬
ing a private bureaucracy and a private army.
Without this disintegrating split in the
economically leading group neither the rise
of German Nazism nor the decay of Franc®,
nor the fall of the small democracies, norp?
the weakness of Britain is understandable. ^

Equally significant was the split within the proletariat

between the employed and the habitually unemployed. "While
the first group became 'sociable* through unions and pro¬

gress ivistic reformers, the second group became a mass of

desperadoes, entirely open to communistic or faacistic

propaganda, changing from on© to the other, providing the
«23

*storratroops» of all totalitarian powers."

The effects of disintegration within the classes

are made apparent by the fact that victory in recent wars

and revolutions was not victory for any one class over the

others, as in previous revolutions, or even for one nation

over the others, as in previous wars. Internal division

weakened the resistance in those classes and nations which

should have been the spearhead of defense. In every class

and in every nation there were groups that favored the new

P2
"Our Disintegrating World," p. 137.

^Ibld., p. 138. Cf. "The Totalitarian State and
the Claims of the Church," p# J4.O8-ij.09
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forces. This,. Tllllch maintains, is what wade a limited

victory possible and a final, decisive victory impossi¬

ble.2^
k further symptom of the critical disturbance of

social equilibrium is to be found in the fooling of loneli¬

ness that pervades contemporary society. In Tillieh*s

view, this loneliness has its roots in the loss of commun¬

ity with other Individuals, and in man's inability to

participate in the things that he produces as well as in

the world of nature about him. As has been observed, both

of these factors are consequences of the inner contradic¬

tions in the capitalist system. Competitive society with its

market orientation widened the gap between individual selves.

It disrupted the balance between the ontologies! poles of

self and, world, individuality and participation! leaving

the self isolated, deprived of direct communication with

external reality. The major form of group life that sur¬

vived, the mass, Is so Impersonal that it often merely in¬

tensifies individual loneliness.

The efforts to re-establish community life are an¬

other aspect of the social crisis discussed by Tlllieh.

Here he concentrates upon the various "dynamic masses" or

2^Ibid,, p. 136.
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coll©ctiv:lst societies which aim to overcome a meaningless

citi.ja.tion by the night of collective energy.

These societies are of two types: the first type

Includes those that have arisen under Has ism. Fascism, and

Coramunlamj the second type Includes those ariclng under

"democratic eonformism" in America and Great Britain. In

?rasl Germany, collectivict societies of the first type were

founded on the spirit of nationalism, and were reinforced by

"blood and soil mythology" and the mystical deification of

the fforer. In Communist Russia, they were established on

the principles of a rational ©achatology that approached
2£

Old Testament prophetism.

However varied their origins, the collectiviot

societies that sprang up after World War I In Has!, Fascist,

and 0ORS«u«ist countries had this in common: they offered a

form of community and personal fulfillment to masses of

lonely people whose meaningful self-affirmation had been

undermined by the capitalist system. They gave to isolated

individuals and divided classes a feeling of belongingness,

of solidarity, and the courage to overcome anxiety through

participation in the life of the whole. Present-day Commun¬

ism makes the same appeal: The individual
affirms himself by affirming the collective in
which he participates, ho receives himself back

25The Courage to Be. p. 92.
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from the collective, filled and fulfilled by
it. He gives much of what belongs to his
individual self, perhaps its existence as a
particular being In time and space, but he
receives more because his true being is en¬
closed in ttebeing of the group. In sur¬
rendering himself to th® cause of the collec¬
tive he surrenders that In him which is not
included in the self-affirmation of th®
collective; and this ho does not deoia to be
worthy of affirmation. In this way the
anxiety of individual non-being is trans¬
formed into anxiety about the collective, unci
anxiety about the collective is conquered by
the courage to affirm oneself through parti¬
cipation in the collective.26

Collectivtat societies of the second type, represented

by democratic conformist, have th© ambiguous character of

proceeding from th© same ground as th© capitalist system, of

participating in its contradictions, and at the same time

providing a mild antidote to mass depersonalization.

These societies, like capitalism, spring from tbe doctrine

that the individual is the "mlcrocosmlc participant in the

logical processes of the macrocosm.'1 This doctrine implies

belief in th® inevitability of progress. However, Its unique

American interpretation—th© interpretation upon which demo¬

cratic conformls® is built—allows that the progress of the

social group is not dependent upon the metaphysical idea

of progress. That is to say, when the belief in progress is

shaken, as it Is today, the feeling that the productive

2oIbid., pp. 93-91?.. Cf. Berdyaev, o£. cit..
pp. 160-161^
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processes of the group are divine, and the belief in the in¬

dividual's participation in those processes, is not das-

Consequently, the societies which embody these pro¬

ductive principles are able, on the one hand, to counteract

in part the loss of community and the Incline3a that result

from the inner contradictions of the capitalist system, They

can bring to the individual a sense of significance and

brotherhood born of common involvement in the creative de¬

velopment of mankind. On the other hand, the conformity

demanded by participation in the process Is more end more

drawing democratic groups into the ambiguities of bourgeois

society.

Participation in the productive process de¬
mands conformity and adjustment to the ways
of social production. This necessity became
stronger the more uniform and comprehensive
the methods of production became,^Technical
society grow Into fixed patterns,

•milch has elsewhere expanded these comments on the

ways and means by which democratic conforraism fosters stand¬

ardization, impersonality, and the stifling of creative

freedom, It depersonalises, he says,

troyed,*^

not by commanding but by providing, providing,
namely what makes individual creativity super¬
fluous, If on© looks around at the methods
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which produce conformity one is astonished
that still enough individual creativity is
left even to produce these refined methods*
One discovers that nan's spiritual life ha®
a tremendous power of resistance.♦••But one
also sees that this resistance is in a great
danger of being worn down by the ways in which
adjustment Is forced upon him in the indus¬
trial society. It starts with the education
of ♦adjustment* which produces conformity just
by allowing for more spontaneity of the child
than any pre-industrial civilization..#.At the
same time# and throughout his whole life, other
powerful mans of adjustment are work-ins upon
the person in the technical societyj the news¬
papers which choose the facts worth reporting
and suggest their interpretation, the radio
programs which eliminate non-conformist
contents and interpreters, television which
replaces the visual Imagination by selected
pictorial presentations, the movie which for
commercial and censorship reasons has to main¬
tain in most of its productions a conscious
mediocrity, adjusting itself to the adjusted
taste of the masses, the patterns of adver¬
tisement which permeate all other means of
public cORssunication, and have an inescapable
omnipresence# '

All of this leaves Tillich undecided as to which type

of society will ultimately win out. At present, the collec¬

tivet tendencies of the totalitarian typo are being forced

upon democratic societies, thus strengthening confarmiam.

But, in order to counteract this tendency, individualism.

""The Person in a Technical Society," p. 150# Cf#:
"In Civilization, Capitalism, and Socialism, collective
labor stifles individual creation. Civilization de-personal¬
izes. The emancipation of the personality, which civilization
claims to achieve, is fatal to personal originality" (Berdyaev,
OP# Cit., p# 215)#
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particularly in its existentialist expression# is gaining

power. According to Tillich, the future geography of the

social sphere will depend to a considerable degree upon

th© effectiveness of the individualist (or existentialist)

revolt.3°

5* Political Aspects of the Crisis

Tillich1s analysis of th© political sphere is confined

largely to three special phenomena, Marxism, religious social¬

ism, and national socialism. He justifies this on the

grounds that socialism,-** in these various forms is

the greatest and most effective of the move¬
ments in opposition to capitalist society.
Almost all the weapons which can be used in
the war against capitalist society were forged
in the socialist critique which developed
throughout the whole nineteenth century and
which achieved its climax in Marx1© and Engel's
Communist Manifesto with its sweeping and
props©tie power.3^
Th® theory of socialism or "the socialist principle"

as developed by Marx has its roots In the apprehension of a

3°The Courage to 3o» p. 106.
33-fillich defines socialism as "the demand for a

society in which it is possible for each on© and for every
group to fulfill its meaning of life, the demand for a so¬
ciety permeated with meaning" (Paul Tillich, "Socialisms,"
Neue Blactter -fur den Socialismus (1930)» I# 2).

32The Religious Situation, p. ?8. Cf,s "Socialism
is th© revolt against this structure of capitalist society.
In socialism man's essential being, though distorted and al¬
most lost, revolts against the causes of "this loss. The
causes are structural, implied in the system itself, and
therefore independent of the good or bad will of any social
group. Socialism is the fight of man for his creative
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profound religious truth which Tillich, associates with the

Protestant Principle* B© argues* in fact* that some aspects

of this truth arc mora adequately expressed by Marx than by

organized religion* For example, at the heart of the social¬

ist principle is a strong element of religious eschatology*

The belief that the eliiaination of class conflict would bring

the dissolution of the ©tat© in favor of local self-gov©mmnt
*

represents "the secular form of the ancient r ©liglous Idea of

the perfect eocsausity of lor© In tho perfect Kingdom of God*"33
And the prophetic power of Marx's doctrine is not undercut,

explains Tillleh, by the fact that he fought against God and

religion—a god and. a religion that had beer®© insti'umonts of

capitalist society*

The quintessence of Tllllch's analysis of Marxist

teaching is eantainad in an article answering the question,

"How much truth Is there in Karl Marx?" In this article,

Tillich designates three lewis of truth* First, there is

the- scientific truth of Manx's method*

Marx's method is sociologies!, dialectical
and materialist!©» 3# puts the so-called
economic laws Into the context of man's total

freedom ago"rot the forces of Industrial society which trans¬
form him Into a thing" (Paul Tillich, "Existentialism and
Hoiiglous Socialism," Ch^stiqrilty. qnd, Spclepj, Winter 19h9-
|?0, XV, 9). Cf* Berdyaov, OP* cjt*» pp. 169-171»

^%bid*. p* 92* Cf* "Marx and th© Prophetic Tradi¬
tion," fadical Religion (Autumn, 19355» I# 21-29*
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behavior m It im§©r apeciml «ooio-
logical conditions, *2® doss sot believe in
the abstract functioning of these laws* bat
shows that teoir validity flofeiicls oa 1&©
structure of the society tn which, they oper¬
ate « tai Ms method is concrete, dynamic sad
critical is contrast to the attempts, partly
justified though, they was*©, of theoretical
economists to formulate economic laws aceoiMf
iag to the pattern of ssatfcemtioal physicsJM
Secondly, there is in IIw*i writings a strong cle-

sent of situational truth, this Is to bo found in Ms

analysis of bourgeois eocletywits raotlwttng force®, its

pemrading Ideologies, and its self-dostruetire contradic¬

tions, It is Just here, declares fHitch, that lam made his

permanent contribution to the imcorstanding of the capitalist

system and its sociological implicationsJ "it seems to im

that the whole field of historiography offers very few pieces

of structural analysis that can Caspar© in profundity,

>apanl milch, "How Much truth is There in Sari
ISam?" Chpflo.tiqn Ce^tery {September 8, 1S&8), 1X9, <?06.
About the meaning of this saterialis®, ^illieh goes on to
says "Mam's materialism was mt a metaphysical idea but a
theory about the influence of the economic factor in history
,,,»According to fftae# the ©eonotaie realm constitutes th©
*substructure* on the basis ©f which the cultural and. .spir¬
itual 'superstructure* arises, Movements in the superstruc¬
ture are determined by movements In the substructure « * ,,Bat
there is an ambiguity In lam's conception of substructure
and. superstructure* It may b© ttilmn to scan that cultural
forms and creations haw a reality of their own, though
their ©mergence is conditioned by material factors, fhis
is the view that Ubmc himself toolc in regardI to the ladcpen-
dent truth of scions©. But his analogy may also bo teten
to moan that the sup©1*structure is a mere projection or
reflection of the substructure, without any independent
tenth, fills is the interpr©tation tMt Maim used in his
criticism of religion and metaphysics,"
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scientific originality and p*opfeetie Insist with StanK1* in-

terpretaticm.w3$
In the third place, Tllllch cites the ultimate truth,

the religious truth about the haaam situation as such* la

Marxist doctrine. This is threefold? 1) tho critical truth

that religion may bocam© a transcendent escape for victims

of tho class struggle and deaden Che en opiate for) their

revolutionary passion for changing the existing orders 2)
•tho existential truth (uttered in protest against Hegelian

idealism which claimed that modern society is in a state of

harmonious progress) of sands estrangement from himself in

capitalist society} 3) tho dynamic truth, derived frees

Jewish tradition, of Ma prophetic interpretation of
*

histcay ,36
In passing from Marxism to religious socialism, m

cosine to the movement which has boon most influential In the

development of Tiiiich*s own political thought and action*

Continental religious socialism had its origins in tho work
*

of the two Blunehardts (father and son) soon after World War 1*

It came to consciousness first In Switzerland where a small

group of ministers 3ought to apply the theological teaching

35n)ia.. p. 907.

-%££.• £it»
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37
of father Blumhardt to the problems of social life*

Mot long thereafter, religious socialist groups

were established in some of the leading cities throughout

Germany# The most prominent circle, Which was in Berlin,

included Proesaors Mennicke, Beiraann, LSwe, and Tillieh#

This group was concerned, in particular, with the theoreti¬

cal foundations of the new movement. They wanted to make

explicit the socialist element in the religious demand and

the religious element in the socialist demand# Also, they

aimed to correct the "false anthropology of Marxism" and to

overcome its Utopian tendencies# While rejecting the naive

sense of absoluteness of the socialist party, they struggled

from the socialist viewpoint
4

with the problems of community, of the attitude
toward things, with the questions about human
needs, about the formation of classes, with the
problem of the masses in its economic and reli¬
gious aspects, with the problem of property,
the meaning of the liberal definition of the
economic laws and with other similar questions#
Their criticism of socialism c was3 often radi¬
cal, more radical and profound, Indeed, than
that which cwasa exercised by capitalismj yet
it cwas3 a criticism which ..was, at the same
time an affirmation of the socialist struggle#"*0

37Cf# Piper, op. clt# # p. 113# Two of Christoph
Blumhardt*s ideas have been decisive for Tlllich# The
first is that religion Is not to be interpreted as restrict¬
ing itself to or possessing a special sphere, such as Church
doctrine and discipline# The second is the assertion of the
possibility that God1® action in history can be seen in a
clearer way in the secular and even atheistic anti-Christian
aspirations and activities of socialism than in the express¬
ly religious sphere of the church.

3"The religious Situation,p. 81, Cf• Siegfried, op#
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From the outset, the religious socialists engaged

in an Intensive dialogue with Marxism. In fact, much of

their socialist theory had been founded upon Marxist prin¬

ciples. They had an affinity with Marxism In Its prophetic

interpretation of history. Both regarded history as mean¬

ingful In itself—as having an end, a beginning, and a

center. Both considered the fight between good and evil to

be the main content of history. Both attacked the existing

social order as the embodiment of evil. Both believed that

the transition from the present to the fulfillment of his¬

tory would occur by means of catastrophic events. And both

agreed that certain minority groups were at present the true
39

bearers of historical and cultural destiny,

Piirthermore, religious socialism found striking sim¬

ilarities with Marxism in their doctrines of man. Both

maintained that man's true essence and his real existence con-

cit«« p. 71. Of. also: "Tho political faith of religious
socialism embraced three convictions! the bourgeois period
of history Is coming to a catastrophic end and that a new
period is at hand.,#the period to come will have a character
for which the word socialism is a somewhat old-fashioned
terra...without the acceptance of a religious foundation and
the symbols expressing It no system of a planned society can
©scape speedy self-destruction....the religion presupposed
is rooted In the prophetic Christian tradition which alone
of all world religions takes history and social justice ser¬
iously" (Paul Tilllch, "Man and Society In Religious Social¬
ism," Christianity and Society. Fall 1943, VIII, 10)."

3'6 " 1
The Protestant Era, p. 254*
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trad let each other* They saw man* a existence as estranged

and tragic | he had become dehumanized and had lost his

dignity* Both insisted that man's nature is determined by-

social as well as individual factors* For both,

Perdition and salvation are universal and
historical* The individual as an individual
cannot escape the former and cannot reach
the latter* He is a part of a fallen world,
whether the fall is expressed in religious
or sociological terns; and he can become a
part of a new world, whether this new world is
conceived of in terms of a suprarhistorical or
infra-historical transformation.**-0

It follows from this that both rollsious socialism and Marx¬

ism agreed that in order to recognise the truth on© must

first do the truth* Participation la the key to knowledge.

However, Tillich and the religious socialists were

bound from the Christian standpoint to attack Marxism on four

important points, each marked by a different attitude toward

transcendence. 1) Marxism, because of its limited transcend¬

ence fell prey to dangerous Utopian elements which finally led

it to affirm the fulfillment of history within historical time

and space Religious socialism, maintaining the belief in

^Tduard Heimann considers Tillich*s appraisal of the
Marxist doctrine on this point to be faultyi "He rightly sees
the barrier between religious socialism and Marxism in the
letter's utopianism, but wrongly assumes that Marxism can
logically be dissociated from it; he does not see that the
conflict is not between the utopianisra of Marxism, that is,
the Marxist vision of the future, and the realism of religious

socialism, but between the tivo doctrines of man. Tillich'e
error is in associating Marxist utopianism with its doctrine
of revolution rather than with its doctrine of man, which, in
an atheist system, occupies the place of theology" (Heimann,
op. clt*. p* 320)*



absolute transcendence, contended that the demonic powers of

injustice and wlll-to-power can not be excluded from his¬

tory. 2) Religious socialism, in contrast to Marxism, up¬

held the significance of the individual and his transforma¬

tion for the outcome of history.**2 3) Contrary to Marxism,

religious socialism found the center of history to be, not

the rise of the proletariat, but the appearance of New Being

in Jesus as the Christ, Ij.) Finally, religious socialism

opposed the Marxist theory of religion. While it recognized

as a probability, and in some cases as a reality, the dis¬

tortion which Marx described, neverthe less It denied that
hi

this distortion represents what religion essentially is#

In his concluding paragraphs on the relation between

Marxism and religious socialism, Tillich notes several philo¬

sophical principles of Marxism which in their "purified form"

^*2In spite of agreement at some points between
Christianity and Marxism in their doctrines of man, Tillich
affirms certain fundamental differences. He has elsewhere
written: "The doctrine of man is the most neglected part
of Marxist and communist theory. They never revised the
liberal optimism regarding the nature of man, although they
have an extremely pessimistic view of its present distortion,
but since they did not explain this distortion in anthropologi¬
cal, but only in sociological terms, the transitlor from
natural perfection to existential distortion and from this
to existential fulfillment is described in a very Utopian
way" (Paul Tillich, "The Church and Communism,K elision and
Life. Summer 1937# VI, 353).

^3Xbld., p. 256-253.
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mist be retained and supported by religious socialism.^
They are: the demand for the unity of theory and practice

(or exixtenfcial thinking), the recognition of the decisive

Influence of material production in shaping the historical

process, and. the significance of the dialectical method as

describing the "movements of life and history in their inner

tensions, contrasts, and contradictions and in their trend
45

toward more embracing unities."

With this dialectical relationship to Marxism,

Tillieh and the religious socialists set about to interpret

the socialist movement in dynamic religious terms# They

formulated two doctrines to help them with this task: one

?^Cf.: "Marxism...when stripped of its religious
Illusions and of its false promises of redemption may well
contain proximate solutions for the immediate problems of
social justice in our day. It is wrong to regard the social¬
isation of property as a cure-all for every social 112j but
it is no more wrong than to regard such socialization as of

itself evil" (Beinhold Hiebuhr, "Gad's Design and the Present
Disorder of Civilization," The Church and the Disorder of
Society. pp« 21-22)# - ~

45flllich, op. cit.. pp. 25>8»2$9# uelmann assorts
that Tilllch is again fundamentally wrong "in believing that
there can be a *combination of Christianity and dialectical
materialism*; fee is wrong in believing that the Marxian
dialectic preserves the original creative meaning of dialec¬
tic. Tillieh ignores that the end of the dialectic is ranch
more essential in Marx than in Begel, and that it witnesses
to the degradation of the noblest instxnmient of thought to
a mere means for the final establishment of a *universal
mechanism of calculable processes#* For, according to Marx,
man potentially is and dialectically becomes such a mechanism,
which on the one 'hand cannot sin because on the other it can
no longer create" (ttelmann, o£. cit.. p. 324)#
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they called the "religious-socialist principle"} th© other

was th© powerful doctrine of th© kairoa. fillich has written

extensively on both subjects, partly on his own and official¬

ly as co-editor of th© periodical "!<eu© Bl&tter fiir den

Soziallsnus#"

Th® "religious-socialist principle" is the theme for

several of his early essays and for his book Pi© soaialistlsche

RhtacheIdung (1933)» Here it will suffice to give some in¬

dication of its general meaning. First, it must be noted

that th© religious-socialist principle is not an abstraction,

but rather a dynamic, powerful historical reality# It is

the outcome of a concrete, individual decision—"the socialist

decision"—and cannot be understood apart from what has hap¬

pened in and to the socialist movement#

The three major elements in the socialist principle

may be stated as follows? 1) th© sacramental element which

affirms th© powers of origin? 2) th© rational critical element

which maintains creative autonomy? and 35 the prophetic element

which qualifies th© first two through the proclamation of th©

unconditional promise and demand. The prophetic element

creates an expectation which is neither a subjective atti¬

tude nor th© expectation of an objective end? it is simply

an "unobjcctive expectation#" Something real is anticipated,

but it never becomes Identified with a tangible, exhaustible

form# What is expected Is implied in th© powers of origin,
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from whence comes the energy for fulfillment#^
Through the doctrine of the kairos. largely the re¬

sult of Tillieh*® own formulations, the roliglous-soclalisfc

movement tried to give socialism an expectation which Is

bound to and beyond the concrete situation, thereby over¬

coming "the unbelieving element in Utopian socialism, the

bondage to the finite arid temporal, without abolishing the
h!7

eschatologlcal enthusiasm#*^ The development arid meaning

of the kairos doctrine have been set out already in another
Kg

connection# References have been made to the anticipa¬

tion of a kairoa which prevailed in many circles in Germany

after World War 1# This was what sparked the new movement#

And this was what religious socialism sought to awaken in the

socialist movement itself# What ever its conceptual frame¬

work, the kairos doctrine was the reflection of the convic¬

tion of Tillich and many of his compatriots that their

homeland was in a crisis that could end in new creation:

Germany defeated, humiliated, punished for
her saber-rattling overbearingnees, shaken
and purged and thereby enabled to bring to the
world religious socialism, which the victor¬
ious nations, being all of them members of a
disintegrating bourgeois world, needed no less
than the defeated, but could not achieve be¬
cause of their victory# The spiritual imperial¬
ism of the defeated people, the exuberance of
the call to the ♦kairos,* the sens© of the grace

k&Paul Tillich# Die" soaia11stische Entscheidunp,
pp. 127-129.

j^The Religious Situation, p# 138k&cf. Chapter V, section 2#
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that had com© In the form of defeat, to break
the old and pave the way for the new—this . Q
is the historical background of the doctrine

Opposition to th© religious-socialist movement arose

from two quarters: first, from the so-called dialectical or

"neo-orthodox" theologians (primarily Earl Barfch), and later

from a movement known as national Socialism.

Barfch himself sustained a very curious relationship

to religious socialism. From 1918 to about 1921, he was
* 90

closely allied with th© Swiss branch. And when his Com¬

mentary on the Epistle to th© Romans was published in 1918,
it was immediately adopted as the fundamental document for

religious socialism, both in Switzerland and in Germany.

Tillich remarks that religious-socialist ideas about

the relation of God to th© world as a whole
instead of to the religious-ethical personal¬
ity alone.•♦became powerful through Berth*s
Commentary on Romans, which was neither a

commentary nor a system, but a prophetic call
addressed to religion and culture, to acknowl¬
edge th© divinity of the divine, and to dissolve
the nco-Protestant.synthesis between God* s and
man* s creativity.-*1

^lleimann, op. cit., pp. 315-316.
£0 '""1- r

Cf. Earth*a supporting comments about Hagaz, one
of the early Swiss religious socialists, in The Word of God
and the Word of Man, pp. 158-159. ~

51«
"The Present Theological Situation in the Light

of the Continental European Development," p. 302.
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However, after Barth earn© to Germany in 1921, to be

Professor of Theology at aBttingen, he (gradually tamed

against the movement and devoted his personal influence and,

indirectly, the impact of his teaching and writing, to its

defeat. His attacks came in the form of a denial of

any connection between the religious and the
humanistic interpretations of the idea of
the kingdom of God. Barth stressed and still
continues to stress the purely transcendent
character of religious hop® and the purely
immanent character of political programs. H©
does not admit the Christian background of
modem secularism, nor does he accept the
Christian interpretation of the proletarian
movement. He severs all relations between
the kingdom of God and human history{ and he
has had »uch success in spreading this doc-
trine....In doing this he has helped to
destroy the effects of religious socialism.^
Tillloh is convinced that Barth1s attitude, coupled

with the indifference of traditional German Xuthoranism, not

only contributed to the downfall of religious socialism, but

also helped to create in the political realm the vacuum that

made possible the rise of totalitarian powers. Before com¬

menting on National Socialism and the totalitarian state that

£2"Th© Religious Situation in Germany Today,M pp. 170-
171. Of.: "Today Karl Garth13 pessimistic supranaburalism
has helped to destroy the Religious-Socialist attempts in
pro-Hitler Germany to stop Nazism by creating a better social
order on the basis of Christian principles. And even when
Barth became a fanatical anti-Nazi he showed in his letter to
the British Christians that it was not the common fight of
people of all religions and creeds against the National-
Socialist distortion of humanity that interested him, but the
defense of the Church as the finger pointing only to heaven and
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it produced, it seems appropriate—especially in view of

the admitted failure of the religious-socialist movement In

Germany—to give ?illlch»s views on the place of religious
socialism in the present crisis.

When asked whether subsequent shaking events have

not shown the message of the kairoe as proclaimed by the

early religious socialists to be in error, Tlllieh responds:

The answer is not difficult to give. The
message is always an error; for it see® some¬
thing immediately imminent which, considered
in Its ideal aspect, will never become a
reality and which, considered in its real
aspect, will be fulfilled only in long per¬
iods of time. And yet the massage of the
kalros is never an error; for where the kalros
1® proclaimed as a prophetic message it Is
already present; it is imposeible for it to
be proclaimed in power without^its having
grasped those who proclaim tt.^3
As to the applicability of religious-socialist prin¬

ciples to the demands of the present situation, he writes:

I do not doubt that the basic conceptions of
religious socialise are valid, that they point
to the political and cultural way of life by
which alone Europe can be built up. But I
am not sure that the adoption of religious-
social1st principles la a possibility in any
foreseeable future. Instead of a creative
♦kairos', I see a vacuum which can be mad©

not to earth....He, like all pessimistic eupranaturalist3,
is not interested in history as such nor in social trans¬
formation for the sale© of humanity" {"Trends in Religious
Thought that Affect Social Outlook," pp. 214.-2$)»

*^The Protestant Era, p. 51,
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creative only if It 13 accepted and ondured
and, rejecting all kinds of premature solu¬
tions, is transformed into, a deepening
"sacred void" of waiting.^
Tillicb. deals with National Socialism as a segment

of the socialist movement itself—the movement which he and

his colleagues sought to interpret In the light of ultimate

meaning. But because of the resistance of the Barthians

and the political indifference of German Lutberanism, they

wore not successful. Thus, deprived of a religious orienta¬

tion, the socialist movement became shallow and empty. In

the ensuing vacuum, National Socialism rose to power. The

victory of Nazism—that is, National Socialism in its fully

developed totalitarian form—narked the final defeat of the

religious socialist movement in Germany. Some of its lead¬

ers, having been dismissed from their positions upon Hitler's

ascendency, took refuge in other countries; some were driven

54patil Tillich, "Beyond Religious Socialism: How My
Hind Has Changed in the 'Last Decade." The Christian Century
(June 15, 19495, LXVI, 733. Tillich later denied the im-
plications of this title. He wrote: "It was a mistake when
the editor of the Christian Century gave my article in the
series "Ilcrw My Mind Changed in the Last Ten Years* the title
♦Beyond Religious Socialism*1 If the prophetic message is
true, there is nothing "beyond religious socialism,*" ("Auto¬
biographical Reflections," pp. 12-13), Tillich looks upon
the Frontier Fellowship (founded by Relnhold Hiebuhr, Rduard
He imam» John C, Bennett, Alexander Miller and others) as
the American successor and analogue of the German religious
socialist movement. Cf# "The Second Focus of the Fellowship,"
Christianity and Society (Winter, 1949-50), XV, 19-20,
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■undo?ground, others were persecuted.

The rise of the totalitarian state and its opposition
*

to religious socialism can be understood only against the

general background of late capitalism and the particular

condition of Germany at the tine. The inner contradictions

of the capitalist system were experienced more acutely in

industrial Germany than in any other place. Ms, In Tillleh1®

view, made the appoaraneo of state authoritarianism a "struc¬

tural necessity." The political, social and economic dis¬

integration called for a strong counter-measure and militant

nationalism seemed the only ready answer. It was the most

powerful weapon that the German opponents of bourgeois de¬

mocracy could commend.

In formulating its own religious presuppositions

national Socialism was able to enlist the services of many

of the leading German Christians. The most notable of those

was the theologian Bwaautmol lllrsch, Tillioh*s personal friend

and former pupil, Hirsch hailed "the Nasi revolution as a

♦ holy storm,1 a 1 power full of blessing,1 in whoa© • Weltan¬

schauung ♦ of Evangelical faith should find their

sustaining natural historic dwelling place.♦He also

Tlllich, "Die Thcologie dec Kb.ires und die
gegenwartlg© geistlge L&ges offener Brief an Emaauel
S^SSf" ffTfoi13.'"6 glatJ^i-, (Novoraber 19&), XIII, 313.Cf, XHc Jotalltarian State and the ClaInn of the Church,"
P. Ul?.
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appropriated some of the main categories of religious social¬

ism—for example, the appearance of Hitler was interpreted

as the kairoa—directly for the German nation, indirectly
56

for all nations, • One of Tlllleh's recent critics has com¬

mented on this situation as followss

At many points Hirseh was strikingly close to
the. favorite doctrines of Tillich and the
religious socialists. He .spoke of the crisis of
*autonomous1 reason, the conflict with 'demonic'
forces, the importance of the 'boundary situa¬
tion* gave his unqualified, 'unbroken'
support to national socialism, as though the
year 1933 brought a new revelation comparable
to the year 33I and he condemned everything con¬
nected with the Maimer^Republic as though it
were downright sinful,-*'

In spite of its avowed antibourgeois intentions,

national Socialism was overcome by bourgeois tendencies with¬

in its own existence. The v«ry demon that It set out to
•4.

destroy became its high executioner. For in its last stages

Hassism, supported by the leading bourgeoisie, was fighting

against labor by using labor's own Ideology concerning the

principles and values of capitalism. This resulted in the

deepest disintegration making possible the final defeat of

Has! Germany.^

The Present Historical Situation," p. 302.
Tillich accuses Hirseh of changing "the 'kairoa' doctrine
which is meant to be prophetic and eschatologlcal into a
priestly and sacramental consecration of a present day
event" ("Die Theologie der Kairoa und die gegenw&rtige
gelstige Lag©," p. 312),

^Horton, op. cit,, p.32,
£®"0ur Disintegrating World," p» 139*
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Besides these three ran jor movements, Tillich com¬

ments briefly on certain marked antidemocratic tendencies

that have appeared recently in strongly democratic countries.

In some places these trends have advanced along Fascist

lines, that is, on© party has acquired complete control and
has abolished the democratic checks on its use of power, a®

in Italy, In other places, democratically established

bureaucracy has gained enough independence to build the

framework for a planned reorganisation of society, as in the

United State® under the "Hew Deal" and "Fair Deal,"

Behind both types of reaction fillioh seas the dis¬

tinction between "democracy as a constitutional procedure"
and "democracy as a way of life," A® a way of life democracy

seek® to do justice to the dignity of every human being. How¬

ever, under the reign of capitalism democratic procedure

contradict® the way of life. Bene©, the present antidemocrat¬

ic tendencies within the democracies represent a quest for

new methods in order to save the democratic way of life in
*

the ethical and religious sense.^

6, Significance for Religious Situation,

All of these varied developments in the economic, so¬

cial, and political spheres determine as well a® reflect, more

-^"fh© World Situation," p, k$* Cf. /Jerdyaev,
,qp» cit., pp. 16^-166,
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than anything ©Is©,, the religious situation of the present#

They imply a breakdown in the attitude of oolf-sufficiont

flnitude that prevailed in the former stages of capitalist

society#

The fact that the samshlng victory of 'die
Allied Hations and the discovery of atomic
power have not created anything like the en-
thusiaatie hopos of the years after the first
World War, but Just the opposite, shows the
change in the spiritual climate during the
last twenty-five years# A tragic feeling
about the limits of man's spiritual power-
In contrast to his almost unlimited toclinical
power—has spread all ovor the Western world
•*.»An atmosphere of unconquerable anxiety, a
feeling of mean ingle s one so, of cynicism about
principles and,ideals, a despair of the future
has developed.0"

According to Ttllieh, people today are aware of the

ambiguity of their situation, particularly the ambiguity of

their economic, social, and political situation# They have

experienced confusion in their inner lives and. demonic for-oot

In the depths of social existence # She conflict and dis¬

integration which they find In themselves and in all culture

has driven thorn to tlx) abyss of meaninglosaniBSs, which is
#■

full of both horror and fascination#

^♦Vortical and Horizontal Thinking," p# IGI4,# Eloe-
vhoro, Tillieh has described the period from 1900, on as
"The Ago of Crisis" whose Basic question is "What is the
moaning of existence?" vf# "History as the Problem "of Our
Tim©, Review of HsIlHicm (March 1939)# i" 2^-2of#
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Their predicament is smnifest in "their cries of des¬

pair." So longer content with a restricted or moderate opti¬

mism about man and cultures people of all classes and ages

have given themselves over to despair, which for some is a

"heroic despair." It is "heroic" for those who have expressed

the despair of existence artistically or philosophically and

thereby have discovered the meaning of meaningleesness •

The heroism of despair transcends despair
through the power of th© intellectual in ex¬
pressing it, not In outcries, but in creative
forms♦ By this expression of despair they
are saved from the radicalism of the despair
they express, Fes? two reasons one can call
this attitude negative-religious. Despair is
negative-religious in so far as within it all
finite "securities break down and lose their
power of preventing th© question of the in¬
finite, of th® ultimate meaning of existence.
The expression of despair is neaatIve-relIg-loua
in so far as it tries to transcend the situa¬
tion of absolute despair by expressing It
although confining it at the asme time. These
inner contradictions of the negative-religious
attitude drive,,.towards the other, the posi¬
tive-religious way...,The positive-religious
way transcends the human predicament radically
by transforming it into a question to which
religion gives the answer#®1

^"Religion and th© Intellectuals," p. 255# For
Tllllch, the opposite of "heroic despair" is cynicism. He
describes th© modern cynics as those "who have no belief in
reason, no criterion for truth, no set values, no answer to
the question of meaning# They try to undermine every norm
put before them. Their courage is expressed not creatively
but In their form of life. They courageously reject any
solution which would deprive them of their freedom of re¬
jecting whatever they want to reject. The cynics are lonely
although they need company in order to show their loneli¬
ness, They are empty of both preliminary meanings and an
ultimate meaning" (Th© Courage to Be, p. 11*3).



This inner despair produced by and actualized in

man*a economic, social, and political situation and af¬

firmed creatively by some in terms of "heroic despair,"

points for all to the presence of a void, a vacuum# The

meaning of this void lies in its possibility of expressing,

even though negatively, an ultimate concern# "Where this

happens, the vacuum of disintegration can become a vacuum

out of which creation is possible, a *aacred void,' so to speak,

which brings a quality of waiting, of *not yet,* of being
.,62

broken from above, into all our cultural creativity."

This, then, is Tillich's religious analysis of the

present state of culture generally, and of the situation in

economics, society, and politics, in particular. The spirit¬

ual substance which has its roots in these spheres and lias

become characteristic of the time, is further reflected in

the realms of psychology and religion and in existentialist

art, literature and philosophy, as the next chapters will

show.

^%'he Protestant Era, p. 67#



CHAPTER ¥11

A ClTWmMjrnmBmj&tCM* ANALYf-IS OF PAIHTIHO,

mrmnimE m> depth mwrnmom

X. Fainting

Although the present crisis centers In eeoiioraic#

social sand political aevelopaents# its general ©fleets or©

manifest in every branch of culture# The spiritual substance

of tli© cultural whole is present to same degree in each of Its-

parts# However# the aesthetic realm provides- the clearest ex-

press! on of the depth# range and focus of modem mn*s religious

character# Ami within this realm#
_ art is "the most sensitive

barometer of the spiritual climate #w

Jta indicates what the spiritual situation is5
it does this mar© irtrediately and directly then
do science and philosophy for it Is less burdened
by objective considerations. Its symbols have
something of a revelatory character « « • « Soioas©
is of greater importamj© in the rise of a spiritual
situation, but art Is more important for its appro-h&mtmim
The ©ajoyraoat and study of painting was a decisive

experience for Paul Tillieh. It started, during his four

years as a chaplain in florid War X* He became interested

in pictures "as a reaction from the grucsoiaeness, the istglinoBS#

and the deatraetivoaeaa of war#112 Out of these early experiences.

lnto.:.^etation. .of., History.

156
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be developed an appreciation for the ability of art to express

ami's ultimate concern. H§ discovered in styles and forma the
#'

break-through of a symbolic rollgiou® pmerm

The iitriflTfToilini cof styles m& forms□ Is not this
or that individual psyehological olonent, nor is it
biographical or sociological or national, All of
then© factor® are eo-detersiiimtive# They provide
the subjective possibilities of tho stylo, Just as
the forme determine the objective possibilities•
Bat a pos®iblo basis is not a real basic, Hb©
essence of the iiaport lies bets&ath all those sub¬
jective factors, It is a cortaln attitude toward
reality. It is an infeerproiation of ultimate mean¬
ing, the most profound apprehension, of reality. It
is' the functioning of Hie unconditional which supports
©very conditioned experience^ colors it and prevents
It from plunging into the void of nothingness.3
Further thought along idles© lines*, together vlth a

systematic study of the history of art# resulted In the fossa**

latlm of sotijo of Tillicli*© Isey concepts. His concepts of the

"fornvsubstano® polarity#" of the !,b^ak-ttiro«g|s*n and. of Hie

"demordc" are gjrounaed in artistic associations# particularly

with the expressionist raoroiaent. hator artistic trends la Hie

direction of a new realism furnished the urgent impetus for the

foAffiliation of "bclief-ful realism5' — the prevailing theme

of Ms- book The telleious Situation, dedicated to an artist

friend*^
filllch's analysis of contemporary art is oppressed In

3Pgu1 flllich, "ReligifiBor Stil und roligiosor Staff
in dor blldondon Kunst#" p« 155*

^Ste, Into.rpro.tation of History, p. l6.
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terras of the four levels las distinguishes In the relationship

between religion, as ultimato concern, and art, as a refloet ion

of ultimate concern* Hie first level is called "secular art"

since neither in style iw content Is it directly religions.

On the second level a religious stylo deals with secular

content. Most of contemporary existential1st art is on this

lovol. But why can its style be called religious!

Because it puts the religious question radically,
and has the power, the courage to face the situation
out of which "this question comes, namely the human
predicament * . *'* This is tlio all-important element
in existentialism* The essential categories, tirae,
space; causality, substance, have lost their ultimate
power* Timj give moaning to our world* With their
help w© can understand things* W® can understand
that ©no thing folic®s the other, one causes the otlier,
one is distinguished from til© other, each has It®
space and its time and. so on* Bat all of this no
longer applies* Mankind does sot feel at home in
this world anymore* Hie categories have lost their
©aabracing and overedmlssing and assert lag power . Bier's
is no safety in the world • . • * Things 'in those
pictures are displaced. Bis-plaeed persons are a
symbol of our time, and displaced goals can be found
in all eoimtrlss* This large seal© displaceimnt of
our existent is expressed in these pictures *5

Those ©laments expressing ultimate concern, even though m&*m

lively, raako the style of existentialist art religious*

Th© third level is characterised by a aonrellgious

style treating religious subjects, such as the Christ, the

saints, the Holy Virgin and Child* Most of the art of the

high Benaissans© belongs to this level.

£paul fillich, ,fExistsntialiat Aspects of Modem
Art," pp. l£-l6*



On the fourth level religious style and religious cmu¬

tant are united. Shis la religious art In th© most concrete

sense*. It is suitable for liturgical purposes as well as for

private devotion* This level Is represented today by the

©np'ossionlst novewynt, about which mmm will be said later*

Tim art associated with capitalist society belongs

to the first level and is characterised by the sovoirmit known

as impressionls®. Impreasionim& sought to apply the methods of

th© scientific laboratory to art* thus eliminating as far as

possible the mvnoiml ©lota&nt. Both the masses and the indi*

vicinal are treated alike, fhoy are objects only, and not sub*

Jests. Everything is subordinated to nature, not nature in th©

i3Dtarhysical sense, but rather nature on its surface.
«

Tim Irpresslonisfc movement developed in two directions.

On tho one hand, under the influence of linnet, th© purely ob¬

jective approach was paramount . A new consciousness of auton¬

omy in art was awakened$ attention was concentrated on lines,

forms and colors. Degas, Hjisarro, Renoir, and Saaet can be

associated In this move&sut.

On tho other hand, ami more on the second level* ha*

prossioaalsm developed along subjective lines following comma* *b

reaction to inprossioniat e >:treao&. Tim novomerat called post*

Isap^ssioadLsm or symbolism-Mshich Included Sourat, t an C-o#i,

Toulouse*r,autn©e--i&a<te painting a scans of expressing sensations.

It used objective reality with all of its distortions and horrors
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as material for aesthstic intuition# Tan Gogfr is representative #

His "Bight Cafe" pictures what Tillich calls "late emptiness"*

one solitary figure sitting at a table., ami that is all# Here,,

in all the beautiful colors. Is portrayed the "horror of ompfcl-

An important develops©nt
^ of Cosamso's theories appears

in the movement "teamm as "cuMcm#" She Implied thrush tosmrd

solid geotaetry implicit in Cessnas* a style is cultivated. by

Picasso, Braque,? and Oris. By aharpei^iag geometric forms ami

by moving further toward casplote abstraction fro© subject

matter, these artists try to capture the essence of reality#

Ussy aim to go below the surface to the basic elements ihich is

the physical real® are cubes, planes, colors, lines, ami shadows#

Pros this point of view, their pictures have a tremendous r©»

liglous poser#

Picasso's "Guoinaicm,® for oxsisple, Is j^ofouadly re¬

ligious because it expresses honestly and powerfully modern

man's anguished search for ultimate waning and his passionate

revolt against cruelty ami hatred# Guernica was a town in

Ilorthsm Spain where th© Fascist countries (Germany ami Italy)

helped the Fascist Spaniards to overthrow the loyalist govern*

rent# It was destroyed by a combined air attach in the first

6XbjcU» p# 12#

^For Instance, in a Braquo still life not© the way every¬
thing is dissolved into planes,'linos and colors—elements of
reality, but not reality itsolf.
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exercise of what is ©ailed "saturation bcrsbiae;,"
Picasso has painted tills tmmmm hmu*or—-tfe©
pieces of reality# tmn mA aMmls and la*
organic ploces of houses all together-*-ia a
way la mtah the *pl&oe* c&araoter of our
reality is perhaps jam?® horribly visible
Sjaa in afflgf other of the aCKlorn picture®
• * * * It shore what voxy sooa followed la
most luropoaa countries in terms of the
Seeoaad World thr# aod it shoos stmt ia aossr
in fcbo souls of ms&w zs as dio-
ru^tlvoaoss# oxietoitial doubt# ci^ftiaoss
and maninsieseness #"

flllicli so©# in t ho artistic styles created, fey £&*

prossionist and post«iniprossiosist painters a double religious

eloMfieanoo * fhere is the ©sprassioia of the doslmat trend

of capitall®! tnNW& a. iscthsalsoi world |9 and. is the

disclosure of the solf-allomtloa of ma and: the ro^osalon of

Ms vital f«es«Ni dJLaclosure that proper©! the way for rovo»*

Xutioa&ry reactions ♦

la. contrast to the artistic realism of ic^jrossionim

and jKJst-l^res»lotiisi% tt^s*© arcs©' in the early twentieth

century a mm&mut immm as *«aqpr»«® ionism#*1 ^spmssloniani

%bld«« p# 13, Cf. Bordyoev# 2E* £&&*# PP* 172-173.
^Bbe representations of lesus fey iaprossioiiist artists

wore "clearly lamXepms to the liberal eaneeptlmis of Jesus
which prevailed in the Protestant the©lorcy of the period# so
that at feast an Meal* finite reality but aovor the reference
to the eternal wm fh® religious- art of capitalist
society reduces the traditional religious symbols to the level
of mid&lo-olasrj morality and robs ffims of their transcendence'
oj^2 thdSr sQCvaxasnital dmracter" Cfhe Bellr.toujB Situation. pp«
So-^7)♦
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proper £s the least ambljpoos iimalfesbailtm of revolt against

capitalist society,

=It 1© &a wv#littida spiml ttae realism of the
itiUsetoeafch century, It c Is3 a rebellion against
Si© tmimmllctis critical#, as sell as agaiasfc the

Meallstic-eonrontioo&l wins of realism, and it
also trespasses the limits of the subjocti^o-
ispr©ssl<mistl0 i^aMam ft*mi «ttlcfe. It cam©,
SbdUags ca»3 interpreted by the eaq^essionistlc
palntOrs In their email* setting mxl

Shoir oatnrttl fosses car©:, broken so thlft *
their spiritual stiplflessee c becoms3 transparent.
Colors, #3Ep?#ssins diviae and demonic ecstasies
jbe^ika tiaMMtgh tli® gray of the daily life,*0

ISse stylo offers a particularly forceful

a&aaagi&e of the relation between form and. substance and the re¬

ligious sifsalfloaaB# of this relation, la ©spreeslonlsm, cos**

t©mt-~ijs the sease of reality of oh-foots and cheats

—Ms lost Its Sjfpoi^taaco, > hsturo ta boon rofcbo rl of her out¬

ward appearance and te doopost depths haro boon »aacoroned.

Ask! la the tuacotorllig, the express loaists have repealed the

ho?nor wMsh, as Schilling has ©aid, dwells in Wm- clepths of

©vq*y Hiring creature*

la their work a religion* stihstane© ifeleh baas
shattered Its fesm Is efcrutggliag to find a form,
a p@rr.cloi: which most people flaS laco!:woh.cn:5ible
and la£hi!tiatlisg» lad the olai^at of horror 0mm
to m© to he deepened by a sease of guilt, not la
the literally ethical soaaa, bat ia the cosmic
sense, the. guilt of nor© existence, Th® solution,
booevor, is the margiag of one individual oxistoaoe

~°2h© frotostaat lira, p*. 66,
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into the elimination of the discreet
Individual% the avst&eiaBi of lava, of being
one %rtMx ail ttm living#

Xhus a So and m fee ectaea to ©iqps^ssien
in spent depth la f&ls. art* But Hi© So, the form-
aostracing ©lomisfc, scexas to u® to have tlio upper
hand i&noaghottt* even though tliia in not the in¬
tention of ife® artist, for in hir. Iter© p.ilsat§s
a i^ssiomte will to a new, ime©aditioaal Tea*"
Expressionist art, as ropcsonted. by tfeo pftta&tiig* of

If&feXss®, Renault, Battaer, Racis, and Chagall,. roaches Wm fourth

level wher© religion® form is combined with religious content*

It reveals the artist*® sensitise sad honest, search for ultimate

imaaing with the aid of :eecognisable religious subject natter

and traditional religions asiiboXs* It gives the ea^licitly re*

XigXoug answer to th© questions implied in © Kistence* Particu¬

larly noteworthy enemies of this art mm SnteerXaiicI's ^BiwS»

fteiotf1 and nonsuit's "CShrist Sooted hy the Soldiers" and
wCTuoif ixioa*n

Of special interest as. a reflection of the spiritual

tern of the present crisis is tlmt m&mmmfc within o^prossion*

ism imam as "Rataim,* this wmmmmfc#, frsmay and e^seiusivcXy

nSMlistic# can he cdmraeteritefi as a "deisoi^tration of the

disillusion, Repair and. dispute engendered by the w of

< v

■**»Ti&®r die Ids® sine? fheoXcgie 4tas» Ku!tnr»w P# I|2*
^^"SdUjtesttisXist Aspects of Modern Art,® p* 19«
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X9ll|.-1.9lQ CM3& bei^tenod by Ssocaa World Has*, # a defiance

of the imposition of sostl33tic standards* an Intolerance of ro-
#

straint and a reaction free discxplin©#"3*3 Fop the purposes of

c lassification, Ma movement mist ho considered as a return to

the second or existentialist level»

Still on the second level, tut paralleling expression

Ism as a protest against is surrealism. "In sirr-

roalism, the wtribu&mmof bourgeois society are used and out

into fragas-ats at the scaao time, the 'real world disappears &od

objectivity is transformed into a phantastaagorla constructed

out of pieces and fmgosents of the bourgeois reality. A panic-

driven humanity rovoala the doom of its world in Its artistic

» * * . creations #**^
Whereas express loads® shows jaosce of a mystical trend*

surrealism is more concerned with the demonic-fantastic aspects

of reality# It has little interest in the normal world* bat

aims at the presentation of dream-states and the world of the

unconscious mind.# It ialsoo elements of reality and brings them

into a context which has nothing to c!o with reality. The

paintings of Chagall# CMrleo, Fall, sad Hire my servo as

examples# IJoto ©specially €laa|gell% "Fiver without Edges"
and Chir100*8 "Stay* of the Prince#"

—i#»uu—nw»nn#mtnii ■»! mnwmiii—mwrnatin., mm*****#* mm .iwm—»■uamwiicm * j jwmw 1—"»ny■

33pvesimia Brill, Modern p# 1?#

"&PShB florid Situation*" p#
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% way of Bwamry9 mmart dominated by existential*

1st ©te»nte psptjrti for a preplmtie attesapfe to

destroy the idealisra ihlcb separates asm frees reality# Xt

seeks to break through the surface am! to uacovo? the graixti

am!, abyss. Xfes shocking distortions peering mat of the depths

is ramMrs paintings ©rote the ultimate quostlaxi about the limits

m»% wwm£?m of ©xistenfcteXIsic# S&|pe^i®sslsii at its best is the

attempt t# gtm to these questSom the of the Christina

fMNVStgp In artistic* symbolic fcrna*

2*

The pmmi* of literature to express the spiritual sub*

stance of a period is* by virtus of tie superiority of words

over lines ami colors, both mor© direct ®M stair© uaiversal -than

the pmm of art-#. Ilea©## the deeslaane© of existential aspects

la eeahenapepary -pros© ami poetryJtS
Is tiie modern novel* ftp mood of disSlXiMiteneftfc#. 3£a*

gnat#. am! recldLess discontent has crystaHIisod Int.© tenqpsw*

Iwrnlv# seeptleiMi i^gsrdlss and history* as evidenced is.

3-5 Cf# t ®She probXesio of tDSaae test Belag# of Booth#
Anxiety ami ©are, ami of the of hasten decis ion# in
the ir' particular interrelations of -existential Integratstloa*
oeeu?» of course# la the ipnersl context of modern writing an!
It ifoald not ho difficult to Interpret the work of most uiadera,
authors teadsr tee or the other aspect of existent lalisis"
(llelnrlcli Straiteaim, Jte&rle-aa I&te nature la the gvenfeieth
featery* p# 80#)
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the writings of AXdous Hukl©y#3b Evelyn Wm$ts#£7 t>*E* Law!*enee*30
*•

■®gk1 Hk»i&s WoXf0*39 Sanethfeg of the sagas «sistential Import

is soon in the novo Id of P&aiss lh\ihn«~iho Castle ancl fao trial--

where "the umpp?oaehabl© remoteness of the source of moaning

and tii© obscurity of fcbo source of justice and saercy as*© ©s&*

pressed in language wMOh is pur© and classical*11^5 Mfewiso,

Sartre*a her© la fly; Ar.o of feasor disoogorc that aothlns—

aeltSMW fideu&ehlp nor love nor1 politics—has ultimate sig¬

nificance for him* His only value is Ms mlfelted fmedcsa
#

to ©hang© ana his only moaning is rjoaMiiglessneas#

iho same situation Is faeod ia "The 3traimer by Albert

Cfaraus#

His hero Is a man without subjectivity* Ho is not
exfeaordiimry in any respect* He sots as any or&i*
may official ia a small position would act* Ho
is a stranger because he nowhere achieves an ex-
isbeafcial relation to Mmseif or to his world* Ishut-
ever happens to life has no r eality m& imms&m* to
life? a lorn which is not a real love# a trial Miich
is not a real trial# an elocution Milch has no jusbl-

l%mwe 1mm fforia (1933)*
iTSfrjrteaaoad Revisited (191j5).
l0S«te ami hovers (19135*

<39gh SfcSLSsft^(1935/ * CrV aXsoime novels of Joan Dm Fassee# particularly
Hgg Shreo Soldiers*

2%hff to ,^ I>. 136. Of* Kafka's short storiesnTh& Countjy hector" and m13»> Banal Colony*"
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fleafcloa in reality, Share is neither guilt aot£
forgiveness, neither despair nor courage in Mm#
E© Is descrlfed not as a person bat as a psy*
ehMo^cal process which is eonpletoly ©omlitlas»d,
whether be work© or loves or "tills or eats or

sleeps# He is an object among objects, without
Beanting for himself &M tIssnefope unable to find
raeaning in Ms w©rX&«r*
Modem poetry likewise mirrors the confesjporary mood of

anxiety and iaoaningleasness* Consider, for example, the poem

of f# S# Eliot and W, H# Audoa, In ,!2h0 r/aste Land" (1922),
Eliot describes the "deccuposifeion of elvilizatIo»~-lts lack

of completion and direction" s

What are the roots that clutch, what branches
gr«??

Out of this stony rubbish? Scot of man*
Tou eiamot say, or g»ss». for yoa hw only
A heap of broken taps, where the sua boats.
An1 the dead tree g&m$ no iti&Xfer, the cricket

*
no toliof,

Ami the dry stone m sound of water.

Htm* Is no water but osfty rock
Pock and no water and the esn^y road
The road winding above among the munfetins
Ihich are mountains of rock without water
If there were wafer ws should stop «Bt& drink
Amongst the rock one cannot stop and think
dp©at is dry and feet ©re in the mmi
If tlmro ware only wafer amongst the rock
Send sioimtain south of carious tooth that

cannot spit
Here one can neither stand nor lie not sit
Ihore is not even silence in the mountains
Out dry sterile thunder without rain
fhore is not even solitude in the mountains
.But rod sullen faces sneer unci smrl
Bh» doors of rauderacked houses

(330-^)

Sllbld## pp# 137*138# Of, Bex-mam Hesoo»s StopporafolT
(SM. ^ Hermann BrocMs MliElfe™
SESiMr
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Sfbafc I» tlist sound high In the air
Wmmw of internal Imputation
Who are those hooded ImpAm smarming
Over endless plains, staHLlng la eraclaed earth
1lngotl by the flat herXEon only
ISsat is tha city oyer the mountains
Cracks and reforaa and bursts in the violet air
Palling towers
Jeinm&loi:- Athons Alexandria
Vienna London
Unreal

{366-376}
What Pilot pictures as ri©aet© Lead* with nms@%& cistoms

and exSmusted wells," Auden describes as. **3$© Ago of Aosiety,*
•*

Uhis jteese ttag® of anxiety,* now a oatctoord for the early and

saiddlo- twentieth century, points to a tine the historical

process breaks clown and arssl©s organise with their embossed do—

bates the ensuing void which they can never consecrate. Then

necessity is associated with horror and freedom w ith boredcaa#o22
3s® situation finds powerful easproasioa in the conversations

among Aud©hv's quartet:

Quant asids
W© ar© mocked by uraaoaniagj anong us fall
Aimless ariws, hurting at randcan
As wo plan to- pain

Etetble ©aids
The fears we know

Are of not knowing* HI! nightfall bring us
Sokes awful order—Keep a hardware store
In a mmVL town * • * * teach science foi* life to
Prc^roasiv© girls—? It is getting late.
Shall we evor bo mmlm& fee*? Are we aSaaspIy
Hot wanted at all?

2%, II, Audon, gio Age of Anxiety, p. 11,
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Qbsetat salcls
WeXI# yen will soon

lot bother bat actaooledgo yourself
As imr^©fe-®ad©.» a eessimil^
Shoso value varies# a vendor who has
To obey Ills buyer# will embmm moraomr
The problems pat to you "by opposing thae#*
Th© fi#*fc wit& woilt, the food ef marriage.*
"Whose detonating details clays and ad^it
Invest your- breathing and veto sleep#
As their mm answers# 111® other® .fiikl *
The train-rid© between your fee. natures#
Tho moitiiag-eveniag ncaaent whoa
You are free to reflect on your faults still#
Is an awkward hiatus# Is indeed
The real risk to be read away with
Print ami pictures# reports of what should
Hover have happened# will no longer
Expect » patfcdr% mor© purpose than
Your finite fete#

Hosotta said:
* » * * Ms stupid world isdi/ere

Gadgets. as© gods ami we ®e oo talking#
Wmty about much# but romin alone#
Alive but alo®, bel^aif^U&gwwheret*- *
Haattachod as tumblowoo-i. Tira© flies .23

In selections such as these, Tlllleh soc-s the poetic

expression and ^eoasfli^tloa of the religious substance of th©
present crisis#

The sees® isooi Is reflected In sofern. dram# nTh©

theatre, ©specially In Use baited States# is full of ismgm of

moaning!©sones® ami dMgttSve*^ Recall Arthur Miller*s Death

of a Salesmen. The salesmen, haunted by failure and guilt#

trios to escape into a world of mte^tellevo*. When his 11»

luslons mm threatened by domestic despair, ho commits suicide#

33lMia.# pp. !*M5.
^Tbo Courage to Be# p« 138#
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William * A Bteeetcar jjjgfei Sesire and Canine* Real
snfi ta*taN»*fl *Bm f%%m m& B© Mt depict similar taoods. Eiron

f» S. allot * s dramas (Family MnMim*

QoaTldsafcigl Olork) do not go MytmS 131© question raised % Hie

Snnaari situation.

Only in m insHiacos ImfB mo&mm ttlta canffeatei

fee E^aMtJglosauoss and despair of ©aistom© wife a profoundly

spiritual solution* DostodLevskl is not a contemporary writar#-

tmmwm fete©' rediscovery of Ms n&mlB ami tfcsoir translation

into Bngiife. tore had a deeply religious influence on Ms as®-*

Vhafc is ^lieiously ©ffeetipo In this is fee
mystical reaXXsa of fes Hussion novelist, Ms
contemplation of fee dmmmS.® and neg^tiyp ©le«
tt&A* in sotsialttf m fee feasis of a prosaist
aivlm reality • . . * feasite to Hie tremendous
grealsaese of Dmto£®vrMte&* s fearaeters it was
not clearly psfeoifod tor alien fesy wem to
Western consciousness and feeir spirit was
effootiie even fe«® wrs no iggping'of
fee feorou^oess of fee aiitifcliosis **-5
In fee a@i«a post B&Smr Saris. Bilks* fillicli .finds

another positive religious SfepftMiim* Ss nystialaa of RiHm's

nature pmm$® and fee spiritual nrgeoegr of Ms **Sl©glosw re-

peal a MMtmiiMi lefoienoe Hat is missing in mm® recent

poetry* B?®a in feos© poems wMeh BiUm himself oalled #fragaon«»

taryw (in content* not fem>* a pmmv breaks thrones

* ^®§» Religious Situation, n. 68. Of. rl!ho Com
P*130». iwm?

2^Cf. the. protostftafc 35ra* p* 101*
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which enables tb© reader to accept honest doubts as a fora of

faitli and to fill the dreary vacuities of existence with mean¬

ingful content* Such has boon Tilllch'a experience* Concerning

the Influence of BiBssts poetry* lao writes:

Its profound psychoanalytical realism* the mysti¬
cal fullness* the for® charged with metaphysical
content, all that rmda this peltry the expression
of what in the concepts of isy philosophy of re¬
ligion I could seise only abctractedly* To no
and ts$ wife* who made poetry accessible to ias*
these poom became a book of devotion* to be
taken up again and again* *

Strludberg Is another In whoso works fill Ich finds an
♦

impulse of religious significance* In both for® and content*

Strlndberg rises above solf-suffie lent finltudo* Ho knows, but

docs not surrender to the dislllusiomont which attends the

break-up of capitalist culture. Although his characters are

typical in for®, they transcend the accidents of existence and

in 'this tranocondonee manifest mi unconditional import* They

aro thus symbolic and transparent* The most telling example

is in The ' :oau to Damascus* Strin3fergfs greatest drama, first

published in English in 1939. ■

% way of msoaary* It can bo said that* according to

Tlllich* the spiritual substance underlying contemporary art

and literature expresses itself in terms of meanlnglessms&

and despair* The creative power of this substance appears

27Tho. XMcLi:.».Mtipn. of History* p* 17*
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when meanlngleasasss leads to eonrag© and t®n despair tocorns

heroic • In both the emiran© of noaiiinglsij suess and the horoium

of despair Is the drive toward the positiv©-religious way which

ewareceaoa iseaningLossaosa and despair % tx*air®fc®aljpg them into

questions to which religion gives the ansv/er.

3« Depth Psychology

While art is of sore importanee in the direct appro—

hens ion of the spiritual situation, has greater isaa&dlftt©

causal sigaifioiuaee* For example, science under the domination

of capitalist economy celebrated its greatest triumphs* which,

in torn, imd® possible the almost unlimited, expansion of the.
#■

capitalist system**^0
Tillich*s interest in contes-iporary science has toon

concentrated on developaonts in depth psychology which ho re*

cognises as an integral part of too existentialist movement,

It mirrors, on the om hand* the existentialist protest against

the demonic assets of lata capitalism, and, on to© other hand,

too eventual toeak«up of capitalist society and the current noocl

of mandnglossnass and despair. Depth psychology is the science

that lias explored the inner structures of the self involved in

this situation, establishing teerapeutie maxims, Comernlag its

overall influence, Tillieb writest

2%he Dcl.jg.ious situation, pp. 13-14J 27-34.
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and evil* but dependent upon, universal structures of evil and

good for which be is the battlefield,*131 Psychology, even sore

them theology, according to filllch, has mmovorod the predica¬

ment of ®®i©rm mam, It has led from tlx? aurfaoe of solf-kncMlo-dgo

into the depths of personality where things are recorded about

which ma 1ms been only dimly aware.

Pes* one thing, "existential" or "depth" psychology has

rescued "fro® the limbo of forgotten truth" the concept of the

demonic, All .along the demonic has been & destructive-creative

reality breaking into the center of personality* Religion knew

tills but under the conventions of bourgeois society had dis¬

missed it as "old fashioned," Mm the demonic has been re¬

discovered and identified as an attack upon the center©d-aolf

by elements of the umotrasclous "which, to be euro, constantly

give -Idie personality its vital Impulse, Its immediate fullness

of life, but which in a normal state are prevented from entering

into consciousness,"^
What we name those elements depends on the symbols
by which the subconscious is interpreted, 15m
symbols can be poetic, metaphysical, psychological,
but always remain symbols., that la, indications
racier than concepts* Whotiier or® speaks of the
•will to power1 or of the. * chaos* or of the *©go-
imstlnet* or of the- ♦libido* — in each instance
t©clings or ©vents of the fonaod eonsciousnoss arc
used as symbols of anfomaod psychic depth ,33

31«y©.rtical ona Horizontal linking," p, 10^,

32^, Intcrprctatiogi of J jstory, p, 09*
3%oe, clt.
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Depth psychology bm revealed m%m the maimer in which

those QlmmntB fimetioa# Xbey are present la ©wry ©on&clou®

mt% they ©uppsrt twa those act© which are most spiritually

creative« HoweWi they wis© to deetenl© pcmz> when the sub¬

conscious dominates the conscious In oucli a way that conscious-

mm itself Is driven to destructive JNrito«3*
in exploring the uaeeaaclou®, depth psyolioloty put a

new light on another jfteasmKBOii of profanite! religious slgsiflU*

cane®, namely the *death Ingtinet.* Fraud used this tern to

describe the uwonselou© striving for ©elf-deatmie tloa that
*

©am©© fro® the frustration of man* a Infinite desire for things*

As such, the death instinct is m in©©capable element of human

existence and IVeud Is right la pointing it out* Hie Insight

that unfulfilled desires turn toward the destruction of other®

and toward self-destruction is a notable emfXrsaafcion of shut

religion .has. ^said all along with regard to »'s existential
os trangosent .35

But the death instinct refers- to something deeper than

the unsatisfied desire for things. It points, also, to ffifta*s
limited power of ®elf*affirmation. sad to Ms dissatisfaction

with any stage of his finite development* Out of the exhaustion
of the finite power of Bolf-attimmtion arises the desire to

%&&&.» P. 90.
35cf, Iho Cotuano to tip, pp. 11-12.
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lose mm*a self~affIrraation altogether# Shis dosire Is preset

in epry life process*, Thus, actual suicide is the fulfilSxasnt
of tendencies which. are in everyone*. fhat explains the im*

conscious efforts toward suicide, not as a special act,, hut

suicide % producing the conditions which help the individual

to ho rid of his am affiliation,, which depth psychologists

have found#36
flllich feels -that the most hssporfcant single achievement

has earn as psychology has coop©rated filth theology and axis*

tential philosophy In uncovering.; the ontologies! aspects of
*

oxrriety* He has written at length about this scatter, both in
.Systematic Hbocilofqr and in ilia Courarys to l&« 3hs tenor of hi®

thought is presented in the following paragraphs#

Anxiety, as an ontologies! quality, Is the °solf-awar©«»
mm of the finite self as finite ,"37 2hls is tho natural am-

ioty of acta as wan and therefore is as esinipreseixt as flnitudo*

It Is independent of &ny objective cause and cannot bo eliminated

by action, since finite being cannot conquer its fInitude*

It has been helpful in mudcrstan&ing anxiety, both as

an oatologlcal and as a psychological ifoonctaonon, to distinguish

^f# Pfi p* 137#
37svsteraatic _fhoolory, p# 192* Cf,s "Anxiety is

flattildej exporlonced as oa»f s own finitud©" (Tim Cmimm
MM* p♦ 333.
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It trm fear* a strictly psychological pkrnmsmmmm ia
contrast to luxiety# arises la response to a definite object
which is subject to arnica is* understating* end endurance or

defeat* as the easo stay bo* Axsclsty* hmm®r* 1ms no object

and WSmmtom eludes ©very effort to eoisseor It# Bsoaus© it

c&aaot be localised ail attached* «ns&eby produces a fooling of

complete helpless®as*

Although fear and aamieiy can be distinguished* they

cannot be separated*
*

fhoy am iuEaancat within each others Hie sting Of
fear Is aa&ioty* and anxiety strives toward fear.
Fear is being afraid of smmthtmsg a pain» the re*
joetlou % a person or group* Sib loss of scroltiing
01? cesaebo^y*. the aoucat of dying* Bub in Has an*
tleipabion of ths throat eriglnatiiig la tea© things*
it is not the negativity itself which they will bring
upon the subject that la i^ichtonteg bob the axoclety
about the possible imnlicatioris of this negativity*
a©, cftitatandiag oxai3pl©*»aiid sore than an exsjapJ.©*-
is the fear of dying* In. so Iter us it is •fear1
its Object is the anticipated event of being killed
by sickness or an accident and thereby suffering
agony and the loss of everything* In so far as
it ii 'airtiofcy* its object is the absolutely ua*
Immm 'after* death* the nen*beiiig which r®miss
nen»b#ing oven If'it Is filled with tag&s of our
present existence*3^

*

Hhese considerations load to the designation of three

types of "basic*1 or "emfcoXogloal" mnioty which bolong to en*
*

1stease as such and are a part of the ^norml* state of mind*

in advance* it met be stated tnat these throe types arc SMaoasnt

3Sl&gLllE§^ul&Jlfc» p» 35*
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la each othori toy are always present and effective, pro*

yoking and. auipaenbing one another , to^ver, on© type usually

pp&mUs over to others. .

f&Mft* tor© is to amisty of fat© anr.! 4vdftk wMela,

as fillieii Ms said, is Urn mmt basic and most universal f&m

of aissioty# It is inovliahlo, for the ami©»gs of Itaving to

die is inescapable, fbfta mwmmm la the dark background
*

©gainst wtiioh to anxiety of fata- is at work# to> anxiety of

fats, to xti&tiv© fern of to amlofcy of death, appears in its©

amm&wmwttm of to contingent character of oxlateaco, In. to

realisation of to look of any t&t&siote necessity of mem*® being,
9hle ©sep«ri©Mo drives to the absolute amiaty of death, ever-

shadowing all ©miotic© an?, giving to to® tola* final serious**

nose, Pate am death, were to proa^timnt fenae of anxiety at

to end of ancient civilisation^

Secondly, tore is tSa© anxiety of ©lustiness and man*

lngXeesness which threatens saa's spiritual creativity, "to

ansloty of ©gfptiuefss is caroused by a threat to to special con¬

tents of to spiritual life, to anxiety of mmMmgMamm&s 1©

. ^mk^-pp. 39W.3. cf, mAMciL^^fpp, 169-172, Of* also Iteid©gnor*s view of teeth as to capital
possibility, always in view, froct which all otor possibilities
derive toir status of radical contingency, Whftt dread {amslety
- hmzsi) feveals Is that one is cast into the world in order to
die tore,
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anxiety about the loss of an ultimate concern, of a mmlag wMch
*

gives a©anlng to all noonings #*4®
HeaMnglaasness la to typo of anxiety most <tora©t©rietle

of the present crisis# It has been awakened by the contrac&eiiona

within the capitalist system Which destroy persona! creativity,.

in the sons© of "spontaneous action and reaction with, the con*
*■

tents of ono*s spiritual life#®* Uses© contra&ltlons have boon

indicated already and the consequent disruption of moaning as

reflected in existentialist art and literature has boon noted#

Existentialist philosophy expresses the sans anxiety,so the next
■m

chapter will show#

For the present, attention must be directed toward to

ways by which modern nan seeks to escape th© anxiety of mean*
>«

lagloaaness# Setae temcioasly cling to accepted traditions,

admitting cloubt about torn when neeoseary, but r ©fusing to s«r*

render then# Many otors take refuge in mthoritarianlem**

political and/or religious# In this way, «

flees fro© his freedom of asking and answering for
himself to a situation in which no further cfuostions
can be asked and the answers to previous questions
arc imposed on him authoritatively# In order to
avoid the risk of asking and doubting ho surrendoro
the right to ask and to doubt# II© surrenders him*
self In ardor to save his spiritual life# II© *©s*
capes from Ms freodoaa* (Frees®) ' In order to escape
tfao anxioty of busanlnglesssjsb • # « # He *parti*
clpatos1 and affirm by participation to contents

^Qjfaid #» p.# 1'lj.
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of bis spiritual life, Meaning is saved* but the
self is sacrificed# to1! since the conquest of
doubt was a matter of sacrifice, the sacrifice of
the freedom of the self. It leaves a mark on the
regained certitudef a fanatical soIf•assertive*
nose, Fanaticisn Is tho correlate to spiritual
self-surrcndor: it shows the anxiety which it
was supposed to conquer, % attacking witla dis*
proportionate violence those who disagree and
who demonstrate by their disagresiaont ©lament©
la the spiritual life of the fanatic which ha
met suppress in himself* -Because h© mist sup*
press them in himself he must suppress them in
others, Els anxiety forces life to persecute
dissenters. The weakness of the fanatic is that
thdga whom he fights have a secret hold upon

?recl<aainsntly in these two way®, modern mm tries to

©scape the threat to hi© spiritual Cor cultural) life which

appears relatively in the anxiety of emptiness, absolutely in

the anxiety of rmaninglo asueos ,

Thirdly, there is the anxiety of guilt and condemnation.

This anxiety springs frota tlio responsibility that man fool© for

his decisions and from the discrepancy that he sacs between what

he demands of hfesolf and his actual perforajance, The negative

luigaent which he pa©cos upon himself because of his failure to

measure up, because of the ambiguity of even his best deeds, is

experienced relatively as guilt, absolutely as ©elf•re feetion
or eonder.-nation, This form of anxiety prevailed in the later

Middle Ago©

^1^., PP* 16-17.
42|Sii., pp. 48-51.
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Owej? against the above torn® or existential anxiety#

which phytotherapy cannot overcom Cbecause It cannot over¬

come finitudo) steals the pathological or compulsory forms oX*
•*

*

anxiety which psyehoth©rapy can romovo# $» Tillich's view,

pathological anuioiy Is the result of failure to deal -adequate¬

ly with existential anxiety in any or- all of Its throe form#*

ttH© who dooa not succeed la taking Ms anxiety courageously

upon himself avoids lb© ©xfcromo situation of despair 'by es¬

caping into neurosis,"^3 Heuresis is the way of avoiding the

anxieties of reality by avoiding reality* His neurotic lives

in a world of raal^-boliave whore reality {or a part of it) is

either denied or distorted. Ho my fear What is not to be

feared and fool to be aafe what is not oaf©. Or lw my see

guilt where there is no guilt and feel innocent whore ho is

responsible in a direct way* Or he say doubt what is prac¬

tically beyond doubt ami be certain where doubt is sore op-
*'

problate JA Thus# the golf which the neurotio affirms is a

limited golf* Some aspect# of Ms e xlatonce ton not admitted

because thoy lazily scras forn of existential anxiety Which ho
* *

cannot affirm* However* the «©lf-affirmation of the neurotic*
limited though it bo* is often xioro intensive than that of the

"aoxaal'' person* This accounts for the extemordlmry creativity

M '■ |i WW

p. 62.

%aa», PP. 70-72.
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ectaofchaes jaaalfest % neurotic people*^
TlXlieh aseepts tfet caacXoaiaa of moat depth psyeholQ«»

gists that there are aooreti© elements is ©veryoa© end that the

difference between
^ the healthy person out the neurotic la orily

a natter of degree.

She difference between the neurotic and the healthy
(alttMSMgh potentially neurotic) ^rsooalXty is thee
following: the mmotim personality* en tin basis
of Ills ps&ater «aMitivltjr to ncmWheipg and oonse*
qjmtMq- of Ms ppofoa&dor anid.cby* has settled dooi*
to a fixed* "though limited and ,unrealistic* self*.
affij"raatXoa». '1M® Is# so to apeak* the east!© to
which ho has retired and wliieli ha defends with all
mans of psychological resisteace against attack*
be it fro® tlie side of reality or from the side of
the analyst * *. • * Sis person keeps himself
away fnwi the aactama situations by'dealing oooragooaa*
Xy with concrete ©Moots of fear * * * •< Sis anxiety
does not <3rlm his to the eonstrmticm of Snoginary
worlds.* Ha afftmm bSmmtf in unity with those parts
of reality which he ooftofe&MHM ana they mm Mt
definitely c ireuasoribod *$P
Tkm&o considerations! hare profound consequences as far

as healing is oaooorned* If all anxiety is imthologleal, as m

#wr-t%er»e#lag aussisor of physicist® and psychotherapists
*

sort*, then t$» task as well a® the respoosibiltty of vmavts^
mm,l»ty aliogot&ar b&Xonge to maioia? and its allied fields*
Bat if* as fillioh and may leading m&l&al son assert* anxiety
Is an existential an well as a pathological pfoenarsonon* then

anxiety Is the proper ooncers of theology and philosophy as well*

^%o« Pit.

pp. %«*6&*
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IS» fact that noro sad aoro vocroncntatlTOc of aaSiclns are aak»
«

tog for the eo-oporatiQa of it&losojtoP# uafl. theologians favors

to latter aaeePtSin* Tillich argues that raitclx of to confusion

pertaining to this problem, p*vt£*i&a*$y within psychoanalytic

circles, could too cleared away toy the aeknicmled&Kkxife of' to
■ ■' • *•

distinction between existential and pathological anxiety, To

this end, ho suggests to following principle as a basic guide

for cooperation between to several tlisciplim® to dealing with

anxiety*

Existential anxiety to Its throe main fomm is not
to concern of to physician *na* physician, al¬
though to must be fully were of its and conversely,
neurotic anxiety to -all of its forms, is not to con¬
cern of the minister' to* minister# although he must
he fully aware of it, to minister raises to
Question concerning a starsm' to bo which tatoa ex¬
istential anxiety into itself, The physiolan raise®,
the question concerning a courage to bo to which to
neurotic anxiety is mmmod , , , , lieitor of these
functions is absolutely bound to those who exercise
It professionally, to physician, ©specially to
psyohothorapiet# can toplicitly ccemciics,to ewmp
to be and to pmmr of tailing ©xtotoiltiaX anxiety
upon oneself* He docs not become & minister to so
doing and ho MHV should try to replace to
mtoiitor, but to can toeerne a helper to ultimate
self-affirmation, thus perfecting a ministerial
function. Conversely# to minister or anyone ©Is#
can become a medical helper* lie Sms net become
a physician and no minister should aspire to be¬
come one *asf a minister altlaough to may radiate
heating power for, mind atnd body and help to remove
neurotic anxiety ,*$7
Want has toon said about cooperation with to healing

Pp, 69—70,



profession in regard to anxiety shoiaid apply to the other

problems which concern man as mn, Th© recognition of the need

for cooperation has been deepened by the insight© into the

psychosomatic relationship# Those insights hare virtually
revolutionised the medical profession and hare been effective

*

in all tranches of healing# Including religion# iheir overall

significance lies in to fact that they have Invalidated the

mechanistic concept of man which developed under capitalism*-

the idea of man a© a phyaico^hemical mchire with independent

psychological and spiritual functions# The psychosomatic

laathad has restored the living unity of human existence and

has resulted in an extended dialogue between medical men# theo¬

logians# and phllosophers«W
Botwithstaadiag the significant gains made by Freudian

and pest-Freudian depth psychology# iilllch recognises d©finlt©
*

limits to its healing power# In the first place# even when

therapy is most successful# the individual Is returned to a

society in which competition# compulsion, and repression arc

still decisive. In to second place# psychotherapy a£ psycho-

torapy is a technical procedure subject to to inadequacies of

OH autonomous techniques# This limitation# in particular#

point© to to need for Hhcrehaaous" psychotherapy whichchives

beyond mere techniques to to spiritual, healing subs tone© in

Mtef. Paul milch, "The relation of Religion and Health,8
Pastoral Pgycftolpfy (Hay 19$i-)# V# 1(1-^2#



 



CHAPTER VIII

A CULTURAL-THEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OP

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

1. Philosophy

Philosophy is so directly related to the special con¬

cerns of a particular time, that the essence of a philosophic

method and doctrine may be taken as a fundamental expression

of the historic situation. In Tlllich»s view, philosophy la
1

the Immediate reflection of a period in the theoretical sphere.

The philosophic method and doctrine which corresponds

to the crisis of modern culture is called "existentialism."

It replaces interest in shaping the world according to utili¬

tarian ends, characteristic of bourgeois philosophy, with a

concern for meaning, the special concern of recent decaoea.

Existential philosophy reveals the doubt and cynicism about

human existence which permeates the Western world. It expresses

also the "courage to face meanlnglessness as the answer to the
2

question of meaning."

Present-day existential philosophy emerged as one of

the major currents of German thought under the Weimsr Republic.

It takes Its substance, however, from the reaction of

Of. The Religious Situation, pp. 40-41.
2

"The Conquest of Theological Provincialism," The
Cultural Migrations The European Scholar In America (edited
by W.' Rev, Crawford), p. 1£>3,

106
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nineteenth-century thinkers against Hegel's essentlaiiat

philosophy.

The initial reaction and appeal to existence was made

by Schelling in lectures delivered at the University of Ber¬

lin in 1841-42. Certain of his hearers, notably Kierkegaard

and Engels, adopted and developed Scheiling's existentialist

concepts. Kierkegaard's Concluding Unscientific Postscript,

published In 1848, was received as the classic statement of

the existentialist position. Its emphasis upon the ©xperlenc

ing, thinking, deciding individual found support in the writ¬

ings of Feuerbach and Marx and in the impulse toward existen¬

tialism in the hebenaphilosophic of Nietzsche, Dilthey, and

Bergaon.

Contemporary existential philosophy as embodied in

Jaspers and Heidegger is the result of a combination of

Lebenspnllosophie with a rediscovery of Kierkegaard and Marx.

There is, however, this notable difference! Whereas in the

nineteenth century, existentialist philosophy was a movement

of protest, today it Is a mirror reflecting the anxiety of a

meaningless human existence separated by an infinite gap from

Its essential nature. In enumerating the various elements of

existentialism which reflect this situation, Tillich presents

3"Sxlstential Philosophy," Journal of the History of
Ideas (January 1944), V, 46.
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at the same time, a comparative study of those ideas which

most existentialist philosophers—past and present—have in

common.

Tillich calls attention first to the distinction

between "existence" and "essence" which ia the foundation of

existentialism, both as viewpoint and as content. In so far

as It has become a conscious movement, existential philosophy

has arisen in opposition to the rising tide of essentialism

which reached a climax in Hegel's system. Early existential¬

ism was a revolt against Hegel's pronouncement that everything

that exists is an adequate expression of what essentially is,
4

that "reason la real and reality is rational." Kierkegaard

showed that moral man, rather than living under ideal circum¬

stances, ia the individual who decides under finituue, anxi¬

ety, and despair. Feuerbacb advanced the same argument from

the viewpoint of the material conditions of human existence,

Marx shared the existentialist protest "in so far as he con¬

trasted the actual existence of man under the system of early

capitalism with Hegel's Essentialist description of man's
&

reconciliation in the present world." And Hietzsehe, in the

name of the creative powers of life, opposed the nihilism of

technical culture which had its roots in Hegelian rationalism.

4Ibid., p. 48.

5Ihg Courage to Be, p. 129.
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Each of these early existential philosophers emphasized the
6

gap between essence and existence, and infinite and the finite.

This distinction, apparent in all areas of life, is

the accepted presupposition of current existentialism. Phi¬

losophers such as Jaspers and Heidegger no longer labor to

prove this point. Sow they devote themselves to expressions

of estrangement. For example,

Heidegger fills his book Seln unci gelt not with
definitions of Seln-as-such or ;;eit-as-sucnt but
with descriptions of what he callspasoin and
Zeltllchkelt, temporal or finite existence. In
these descriptions he spoaks of Sorge (care) as
the general character of Existence, or of Angst
(anxiety) as the relation of man to nothingness,
or of fear of death, conscience, guilt, despair,
daily life, loneliness, etc,"
Jaspers describes the "boundary-situation," man con¬

fronted by historical relativity, death, suffering and guilt.

He pictures existence as the "ship-wreck" (Scheltern) of the

finite in its relation to the infinite. Both Heidegger and

Jaspers speak about the fInitude of manfs experience in know¬

ing, his limited intuition, and his need for discursive think¬

ing. They share the belief that there is no escape from this

situation, even in ontology. For the only way to ontology is

to pass through the doctrine of man. And "the way to finitude

6
Cf. Paul Tillich, "Kierkegaard as an Existential

Thinker," Union Review (December, 1942), V, 6.

7"Existential Philosophy," p. 58.
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8
is itself finite and cannot claim finality,"

All of the existentialists know that the awareness of

flnitude, of guilt, conscience, and of having to die impinges

upon the individual in inner loneliness. Ordinarily, the

exchange of daily life covers these realities with talk and

action. But when man is cut off from the masses and from

other individuals, he is confronted by his finltude with all

that it implies, and in this lonely state he asust make his

decisions.

The analysis of finltude in existential philosophy cul¬

minates In the analysis of Time. Existence is distinguished

from essence primarily by its temporal character. Heidegger

puts this most radically in his differentiation between "Exis¬

tential" and objective Time.

Ho one has emphasized so strongly as h© the iden¬
tity between experienced Existence and temporal¬
ity! 'Temporality is the genuine meaning of Gar®,'
and Care is finite Existence. Heidegger carries
through this idea with respect to the whole struc¬
ture of experienced Existence.... In his analysis
of Kant he indicates that for himself Time is
defined by 'self-affection,' grasping oneself or
one's Personal Existence, Temporality is hxiotcn-
tlallty. In distinction from this qualitative
Time, objective Time is the Time of the flight

8
Ibid., pp. 60-61. Tlllich points out that Schilling

and Kierkegaard set out to make a distinction between "fini-
tude* and "estrangement," but that neither really succeeded.
Hietzache, Heidegger, and Jaspers do not even try to make a
distinction.
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from our own Personal Existence into the uni¬
versal 'one,* the 'everyone,' the average human
Existence, in which ve measurement is
necessary ana justifiedana

The consequences of Heidegger's existentialist analy¬

sis are worked out by Sartre. In the letter's statement that

man's essence is his existence, the extreme anti-Hegelian

pole is reached. Tiilich refers to Sartre's assertion es one

of the most radical, most despairing sentences ever written

by a philosopher. It means that there is no essence, no cri¬

terion, no natural law, no system of values, nothing whatso¬

ever out of which man's existence can bo determined. Man is

what he makes of himself, and there are no criteria to show
10

him what he "ought to be." "The will willing Itself, the

decision deciding for the sake of deciding and not for the

3ake of a content, the freedom maintaining itself by the

rejection of any obligation and devotlonT,--this is Sartre's

concept of existence.^
Those descriptions of existence are more than mere

descriptions, however. "They ara half-symbolic, half-realistic
12

indications of the structure of Reality itself." But the

9Ibid., p. 62.

-^The Courage to Be. p. 142,

^"The Person in a Technical Society," p. 143.

"^"Existential Philosophy," p. 58.
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difficulty comes, as Tilllch observes, in trying to distin¬

guish, between their psychological and the ontological mean¬

ings, nevertheless, we must recognize and appreciate the

motive behind their usages to protect modern man from the

"annihilation of the 'creative Source* by an 'objective world'

created out of that 'Source' which is now swallowing it like

a monstrous mechanism." 3
Kierkegaard, Marx, Nietzsche and the other early

existentialists developed certain methods which have been gen¬

erally accepted by later existentialist philosophers. They

adopted the experimental method suitable to the apprehension

of reality and discarded Hegel's conceptual approach which,

they agreed, dealt only with possibilities. Assuming that

reality in its fullness is given immediately, not in "essence"
but in personal experience, they concentrated upon the exist¬

ing subject. Hot the "thinking subject," but the "existing

subject"—"the sum in Descartes' cogito ergo sum—is the center

of their philosophizing. On this basis, each develops a

rational theory. "They all try to 'think Existence,' to

develop its implications, not only to live in 'Existential'
"1 Ji

Immediate experience." Hence, for Jaspers--to bring the

13Ibid., p. 59.

14Ibid., p. 52.
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discussion to present-day philosophers—the approach to

Existence

is the Immediate personal experience of the inner
activity of the Self, man's Existence as 'self-
transcendence'—although described in terms of
an immanent psychology. For Heidegger it is the
immediate personal experience of that kind of
being who is 'concerned' with Being, his existence
as care, anxiety, and resoluteness--although
claiming to describe the structure of Being
itself. For the Religious Socialist it is the
immediate personal experience of man's historical
Existence, the pregnant historical mosient--
although expressed in a general interpretation
of history.IS
The existentialist approach to reality through immedi¬

ate personal experience has led to the current revival of the

existentialist attitude, first in philosophy and then in all

areas of human activity. This attitude, hallmark of the

"existentialist thinker," is summarized in the word "inter¬

est" (as Marx preferred) or "passion" (as Kierkegaard pre¬

ferred) or "participation" (as Tlillch prefers).

The existential attitude is one of involvement
in contrast to a merely theoretical or detached
attitude. 'Existential* in this sense can be
defined as participating in a situation, espe¬
cially in a cognitive situation, with the whole
of one's existence. This includes temporal,
spatial, historical, psychological, sociological,
biological conditions. And it includes the
finite freedom which reacts to these conditions
and changes them. An existential knowledge is a
knowledge in which these elements, and therefore
the whole existence of him who knows, participate.*®

15Ibid., p. 55.

*6Tha Courage to Be, p. 117.



Th© "existential attitude," arising out of the demand for

"existential knowledge," does not interfere with objective

methods in certain cognitive endeavors. In those realms in

which roslity is expressed in terns of quantitative measure¬

ment, the detached attitude is still the only adequate approach.

However, reality as a whole in its infinite concratenesa can

be known only through the existential approach. As Tlllieh

asserts, truth about reality is for the existential thinker
17

always "existential truth."

In this connection, an aspect of existential philosophy

arises which is of profound religious significance, namely,

th© quest for reality transcending the subject-object dis¬

tinction. Tiliich argues that it is misleading to say that

existential philosophy identifies reality with "subjective

being," or with "consciousness."

hike many other appeals to immediate experience,
it is trying to find a level on whloh the con¬
trast between 'subject' and 'object' has not
arisen. It aims to exit under the 'subject-object
distinction' and to reach that stratum of being

17
Cf. "The Word Situation," pp. 55-55. Tlllieb sub¬

mits that "existential truth...has no criterion beyond fruit-
fulness for life. The dismissal of reason as guide to truth
is the surrender of any objective standard of truth. Conse¬
quently the only basis of decision beyond contradictory claims
to represent concrete truth is a pragmatic test: the power
of an 'existential truth' to make itself universal, if need
be by force." K© concludes that the "abuses of existential
thinking and the self-estranged position of reason demand an
answer in which existential truth and ultimate truth are
united" (Ibid., p. 57).
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which Jaspers, for instance, calls the 'Unsprung*
or 'Source.1 But in order to penetrate to this"
stratum w© imi3t leave the sphere of 'objective'
things and pass through the corresponding 'sub¬
jective' inner experience, until we arrive at the
immediate creative experience, or 'Source.'

In rejecting th® identification of reality with objective or

subjective spheres, existential philosophy raises the question

to which religion has the answer, When Jaspers declares that

personal existence is th® center of reality, he is on the way

toward the experience of Transcendence which is the hidden

weaning of reality. And when Heidegger affirms that Existen¬

tial Being (Dasein) is the only door to Being itself, he is

on th© threshold of that which is beyond subjectlvlty-
19

objectivity and is thus the creative ground of Being.

Tillieh auramarlzoa the religious substance of existen¬

tial philosophy in both positive and negative terms. What

existentialism in all its forms opposes is the high spirit of

rationalism which dominates the thought and life of Western

culture. The existential philosophers resist the demonic

foroes within the rational system, "a logical or naturalistic

mechanism which seems to destroy individual freedom, personal

decision and organic communityj an analytic rationalism which

saps the vital forces of life and transforms everything,

■^"Existential Philosophy," p. 56.

19Ibld., p. 66.
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including man himself, into an object of calculation and con¬

trol; a secularized humanism which cut3 man and the world off

from the creative Source and the ultimate mystery of exist-
»;2Qonce.

Out of this struggle they achieve startling insights

into th© sociological structure of capitalist society and the

psychological dynamics of the bourgeois individual. Thereby,

"they immensely enrich philosophy, if it bo taken as man's

interpretation of his own existence; and they -work out intel¬

lectual tools and spiritual symbols for th© European rcvolu-
21

tlo.n of the twentieth century,"

Positively, existential philosophy represents an

urgent quest for ultlraate meaning for lives that have expo-

rlenesd the disintegration of both Christian and humanistic

traditions. In their search, the philosophers turn toward

the immediate experience of the existing individual, toward.

"subjectivity, not as something opposed to 'objectivity,' but

as that living experience In whieh both objectivity and sub-
22

Jectivity ar© rooted." To the extent that this exploration

of tho inner world represents a venture toward union by faith

with the depths of life, existentiailam can be considered

2^hoc. cit.

2iLoc. cit.
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"mystical." And to the degree that it succeeds in finding a

meaning in meaninglessness, it has positive religious merit.

Tlllich recognizes, in conclusion, that in some

respects existentialism is peculiar to the German situation.

It was Heidegger and Jaspers who reintroduced Kierkegaard's
23

dialectical psychology. Nevertheless, in the broadest sense,
24

existentialism has become common to all European culture,

and has established a stronghold in America. Its influence

has gone beyond the educated groups, thus showing that the

question of meaning Is unconsciously disturbing more than

those who are able to articulate their anxiety and who have

the courage to take anxiety upon themselves. It is no exag¬

geration to say, then, that existentialism is the philosophi¬

cal expression of contemporary Western culture. Concerning

Its basic truth and adequacy, Tlllich writes:

In spit© of the fact that existentialism has
become fashionable and has been dangerously
popularized, I have been confirmed in my

23
Heidegger has transformed Kierkegaard's dialectical

psychology into a new ontology, "radically rejecting the
religious implications of the Existential attitude and replac¬
ing It with the unchecked resoluteness of the tragic and
heroic individual" (Ibid., p. 70).

24
Tillich recognizes that England is the only European

country in which the existential problem of finding a new
meaning for life has had no significance, because here posi¬
tivism and religious tradition have lived on side by aide,
united by a social conformist which prevented radical ques¬
tions about the meaning of "Existence" (Ibid., p. 68).
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conviction of Its basic truth and its adequacy
to our present situation. The basic truth of
this philosophy, as I see it, is its perception
of the 'finite freedom* of man, and consequently
of his situation as always perilous, ambiguous
and tragic. Existentialism gains its special
significance for our time from its insight into
the immense Increase in anxiety, danger and
conflict produced in personal and social life
by the present 'destructive structure' of human
affairs.25

2. Religion

An analysis of the situation in contemporary religion

has, as Tillich puts it, the advantage of revealing more

directly and more clearly the spiritual movements which are

Implicit in the other cultural spheres. "For it 1® the dis¬

tinctive characteristic of religion that it explicitly intends

and expresses in concrete symbols the reference of time to
. ,, f»2deternity.*

a. The religious situation in the churches

Under the capitalist system., three alternatives are

open to the churches: rejection of capitalism with its

spirit of self-sufficient finitude, amalgamation with it, or

an attempt to overcome and transform it. Decisions for each

alternative are to be found in the two major types of churches.

But on the whole, the sacramental churches, such as the

OK
.

"Beyond Religious Socialism," p. 733.

2%he Religious Situation, p. 122.
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Catholic and Lutheran, tend to reject the capitalist spirit,

while the theocratic churches, as represented by certain

branches of liberal Protestantism and Judaism are inclined

to accept it and to unite with it. Groups that overcome the

capitalist spirit are to be found in Catholicism, Protestant¬

ism and Judaism,

The sacramental churches (predominant in Europe), by

attributing holiness to special realities, are able to with¬

draw into their holy spheres and dissociate themselves from

economic and political activities. Their concern with worldly

affairs is always s@eondary--by consequence, never by inten¬

tion, So far as they express their views, they tend to be

conservative and to favor authoritarian systems. In general,

these churches have the character of a mother protecting and

secluding her children from birth to death, without any wlll-
27

ing or acting on their part.

Two examples may be cited, Catholicism, by possess¬

ing, to some extent, a culture apart from capitalist society,

can stand against the dominating spirit of self-sufficient

finitude. In many of the European countries, the Catholic

church has its own party organisation which enables it to

exercise power independent of secular, economic or political

27
Paul Tillleh, "The Social Function of the Churches

in Europe and America," Social Research (February 1936), IV,
93-95,
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channels, Since its objective Is the total unification of

all cultural forms under Its own hierarchical system, it can

reject liberal democracy and conservative nationalism.

In internal political relations the ruling Idea
is that of organic structure, again not In the
conservative and aristocratic sense but as a

Christian solidarity.... The unifying principle
In the social structure is the church with its
hierarchical order superior to all mundane
powers. By this means the class-conflict is to
be overcome. It is scarcely possible to oppose
capitalism directly in the economic life. But
the whole temper of the Catholic world is unfav¬
orable to the capitalist principle. It does not
thrive there as well as It does on Protestant,
Jewish or Humanist soil. With reference to the
separate social problems, the church emphasizes
medieval ethics as strongly as possible and
frequently in opposition to the customary
social views of the day.28
This may leave the impression that the Catholic

church is the leading force in the tattle against the spirit

of capitalist culture. Notwithstanding its powerful resources,

Catholicism has ignored the prophetic elements In capitalism

which, for want of religious support, have become secularized.

Such neglect has given free reign to demonic invasions and has

meant the abandonment of the possibility of actualizing the

spiritual potentialities of capitalist society. The Catholic

Church has remained aloof, contending that the only sphere

in which there can be an invasion of the eternal is that of

church doctrine and ritual. But In binding the eternal to

^®The Religious Situation, pp. 145-146.
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the temporal reality of the church and its tradition, Catholi¬

cism itself has fallen prey to the spirit of self-sufficient

finitude. Only if it gives up its claims to absoluteness and

inviolability, can the Catholic church be fully effective

against capitalist culture.

At present Tiliich sees no signs that it intends to

do so. Quite the contrary.

Catholic theology is being confined by the church
within ever narrower limits; the scientific inter¬
pretation of Scripture is made impossible, syste¬
matic theology must accept Saint Thomas as its
unalterable norm. The central, papal power la
being constantly strengthened; the pope is
regarded not only as the chief bishop but as the
universal bishop—a change which has taken place
only recently and which excludes the possibility
of episcopal counter-actions against the rule of
the curia..,. Wherever there are movements which
might develop into real revolts against Counter-
He format ion Catholicism they are tolerated only
so long as they are of value for purposes of
propaganda. As soon as they become dangerous to
the centralization and the absoluteness of the
church they are destroyed.29
The sacramental emphasis is decisive, not only for

Catholicism, but also for Protestant Lutheranism. In the

Lutheran church the attitude toward capitalism Is on© of com¬

plete indifference. Following in the tradition of Luther, the

church (particularly in Germany) has maintained a strict gulf

between the religious and all other realms. Accordingly, up

to the time that the totalitarian state actually Interfered

OQ

Ibid., pp. 148-149.
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with religious practices, it was not permissible for the

Lutheran church to level criticism at the government or to

disobey its commands in any political matter. All govern¬

ments, even those whose laws are wrong and who rule unjustly,

are established by God and therefore the Christian has no

right to raise any protest whatsoever. While in theory this

doctrine aims at avoiding political alliance, in practice it

means support for the status quo .

vshat this has amounted to, especially in Germany, is

the subordination of the church to the state. After a wave

of indifference destroyed financial support, the government

was called upon to subsidize the churches. Thus German

Lutheranisra actually became dependent upon the state for its

existence. It was reduced to a department of administration

that could not afford to antagonise the state in any way. Any

constitution was tolerated, as long as it allowed for the

propagation of word and sacraments. "Throne and altar were

brought into such close proximity that the only role left to
31

the latter was the role of a servant." Consequently, the

church proved to be what the industrial masses had accused it

of being, an unquestioned ally of the ruling party.

30
"The Keliglous Situation in Germany Today," pp. 165-

164.

^The Religious Situation, p. 156.
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In the subordination of the church to the state, reli¬

gion became a this-worldly thing, subject to the dictates of

whatever group might be in power. The Lutheran church in

Gerraany really went bourgeois when rational Liberalism gained

control of the government. "Its triumph was achieved In part

with the aid of liberal Protestant theologians who, under the

protection of the nation's enforcement of peace within the

church, arrived at positions of influence and proclaimed

Protestantism as a religion of national culture in which a

self-sufficient flnitud© was religiously consecrated but was
•lO

not Invaded and questioned by the eternal."

Whereas, the sacramental churches tend to ignore

Ibid., p. 157. Tillich elsewhere says of the reli¬
gious situation In Germany in 1934: "But in Germany the
atheistic tendency has been vehemently and openly expressed
only by the proletariat and its leaders, while the upper
classes tried to conceal it and to unite it with a vain reli¬
gious liberalism. Christian ideology, being found useful in
the support of the power of the ruling classes, was not
given up. Thus the idea of God became completely powerless.
The religious situation in Germany can only be understood in
the light of this attitude on the part of the two classes.
The capitalist class, though itself entirely secular, attempted
to use--cr rather to abuse—the idea of God in its struggle
against the proletarian movement, the atheism of which was
thus effectively attacked..,. This fight against proletarian
atheism was a very powerful weapon in the class war. It was
one of the weapons by means of which the German bourgeoisie,
supported by the less secularized middle class, succeeded in
defeating an Independent proletarian movement. But it was
not and is not a sign of any real Christianity in the upper
class" ("The Religious Situation in Germany Today," p. 168).
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capitalism (although many of them have become Its victims),

the theocratic churches (predominant In America) tend to con¬

form to the capitalist spirit. Theocratic churches have not

so much the character of a protecting mother as of a ruling

ami commanding father. With them, holiness is demanded, not

given. Thus they aim by decision and, action to subject all

forms, Including the political, to divine obedience. Thay

call for the use of political power to criticize and trans¬

form society. Theocratic churches tend to favor democratic

leadership (as distinguished from egalitarian democracy).

Hence, they stand in potential rapport with the capitalist
33

system.

For example, Calvinism—notwithstanding its critical

objectivity toward the state—faced momentous dangers In its

attempt to realize the will of Cod in society. The principle

of voluntary membership and democratic leadership brought It

In close association with capitalist trends. And in its

efforts to apply the techniques of big business to the affairs

of the Kingdom, Calvinism showed it3 peculiar weakness. Expan¬

sion programs mad® it all the more dependent on wealthy

parishioners. The office of ntrustee" assumed an increasingly

economic character. Along with these developments came the

steady growth of individualism—a growth parallelled by

33"The Social Function of the Churches," pp, 94-95,
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similar trends in capitalist society. More and more the iso¬

lated individual became in principle the religious individual,

and increasingly, the type of person who corresponds to demo-
54

cratlc ideals.

Thus the liberal tendency in the theocratic churches

(Baptist and Methodist, as well as Caivinist) betrayed them

into the hands ojf the bourgeoisie. Unintentionally, these

churches had participated in the structures of capitalist

society to the point that they were no longer able to criti¬

cise them. Step by step, the church's prophetic message was

transformed into an unqualified sanction of bourgeois capi¬

talism and technological culture. It propagated the idea that

capitalist humanism was the realization of the Christian ideal.

Consequently, liberal Protestantism has been almost wholly

absorbed by the capitalist spirit.

It attempts to make religion a cart of a system
of finite forms, either as their crown or their
unity. It represents Itself to toe a cultural
Protestantism which is quits aware of morality
but little aware of the shaking of culture toy
the eternal. It has relatively little signifi¬
cance for the religious life. Its sermons are
not wanted for they contain nothing that points
beyond the self-sufficient finite world.
Autonomous culture does not require the reli-
gous change of names which liberal Protestant¬
ism wants to bestow upon it. It tolerates this
liberalism, defends it oven, but does not really
respect it because it does not have the power to
oppose the culture.35
'ta' 1 1 '1" " " 1 1 1"' 1 ' "1 ' l" ■'*

The Religious Situation, p. 161.
35Ibid., pp. 170-171,
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Tillich sees a not too dissimilar situation develop¬

ing within Judaism. Like Protestantism, Judaism, particularly

in its liberal or reformed branches, haa had close contact

with the spirit of capitalist society. They have in common the

association of religion and morality, a high estimate of per¬

sonality, a loss of a sacramental attitude, and an emphasis

upon social action. These shared interests have contributed

toward the absorption by Judaism of the capitalist spirit.

Moreover, liberal Judaism is known historically to have exerted

an influence on the rise of the bourgeoisie, "It is not

strange therefore that certain groups In humanistic, cultured

Judaism, readily and easily abandoned their religious heritage

and transferred their loyalty to capitalist society." On the

other hand, in orthodox circles and among certain types of

Jewish mysticism, the spirit of ancient prophecy, though car¬

ried beneath the heavy armor of ritualism, continues to be

strong and effective.

Tarlier in thi3 section, the question was raised as

to whether Tllllch supposes Catholicism to be the leading

power in the fight against capitalism. How it is appropriate

to ask if he considers theocratic Protestantism, especially

Calvinism, to be one of the chief factors in the emergence of

the capitalist system. Certainly, he recognizes tho close

36Ibld.f p. 151.
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connection between the history of Protestantism and the his¬

tory of the capitalist spirit, however, he deems Max Leber's

thesis which finds an easy correspondence between the two as

"popular exaggeration." On the contrary, it may be asserted,

he says, that

original Protestantism was the sharpest protest
it is possible totthink of against the spirit of
self-sufficient finltude..,. The peril of Protes¬
tantism lay in the fact that it was a protest and
that it did not achieve an adequate realization.
So church can be founded on a protest, yet Pro¬
testantism became a church. Consequently it
needed to adopt positive elements out of tradi¬
tion, but in such a way that they would not take
the edge off the force of the protest? therefore
it limited them and crowded them into the back¬
ground to the point of neglect. As & result the
protest lost its ultimate meaning and became a
doctrine alongside of other doctrines.*^7
from the foregoing analysis Tiiilch concludes that

the religious significance of both sacramental and theocratic

churches, as well as of liberal Judaism, is seriously threat¬

ened by the current leientification of the church with the

interests of special political, economic, and social groups.

Many people who make this identification feel justified by the

practical exclusion of opposition groups from positions of

responsibility within the church. From the point of view of

dialectical materialism, ecclesiastical Christianity's chief

opponent, the churches have

57Ibid., pp. 154-155.
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entered into alliance with the ruling political
powers and thus have come in conflict with the
revolutionary movements which desire in the name
of justice to change the social structure based
on class distinction. This is for instance said
to be true of the capitalist period, with its
exploitation of labor and colonial peoples,
equally sanctioned by the Church. Proofs drawn
from modern history...are, on the one hand East¬
ern Orthodoxy in its Caarist form, and on the
other hand, bourgeois Calvinism, both of which
have opposed the labor movement. Arguments
drawn from contemporary history are the one-sided
pro-Fascist attitude of the Vatican in the Spanish
Civil War, Austrian 'Austro-Fascism* with its
violent suppression of the labor movement, and
the weakness of the German episcopate which has
waited for years for an anti-socialist alliance
with National Socialism. Again, the indifference
of all German churches in the face of the perse¬
cution of Socialists and Jews, is often advanced
as an argument to prove the solidarity between
the churches and National Socialism which is only
broken when National Socialism interferes with
the inner life of the churches. Finally, the
social structure of such churches as the Angli¬
can Church, which have no serious desire for the
transformation of society, is often mentioned in
this connection. The conclusion drawn from these
arguments is that...ecclesiastical Christianity
supports necessarily the ruling powers against
the revolutionary movements.38
In Tillich's view, Protestantism can survive in the

present crisis only if it takes seriously the truth in the

above accusation, and sees that the reality of the proletarian

situation is decisive for its own future. There is little

indication at present that it will do so, however. Tillich

-ZCJ ♦

Paul Tillich, "The Attack of Dialectical Material¬
ism on Christianity," The Student $orld, (Second Quarter,
1938), XXXI, 116-117. Cf. Rerdyaev, 0£. clt.. pp. 218-220.
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notes with distress the following "anti-proletarian" tenden¬

cies In contemporary Protestantisms 1) Petrification of doc¬

trine into a dogmatic system and the quasi-sacramental dignity

accorded to Biblical texts is making the Protestant message in

its orthodox form inaccessible to the proletariat. 2) A pseudo-

spiritual pietism is putting social problems beyond the scope

of religion, thus classifying the situation of the proletariat

as religiously irrelevant. 3) The ideal of religious person¬

ality, proposed by liberal Protestantism, is inappropriate to

the thinking of the proletariat. 4) Church support of the

"nationalist" ideology is obstructing the coming together of

church and proletariat. These tendencies, if unchecked, will,
39

Tilllch maintains, bring an end to the Protestant era.

b. The religious situation in extrachurchly movements

Because of the situation in the churches, Tlllleh

finds the most important religious movements of the time devel¬

oping apart from organized religion. These extrachurchly move¬

ments are decisive primarily because they serve as mediators

between religion and culture.

Here Tlllicb is unfortunately restricted by his then
*

(1932) limited contacts outside of Germany. Were he to bring

this aspect of his analysis up to date, he would certainly

^The Protestant Kra, pp. 176-181.
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include movements not mentioned in The Religious Situation.

Stili there is merit in his discussion, even though provincial.

Two categories, corresponding to the two ways ox con¬

ceiving of the relation of the finite to the infinite, are

proposed for classifying the various extraehurchly movements.

The first is composed of mystical movements which regard the

eternal as present, "as that which supports and fills the

present and its temporal forms with meaning." The other

category includes the several ©schatological movements empha¬

sizing the transcendence of the eternal, "as that which stands

beyond all time and every temporal form," laying demands upon

them and judging them. Both movements are implied in a mature

religion and both require expression, as Tllllch rightly
4.0

observes. ^

It is quite to be expected that one of the earliest

and strongest reactions to the capitalist spirit should come

from the sine of mysticism. For in essence capitalism is

thoroughly antimystleal. Modern mysticism has appeared in two

forms. In its "esthetic" (sic.) form it presses for a new and

Immediate awareness of God through the rediscovery of the

ancient mystics, particularly the eastern mystics. It thereby

creates an atmosphere In which the forms of self-sufficient

finitude can be replaced by a mystical world view, rtfyatical

^The Religious Situation, p. 124.
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certainty overcomes rational doubt. But esthetic mysticism

lacks the power to develop new religious community. Therein

lies its weakness. It uses mysticism to set positive religion

aside. Ultimately, then,

it remains confined within the esthetic form and
so reveals the fact that the spirit of self-
sufficient flnitude is stronger in it than the
desire to break through to the eternal. The modern
mystic does not seek the ascetic isolation of the
genuine mystic, who always remains loyal to the
cult-group out of which he had come, but continues
in bourgeois individualism and often uses mysti¬
cism only for the purpose of refining and increas¬
ing that individualism.^!
"Occult" mysticism, as represented by spiritualism,

astrology, theosophy, anthroposophy, and Christian Science,

has succeeded where "esthetic" mysticism failed, that is, in

achieving some form of community organization. But, like the

esthetics, the occults have not reached that which transcends

all experience and toward which all genuine religion is

directed. In the presence of the eternal, even the occult is

temporal, thls-worldly, finite. It achieves a world view

which may be symbolic of the divine and which, to that extent,

contrasts with the spirit of capitalism. Yet it does not

attain to the ultimate ground and abyss which lies beyond all

forms.

In this mysticism of the second order intensifi¬
cation of human consciousness is always confused

4lIbid., p. 130.
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with the religious attitude. Self-sufficient
finitude has bean split; it is divided into a
lower and a higher sphere, but it is not trans¬
cended, for even the higher world remains 'world,'
while in genuine mysticism the world in all its
degrees vanishes in the presence of the invisible
Beyond, of the Sternal itself.

Consequently, Tillich doubts that occult mysticism can have

any permanent religious significance.

The second category of ©xtrechurchly religious move¬

ments is composed, of the various eschatological groups which

became popular in the second decade of the twentieth century.

In some respects these groups, with their emphasis upon the

end as against the idea of infinite progress which prevailed

in capitalist society, were nearer to the churches than was

mysticism. MFcr the end is the expression of the essential

relationship between time and eternity."

The early eschatologlcal movements found support in

philosophy of history, as presented particularly in Spengler's

prophecies of the decline of Western culture. They were not,

however, without Utopian elements. But it was Utopianism

directed toward the eternal as the goal of all this-worldly

activity. Where this faith was lacking, the religious enthusi¬

asm was overcome by finitude and despair. One of the purposes

in the founding of religious socialism was to conquer the ele¬

ment of unbelief or bondage to the temporal in the escbatological

*®Ibld., p. 135. Cf. Berdyaev, op. clt., pp. 174-175.
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movements, particularly socialism.

Ischatological sects nave arisen also within Protes¬

tantism. Besides an enthusiastic other-worldly hope, they

manifest a strong community life. This makes them especially

appealing to those, particularly in the lower middle and labor¬

ing classes, who have come to grief in their struggle with

capitalist society. Yet, many such persona "lack the religious

ability to recognise the actual transcendence of the eternal"

and are drawn to the sects only by "the hope for a temporal,

visually conceived, final catastrophe." For this reason,

Tilllch sees only a limited value in the current ©schatologi-

cal communitiess "Eachatologicai hopes are religiously impor¬

tant only when they appear in union with religiously creative

forces, as in the New Testament period. In the case of con-
44

temporary movements, it is impossible to speak of such union."

c. The religious situation in theology
The situation in theology is summarized in the three

"schools" which have molded twentieth century religious

thought. The first is the "school of mediation" which was

dominant from the time of Schlelermaeher until about 1933.

This school accepted the reign of technical reason and applied

^Ibid., pp. 135-139.

44Ibid., p. 141.
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its principles to particular theological issues, thereby dis¬

solving certain orthodox stumbling-blocks. The mediation

school is distinguished from humanism by Its refusal to adapt

Christianity entirely to the cultural vogue. It is distin¬

guished from traditional orthodoxy by its readiness to

re-examine theological matters in the light of modern

research techniques and findings

In Albrecht Ritsehl, this school and its movement

toward a synthesis of theology and the modern mind reached

its height. His influence was carried, over into the twentieth

century by his greatest pupil, Adolf Harnack. The latter's

Das vsesen des Chrlstentums, based on almost one hundred and

fifty years of historical analysis and Biblical criticism, Is

representative of mediation theology at its best. In the year

(1901) It was first published, Das Wesen dea Chrlatentums was

translated into more languages than any other book except the

Bible, Tillich recalls that for months the Leipzig railway

station was crowded with freight care waiting to carry Barnack's
46

book all over the world.

The mediation school, and the neo-Protestantlam which

it represented,

46"Th© World Situation," pp. 65-66.

46"The Conquest of Theological Provincialism," p. 140.
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seemed to have overcome the split between Chris¬
tianity and the modern mind, which plagued the
Western world since the protest of Enlightenment
against the traditional theology of all Christian
confessions. Dogma was understood as the Hellenl-
sation of Christianity and was deprived, in this
way, of its sacred, oppressive power. Theology
laid a new foundation at the very source of Chris¬
tianity, namely, the man Jeaus of Rasareth. Bib¬
lical criticism rediscovered this source under the
different strata of the early tradition, particu¬
larly In Paul1a dialectics and the mysticism of
the Fourth Gospel. Rltachllan theology discredited
metaphysics and theological speculation, and
established the ideal of a religious-ethical per¬
sonality in accord with the noblest ideals of
bourgeois society and which was supposed to agree
with the mind of Jesus of Nazareth. The success
of Barnack's Das Wesen des Chrlatantums and of
the neo-Protestant theology as ~a "whole was guar¬
anteed wherever a synthesis of Christianity and
the modern bourgeois world view was an historical
necessity, as, for instance, in this country
£kic.erica/. And the substance of the neo-Protestant
attitude was not changed when it was transferred
to America, although the social implications of
the Rltschlian theology received a much stronger
emphasis here than in Germany.*'

Soon after the mediation theology reached its prime,

the present crisis broke. Already signs of violence and unrest

had appeared: Marx in Russia, Bietzscbe in Germany and

"The Present Theological Situation," p. 3GG. Cf.:
"In a time when •modern science* and 'modern civilization'
seemed to be going on from strength to strength, and from
triumph to triumph, it was most natural that theology should
address to the 'modern mind' a plea for reconciliation and
partnership; natural that it should find its chief task in
keeping up with the rapid Intellectual expansion of the era,
and believe that all apparent incompatibilities between
Christ and Culture should be resolved by the magic formula,
'both...and*" (Walter Marshall Rorton, Realist1c Theology,
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48
Kierkegaard in continental Protestant churches. Fired by

these early protests, others raised their voices, Ernst

Troeltsch, within the circle of liberal theology, attacked

Harnaek's synthesis. By making Christianity relative to

Western culture, Troeltseh undermined the absolute claims
49

made for the synthesis and thus robbed it of Its meaning.

World War I, together with the social and political catastro¬

phes which followed, administered the death blow to neo-

Protestantism in Germany. In America, however, it managed to

to survive until World Mr II.so

4iiCf, Berdyaev, op. clt,, pp. 156-160.
^^Troaltsoh's influence upon Tlllich's early develop¬

ment is worthy of note: "Ernst Troeltsch caused my final
tranfer of interest from ail mediating-theological and apolo¬
getic remnants in Church History and in the problem of histori¬
cal criticism" (The Interpretation of History, p. 63). More¬
over, Tiilich dedicated to Troeltsch his book Das System der
W1esenschafton. At that time, the latter may be said to be
the" point from which the former began his own reflection on
the tension between the absolute and the relative, between
theology and philosophy. Cf. "Troeltachj Versuch einer
geisteageschichtlichen d&rdigung," pp. 351-353,

S0Horton, writing In 1934, described the situation of
liberal Protestantism in America as follows? "They now begin
to see that in their endeavor to •modernize' and 'liberalize'
Christianity they brought It into a compromising alliance with
the peculiar presuppositions, prejudices and illusions of a
particular typo of civilization (Western industrialism) and
even a particular section of society (the middle class).
Since this particular type of civilization has begun to suf¬
fer a decline, and since this particular section of society
has passed its apogee, the liberal theology has now fallen
beneath the same sentence of doom which it so often pronounced
upon older systems of theology.... The thoroughness with which
liberalism did its work has been its own undoing} having com¬
pletely assimilated the characteristic ideas of a particular
era in history, it was foredoomed to perish with the passing
of the era" (Horton, op. cit., p. 5).
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In opposition to mediation theology and tinder the

influence of Kierkegaard, there arose in the 1920's a new

school called the theology of crisis* The increasing emphasis

on Biblical realism, with its pietlstlc elements, and the

Luther-Ron&issance, with Its rediscovery of the prcfounder

aspects of the Reformation, accelerated its growth. All of

these factors have came to an effective climax in Karl Earth,
51

the founder and head of this school. Berth and his follow¬

ers stood and continue to stand solidly against every attempt

at synthesis. The theological strength of their position was

dramatically displayed when, in the 1930's, the so-called

German Christians submitted "to something which was more of a

merging of Christianity into German nationalism than a new

synthesis,* In this decisive moment, garth*s pronouncement

of the word of diastasis proved to be the saving word for

kerugmatic theology. It alone, In Tilllch'e view, was adequate
52

to the historical situation.

The implications and Influence of crisis theology have

been touched upon already in other sections of this thesis,

51
Piper notes the following general characteristics

of the "New Theology": an existential approach to the Bible,
an appreciation for tradition, priority of doctrine, and
insistence upon the importance of the Church (o£. cltpp. 59-
78). Cf. Jacob Tautoen, "On the Mature cf the Theological
Method," Journal of Religion (January 1954), XXXIV, 14-15.

52Ibid., pp. 302-303.
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Attention has likewise been given to Tillich's evaluation of

Earth's position, with particular reference to its dangers.53
Suffice it to say that for Tillich the main religious sig¬

nificance of crisis or neo-orthoaox theology is to be found

in its warnings against surrendering Christianity to current

thought ana in its preservation of the transcendent emphasis

of traditional theology.

The third school, called dialectical theology, broke

away from crisis theology in the moment when Earth, by trying

to become conservative, lapsed into the mere reinteration of/

tradition.5 This school, continuing in the principles of

Kierkegaard's dialectic, maintains that the Kingdom of God is

Cf.: "The Theology of Crisis.negates the nine¬
teenth century so vehemently that it practically drives God
out of recent history and opposes liberal theology so anti¬
thetically that it manages to be wrong wherever liberal the¬
ology is wrong—but in an opposite sense.... darthianism
so enjs a a wice of the mark on one side as humanism is on the
other; It is an unst&blo combination of a crude realism with
respect to man and a wistful idealism with respect to ultimate
reality, just as humanism la an unstable combination of crude
realism with respect to ultimate reality ana a wistful ideal¬
ism with respect to man" (Morton, op. pit., pp. 14-15; 37-38) .

54
Cf.: "It seems as if Barth and his followers, in a

good orthodox style, are interested only in the form of 'doc¬
trine' in Protestantism. Moreover, the way in which they work
for the doctrine is not very much affected by the '$o' of th©
Protestant Principle; it has itself not passed through th©
fir© of its own protest. Indeed, it soma times appears as if
th© absolute, religious criticism of the theology of crisis
has strangled the relative, scientific criticism found In
liberal theology" (The Protestant Era, p. 203).
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at once her© and not here, present in human history and cul¬

ture yet not identical with any particular historical time

or cultural form.

Tllllch himself was the first to separate from Barth;

however, h© wa3 soon joined by Bultmarui, Gogarten, and finally

by Brunner. In the last decades many theologians from differ¬

ent traditions and in different lams have associated them¬

selves with dialectical theology. One of the most influential

of these is the American Reinhold Niebuhr. Under his guidance

social ethics,always the glory of American Protestantism, has

been transformed on the basis of dialectical theology. Also

of major consequence has been the work of Rudolf Bultmann.

Maintaining the principles of higher criticism in a most radi¬

cal and uncompromising way, Bultmann has used "the existen¬

tialist analyses of the human situation as the key for the

understanding of the mythological elements in the Hew Testa-

m9nt."88
One further influence of considerable religious import

remains to be noted, namely, Martin Buber. An article pre¬

pared by Tiliich for Buber's seventieth birthday, calls atten¬

tion to his threefold contribution to christian thought.

Buber's first contribution has been in the direction

of an "existential interpretation of prophetic religion." His

s6nThe Conquest of Theological Provincialism," p. 154.
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"I and Thou" formula expresses the two-way or existential

character of every genuine religious experience, that Is, the

participation of the whole man in the religious situation,

and the impossibility of having God outside of it.

Suber distinguishes the 't-Thou' relationship from
the *I-It' relationship. This distinction con¬
tains the main problem of Existentialism, namely,
how to be or to become an fI * and not an 'It,* how
to be or become a person and not a thing, how to
oe or to become free and not determined. Long
before the modern type of existential thinking
appeared Buber had asked and answered these ques¬
tions on the basis and by the power of prophetic
religion: there is no other way of becoming an
*1' than by meeting a 'Thou' and by accepting it
as such, and there is no other way of meeting
and accepting a ♦Thou* than by meeting and
accepting the 'eternal Thou' in the finite 'Thou.'

Bubar's "I-Thou" philosophy challenges both orthodox

and liberal theology. It tries to show that orthodoxy does

what liberal theology does, that it transforms the "I-Thou"

relation into an "I-It" relation. "Wherever the 'eternal

Thou' can be manipulated, whether by rational or irrational

methods, whether by morals or by dogmas or by cults, the divine
fi7

'Thou* has become an 'It' and has lost its divinity." Buber•s

permanent contribution seems to Tillich to lie in the fact

that he has pointed a way beyond these alternatives.

Secondly, Buber has exerted a strong influence upon

S6"Martin Buber and Christian Thought," p. 516.

57Ibid., p. 518.
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Protestant theology in the direction of a "rediscovery of

mysticism as an element within prophetic religion." In con¬

trast to liberal Protestantism and crisis theology, both of

which manifest vigorous antimystical tendencies, Buber has

shown the possibility of a mysticism that does not contradict

but rather intensifies prophetic religion. He, like Rudolph

Otto and other twentieth-century defenders of mysticism, has

caused contemporary Protestant theology to take the question

much more seriously and to deal with it much more affirma-
. , , 58
tlvaly.

Thirdly, in his understanding of the relation between

prophetic religion and culture, Buber has had a profound

effect upon Christian thought. Religion, for him, is the dedi¬

cation of culture. It Is neither simple acquiescence to things

as they are nor escape Into divine transcendence, but "conse¬

cration in the double sense of seeing the divine spark in

everything created and acting to realise the divine In every-

59
thing." This Idea does away with the dualism of sacred and

secular spheres. Buber, in his contact with the religious

socialists, emphasized the responsibility of every person to

apply his religious principles to his concrete historical

situation; and, on this basis, to work for the creation of a

58
Ibid., p. 519.

59Loc. cit.
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Gemelnschaft In the power of a common cenfcer--the relation to

the "eternal Thou,"

By way of summary, Tiliich clearly shows that the pre¬

dominant spirit within the churches, and within extrachurchly

movements as well, has been the spirit of self-sufficient

finitude. Ecclesiastical religion has become identified or

allied with the will to power of capitalist society. It

serves the idol, the "false infinite," the demonry of a class-

dominated society. But the feet of clay on this idol are

every day beooming more evident, with th© consequence that

organized religion, particularly Protestantism, is in aver

greater danger of disintegrating, of being destroyed with its

idol. Concrete prophecy and creativity demand that Protestant-

Ism bring Itself and capitalism under the judgment of the

eternal. It must search out the creative forces which promise

to provide a locus for the kairos, Only in this way can it

achieve a meaningful historical existence, only in this way

can it overcome the emptiness and meaninglessness in con¬

temporary Western culture, only in this way can it conquer

the threat of the abyss and ground of being and enter into a

new kairos.

However, evidence of a reformation within the church

i® difficult to find, even now. There are some individuals

and groups for whom the deeper meaning of the present crisis
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Is not unknown, as the Ecumenical movement shows. However,

the full impact of the world situation has yet to be appre¬

ciated by institutional religion as a whole. Tiiileh surmises,

then, that the special characteristic of this ag© Is that the

most Important and moat effective witness to the transcendent

has come almost entirely from without the church. It Is a

fact that the revolt against the spirit of capitalist society

has been confined largely to "secular" quarters and has In

many instances arisen over the protests of the church. Because

of its surrender to state and society, the church has lost

sight of Its prophetic message and thus has sacrificed much

of its power to point to the unconditional ground of being

and meaning.

Only in the field of theory has institutional religion

been able to counteract to some degree the spirit of self-

sufficient flnitude. Two schools of theology--crisls and

dialectical theology--have opposed liberalism and have

endeavored to maintain an explicit reference to the uncondi¬

tional. These theologians, Protestants, Catholics and Jews,

know the cries of despair and meaning!©ssuesa that come out of

the depth of the present situation. They seek to lead mankind

to the deepest depths which hold the mystery and meaning of

meaninglessness. Their theology, subjecting all forms, cul¬

tural and religious, to the Judgment of the transcenaent God,
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Is of the highest importance for the present situation of reli¬

gion. "There is apparent in it the will to break through

futile antitheses within the bourgeois situation. The decisive

turn if it is to take place anywhere in Protestantism may be

expected in theology,"

3, Correlation

In the foregoing sections, philosophy and religion (in

both its practical and theoretical aspects) have been treated

separately. But in Tilllch's view, the only way to a rich and

full understanding of these disciplines is tc bring thorn into

some type of reciprocal relationship. This he seeks to do by

the method of correlation, to which attention is now directed.

Tlilioh began to perfect this method when he was a

professor at Warburg, During that time, two forces had a

decisive impact on his development. The first was the nega¬

tive influence of neo-orthodox theology which excluded all

cultural concerns from theological thought and rejected the

meuiatlng attempts of Schleicrmacher, Hitachi, Karnack, and

Troeltsoh, A second and positive Influence was exerted by

Martin Heidegger, through whose lectures and writings Tillich

came to "a fresh understanding of the relation between philos¬

ophy and theology." He accepted the new "existentialist" way

®%he Religious Situation, p. 1Q1.
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of thinking as Heidegger expounded It. And he found in the

latter's description of human existence a doctrine of man

"which Is both the doctrine of human freedom and human finite-

nessj and which la so closely related with the Christian

interpretation of human existence that one is forced to speak

of a 'theonomous philosophy,' in spit© of Heidegger'a emphatic

atheism." Heidegger's analysis of existence ana his insist¬

ence that philosophy is fundamentally ontology had a profound

effect upon the formulation of Tlllicn's method of correla-
S1

tlon.

In his first major book, Das System dor wiss&n&ch&ften

(19E3), Tillloh took the initial step to*arc the aiethod of

correlation by establishing the scientific relation between

philosophy and theology. He here defined theology aa "theono¬

mous metaphysics," a definition intended to overcome the con¬

flict between them. The ideas developed in this book have

determined his thought up to the present and have provided the

structural foundation for his philosophical theology.

Tliiieh states his final position on the nature of

theology and philosophy In Systematic Theology, Volume I,

according to which philosophy is

that cognitive approach to reality in which reality
as such la the object. Reality, as such, or reality

6^The Interpretation of History, p. 40.
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as a whole, Is not the whole of realltyj it is
the structure which makes reality a whole and
therefore a potential object of knowledge.
Inquiring into the nature of reality as such
means Inquiring into those structures, categories,
and concepts which are presupposed in the cogni¬
tive encounter with every realm of reality.

From this point of view, philosophy Is clearly ontology (meta¬

physics) ; It asks the question of the structure of being and
ft"!

answers it in terms of categories and concepts. The philo¬

sophical question has its roots in the "philosophical shock"

of being confronted with the question of what it means "to
jffl J

be" and why there is "being" and not "not-being."

Theology deals with "what concerns us ultimately" and

only that which "determines our being or not-oeing" has the

power of ultimate concern. 3 Theology, then, like philosophy,
A A

must ask the question of being. The attempt to avoid it,

as in biblicisai and neo-orthodox theology, can only result,

according to Tllllch, in dismal failure.

The Bible Itself always uses the categories and
concepts which describe the structure of expe¬
rience. On every page of every religious or theo¬
logical text these ooneepts appear: time, space,

^Systematic Theology, p. 18.

63Ibid., p. 20.

6^fhe Protestant Era, p. 85.

65Ibid., p. 87.

6^Cf. The Interpretation of History, pp. 270-272.
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cause, thing, subject, nature, movement, freedom,
necessity, life, value, knowledge, experience,
being and not-being, Blbllelsm may try to pre¬
serve their popular meaning, but then it ceases
to be theology. It must neglect the fact that a
philosophical understanding of these categories
has influenced ordinary language for many cen¬
turies^

Tillich discerns, then, an ontological substructure

underlying both philosophy and theology. Consequently, the

question of their relation is for him the question of perspec¬

tive from which each approaches ontology, "Philosophy deals

with the structure of being in itself; theology deals with the

meaning of being for us,M^ On this basis, Tillich notes the

following points of divergence and convergence between philos¬

ophy and theology. The two diverge, first, in their cognitive

attitude. The philosopher strives to maintain & detached

objectivity toward being and its structures; the theologian is

committed to, existentially involved in, the content he

expounds. Secondly, the two differ in that the philosopher

finds his sources in reality as a whole, whereas the theologian

looks to the special manifestation of his ultimate concern.

Thirdly, the philosopher deals with the categories of being

in relation to the material which they structure, while the

theologian deals with them in relation to the salvation of men.

57
Systematic Theology, p. 21.

°QIbid.. p. 22, Cf. Daubney, 0£, clt., pp. 15-18.
Cf. also TauhWs, op. clt., p. 20.
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The two disciplines converge in the fact that no human

being is without an ultimate concern and without the influence

of his existential situation. Both factors determine the work

of the philosopher and the theologian. Consequently, every

creative philosopher is, in Tiliich's view, a "hidden theo¬

logian."

He is a theologian in the degree to which hie
existential situation and his ultimate concern

shape his philosophical vision, He is a theo¬
logian in the degree to which his intuition of
the universal * logos' of the structure reality
as a whole is formed by & particular 'logos1 which
appears to him on his particular place and reveals
to him the meaning of the whole. And he is a
theologian in the degree to which the particular
'logos' is a matter of active commitment within
a special community. There is hardly a histori¬
cally significant philosopher who does not show
these marks of a theologian.®®

Conversely, the theologian finds himself a philosopher

when he attempts to show the universal validity of his ulti¬

mate concern, For this task, he must assume an attitude of

detachment. Ho must be critical of ©very concrete expression

of his ultimate concern. Only on the basis of "yea" and "no"

is he able to accept any tradition and authority. Furthermore,

AO

"Ibid., p. 25. Cf.t "There is an element in ©very
philoeophy*(not only in ©very philosopher) which is 'existen¬
tial,' i.e., which has the character of an ultimate decision
about the meaning of reality. The less technical and the mors
creative a philosophy is, the more it shows, at least Implicitly,
an ultimate concern. Mo creative philosophy can escape its
religious background" (Paul Tlllich, "The Problem of the
Theological Method," Journal of Religion. January 1947, XXVII,
17-18),
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as has already been suggested, the theologian becomes a philos¬

opher In hie dependonce upon and use of philosophical language

and methods. In every sentence the theologian presupposes the

categories and concepts of the philosopher. For in dealing

with the meaning of being "for us," he must know the struc¬

tures of being. To the extent that ho takes this seriously,

the theologian becomes a philosopher, "in critical understand-
7Q

ing if not in creative power."

The divergence and convergence of philosophy and the¬

ology point to a double truth: that there is no necessary

conflict between the two, and, at the same time, there is no

possible synthesis between them. What, then, Is the final

relation between philosophy and theology? For Tllllch, it Is

Interdependence described functionally in terms of the method

of correlation.

The method of correlation relates philosophy and the¬

ology by relating the philosophical analysis of human exist¬

ence and the questions It raises to the theological answers

given in the Christian message, and vice versa.

The questions Implied in human existence deter¬
mine the meaning and the theological Interpretation

7G
Ibid., pp. £5-26. Cf.: "As the philosopher cannot

escape his"Theological background, so the theologian cannot
escape his philosophical tool. Those who try to do so deceive
themselves: their language, which is shaped through philoso¬
phy, betrays them (as even Earth has admitted}" ("The Problem
of the Theological Method," p. 18).
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of the answers as they appear in classical
religious concepts. The form of the questions,
whether primitive or philosophical, is deci¬
sive for the theological form in which the
answer Is given. And conversely, the sub¬
stance of the question is determined by the
substance of the answer. Nobody is able to
ask questions concerning God, revelation, Christ,
etc., who has not already received some answer.
So wo can say: With respect to man * s ultimate
concern the questions contain the substance of
the answers, and the answers are shaped by the
form of the questions.... Thus the philosophical
form is ultimately related to the substance of
the theological answer instead of being alien
The analysis of existence, including the formulation

of the questions implicit in existence, is always a philo¬

sophical task, even if it is performed by a theologian. Like

wise, the development of the answers given in the Christian

message is always a theological task, even if it is performed

by a philosopher.

71
"The Problem of the Theological Method," p. 25. In

maintaining that the religious ultimate is presupposed In
©very philosophical question, Tillleh is in the tradition of
Augustine who Identified the philosophical Absolut© with the
"one" element of the religious Absolute. For Tillich, as for
Augustine, "Cod is the presupposition of the question of God,"
This is the ontological solution of the problem of philosophy
of religion. On this basis, Tilllch reconstructs the cosmo-
loglcal principle as follows: "The unconditional of which w©
have an immediate awareness, without inference, can be recog¬
nized in the cultural and natural universe." Thus, the eos-
mological principle in its positive form leads to a tracing
of the expression of ultimate concern in ©very creation, i.e.,
to a theology of culture. Cf. "The Two Types of Philosophy
of Religion," pp. 4-12.
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Philosophy cannot answer ultimate or existential
questions 'qua* philosophy. If the philosopher
tries to answer them...he becomes a theologian.
And, conversely, theology cannot answer those
questions without accepting their presupposi¬
tions and implications, Question and answer
determine each other; if they are separated, the
traditional answers become unintelligible, and
the actual questions remain unanswered.72
Thus, Tillich's method is expressly designed to avoid

the contradictory errors of a natural theology which seeks to

derive its answers from the questions themselves, as well as

of a supranaturalistlc theology which refuses to relate its

answers to the questions that man in his very existence is
73

always asking.

The method of correlation determining Tillich's theo¬

logical system requires that the first part of every section

be given to the development of the question through an analysis

of human existence and existence generally. The second part

must expound the theological answer on the basis of the

sources, medium, and norm of systematic theology. Accordingly,

72The Protestant Era, p. xxvl.

^Systematic Theology, pp. 64-65. Cf.: "Natural
theology must Be denied, but its intention can be saved. I
try to save its intention through explaining a theology of
historical revelation in which nature is replaced by history,
essential necessity by existential freedom, in which the
cleavage between natural and supernatural religion and the¬
ology is overcome through the one theology which has two
poles: the question of human existence and the answer of
divine revelation" ("Natural and Revealed Religion," p. 170).
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his system unfolds m follow## Section. On© formulatea the

questions implied in the analysis of the basic structures
« *

of essential being, and develops the answer which Is God#

In Section Two, the question resulting from an analysis of

sum9* existential soIf*#atrsngement are answered in terns of

the Christ * Section Three develops the questions Implied in

the ambiguities of life# that is# in the fact that essential

and existential characteristics are found together, and

answers them with the doctrine of the Spirit# Those thro©

sections compos© the main body of systematic theology# The

two final sections deal explicitly with aspects implied but

not fully developed la the first three sections# Section

Four expounds the questions raised by an analysis of man's

rationality under the conditions of existence and gives the

answer which Is Revelation# The Fifth Section analyses man's

historical existence and the questions Implied in the ambi¬

guities of history# and develops the answer which is the
*

Kingdom of Qod+fh
III nnmiwiiwiwui.i.iii.n 1,1 I nil. I.. .1 » III Ml. ,111 Miiiri.li I H II !. .1, mi , t n .mi

<* m m »

74ibid>, pp. 66-6?#
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The method of correlation represents, In Tillich's

own words, "an ©schatological vision of a philosophical

analysis of being which is in perfect harmony with a theo-
ITfC

logical expression of the meaning of being for us. But if

eschaton and th@onoiay are realities for the present as well

as for the future, as Tillieh insists, then the correlation

must purport to be a partial realisation of the theonomoua

union of philosophy and theology. Perhaps due modesty pre¬

vents him from making this claim in so direct and bold a man¬

ner. Nevertheless, one doubts that he would deny it.

No treatment of the method of correlation is com¬

plete which fails to recognize its practical implications for

Tilllch personally. It must surely reflect a prolonged

attempt to come to grips with the tension in his own life

between philosophy and theology. The roots of this tension

appear early in his development. Ttllich recalls that from

his last years in the Gymnasium he wanted to be a philosopher.

By that time he had developed a love for the Greek language

and for classical Greek thought. These interests were accom¬

panied by extensive readings in German philosophy, especially

Fichte, Kant, and Schelllng. Over against this early love

for philosophy stood the strict religious tradition out of

which Tilllch had come. His father, a minister and district

75wReply to Interpretation and Criticism," p. 330.



superintendent of the Prussian Territorial Church, maintained

orthodox religious instruction in home, school, and churoh.

Fortunately, however, he was also well versed in classical

philosophy and was convinced (a conviction which he passed

along to his son through long and happy hours of discussion)

that there can be no conflict between true philosophy and

revealed truth.

Nevertheless, Tllllch experienced a constant tension

between philosophy and theology. The result had to be "either

a decision against the one or the other side, or a general

scepticism or a split consciousness which drove one to attempt
77

to overcome the conflict constructively." This latter way,

following in the main stream of German philosophy from Kant

to Hegel, was Tlllich's way. It took him to the University

of Breslau where, as a theological student, he pursued his

enthusiasm for Schelling and wrote his doctoral thesis on

"Die roligionsgeachichtliche Konatruktlon In Schelllng

positiver Philosophie, ihre Voraussetzungen una Prinzipien."

Still "on the boundary," Tlllieh continued his studies in

the theological faculty at Halle. Here he earned the degree

of Licentiat in Theology, writing again a thesis on Schelling^

philosophy of religion.

76"&utobiographical Reflections," p. 8.

77Ibid., p. 10.
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At the conclusion of his studies, Tillieh received

ordination into the Evangelical Lutheran Church and for two

years served as assistant minister of various parishes. In

1914, he joined the German army as a chaplain. When the war

was over, he accepted an appointment in the theological

faculty at the University of Berlin, thus beginning his teach¬

ing career. Prom the very outset, his career has corresponded

to his theoretical attempts to arrive at a synthesis between

philosophy and theology.

Prlvat Dozent of Theology in Halle and Berlin;
Professor of the Science of Heligion in Dresden
and at the same time Professor Honorarius of The¬
ology in Leipzig; Professor Ordinarius of Philos¬
ophy in Frankfort-on-the-^ain; and [Professor of
Philosophical Theology] at Union Theological
Seminary in Hew York. J A constant change of facul¬
ties and yet no change in the subject1 As a the¬
ologian I tried to remain a philosopher, and con¬
versely so. To have left the border and decided
on the one or the other would have been less dif¬
ficult. But inwardly it was impossible; and
external fate met the need of the inward necessity
with peculiar opportuneness."7®

So Tillich wrote in 1936. Yet, in the "Autobiograph¬

ical Reflections" for The Theology of Paul Tllllch. he recog¬

nizes, looking back at a long life of theological and philo¬

sophical thought, that he was and is a theologian supremely,

"because the existential question of our ultimate concern and

the existential answer of the Christian message are and always

78
The Interpretation of History, pp. 40-41
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79
have been predominant In my spiritual life."

Whereas from the standpoint of an ultimate concern,

Tillich has always been within the "theological circle," on

all secondary matters he has stayed on the boundary between

philosophy and theology. This for him has been the most "pro¬

pitious place for acquiring knowledge." It has been the

birthplace of the method of correlation, the ground upon which

contrasting disciplines have achieved mutuality and interde¬

pendence. At the same time, to stand on the boundary has

meant for him "to experience In many forms the unrest, inse¬

curity, and inner limitation of existence, and to know the
SO

inability of attaining serenity, security and perfection."

Nevertheless, Tillich*s supreme greatness seems to

lie, as Reinhold Niebuhr says,

in his exploration of the boundary between meta¬
physics and theology. The difficult task of
walking the tight-rope is not negotiated without
the peril of losing one* s balance and falling
over on one side or the other. If Barth refuses
to approach the vicinity of the fence because tie
doesn't trust his balance, Tillich performs upon
it with the greatest virtuosity, but not without
an occasional fall.81

^"Autobiographical Reflections," p. 21.
gQ

The Interpretation of History, p. 92.

SiRelnhold Niebuhr, "Biblical Thought and Ontological
Speculation in Tlllich's Theology," pp. 226-227.
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Productive as it is in many tmfs, Tillieh«s concept

spat! theology of culture raises almost as problems as it
♦

solves. Several of its major difficulties are new tc be dis¬

cussed in the order in which they arise in the preceding

chapters *
/

To begin with, Tillich's concept of religion seems

idealistic and not substantiated by the facts of human ex¬

istence. Hot all types of religion aro directed toward the

unconditional# especially those which dissolve the uricon-
#•

dttional Into the conditioned* Thus it appears that Tiliich

has given not a definition but a ua-mtivo concept# r/ould

his definition not be better stated along these liness Re¬

ligion is direction toward what man considers to bo the un-

conditional?

On the relationship between religion and culture#

Tiliich has said that religion is substantially and in¬

tentionally religious, while culture is substantially but

not intentionally so* One may ask whether this formulation

brings into sufficiently bold relief the existential differ¬

ence between religion and culture* Hare again, ho appears

to have presented a normative concept adequate for only am

type of cultural attitude, namely# that which borders so

closely upon the religious as to make tho presence or absence

of intenttonality insignificant# Tho attitude of wsoIf-suf¬

ficient finitude" (characteristic of the capitalistic era)

237
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which flllich criticizes ©ocas to lack substantial "direction
*" *

toward the unconditional" in any significant degree. In fact*

"aolf-sufficlent finltudo" appears In principle to deprive

culture of the substantial religious olomcat,

1Mb same type of question may be asked withregard to
*

Tillichf3 idea of atholsm, As a protest against objoctification

of the divine* atheism is justified, But on its positive aid©

atheism Is intentionally anti-religious,

Relating Use discussion of atheism to the discussion

of the relationship between religion and culturel I® atheism

a® a cultural attitude to be held as substantially religious?

This question does not mean to overlook fillfeh's important

assertion that frequently secular culture ©a&ilbits a more genu¬

inely religious substance than does organised religion itself,

Ifeverthcloss# mm must ask whether the admittedly ambiguous

character of culture does not contradict the claim that culture

is substantially religious? Perhaps tills whole criticism

hinges upon the confusion in Tlllieh*© use of the word religion#
* ■

sometimes as a normative concept and sometimes as a definition,

Om question concerning the nature of thconomy should

bo posed, Tlllioh assorts that theonosay retains and deepens

both autonomy and hetcroncaay* He continually emphasises the

autonomous element but does not stress the heteronomous ole-
♦

mat-the quality of obedience. Bather# Tlllich's notion of

hotsronosay seems negative and limited# admitting only the dis-
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tortion that it may give to manfs relationship to the un¬

conditional# Mm* however sound it may be to Insist that

thoonosy is a fulfillment and transcendence of autonomy*

still the unc-orKlitional Is not conditioned by autonomy#

Use unconditional remains the unconditionally real* valid

and given element that imposes its dosaand upon us* a demand

for obedience# Poos not the very cor© of thooncesy—Its r&m

latednaso to the uneono itlonal* its orientation to the holy*

require a recognition, of its heteronymous quality? Porh&ps

there is setae connection between ftllioh*© failure to see

the negative aspects of culture and atheism and his neglect

of the element of obedience in religion#

Kuch the &mm confusion encountered in Tlllich's

concepts of religion and culture is met again in Ms con¬

cept of the unconditional (Dm llnboaingte) # Although this
is his deeisiv® concept* curiously enough* he nowhere gives

a systematic presentation of Its meaning or relates it to
* ■* * #.

such concepts as "being," "truth#* and "value«" Moreover*

am is left in doubt as to the relationship between un-
*

conditional and conditioned#

fillioh la consistent in his us© of the unconditional

as a symbol for Sod* but its moaning varies in different con¬

texts* For example s religion is "direction toward the un¬

conditional;" "myth approhamlu in a perceptible way the sub¬

stance of the unconditional;* holiness is a quality of the
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unconditional• lore than that, one is told that the un-

conditional is not Cod, that it is only a nega tivo-ration-
*

al symbol for what is beyond posi fcive-rational terras,

fhus, Tillich^ concept of the unconditional loaves

us without any criterion for clistingutfthing between quali¬

tatively different aspects of reality, much less different

©aneoptiama and aspects of religion, All concepts, doctrines,

sacraments ami orders of cultural creation seem to bo samo-

hm related to the uaoondlttonal, But beyond this, m mm

left in doubt and confusion on this matter will persist

until Till*eh gives to the concept of the unconditional a

more definitive, positive-symbolic content.

Although the details of filllchfs Chrlstology are not

directly relevant to the task at hand, its goneral outline

appears in the exposition of How Being as the perfect over-
/

©casing of the existential split between religion and culture*

the holy and. the profane. On the basis of this discussion*
tho following questions my be raisedt TilXleh*s statements

to the effect that Jesus is til© Christ only m the historical

Jesus surrenders himself to the Christ seer, to enforce a
m

radical "either/or" between the human and the divine life,

One suspects that the reason for this is finish1© genuine

disinterest in the Synoptic accounts of the life and work of

Jesus—the historical ©vent, the man, the concrete deeds and
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xenambovod words* Instead, ho is concerned with the Christ

aspect, the dynamic, divine principle* Bat dees not this

produce a radical disjunction, an millstor leal abstraction

acre lite Gnosticism than the historic Christian terugaa?

And if It does, then the antagonist between r elision gad

culture, the holy and the profane# is resolved only in prinei-

pie, bat not in terms of historical fact*

Tumitig to lillleh's cultural-thsological analysis,

one Is impressed by the richness and scope of his interests*

Certainly, be taless tte movements within the various cultural

spheres t&» more seriously than do most contemporary theo-

logtaas, However, d1ssa11sfaetion must be expressed with

certain aspects of his analysis*

that part which is developed only in TiUioih'a early

Gorman writings reflects a decided provincialism arising frets

the fooling that the major cultural events in the first decades

of tills century were centered in Germany# It is true that the-

crisis of modern culture was more acute and its problems mere

sharply defined in Germany than ©loewhor©# Ami it may be true

that interest in theology, philosophy, literature, art and

science was mere alert end intense on Gorman soil than in the
*

English-speaking countries* But this does not justify the

exclusion of significant movements in other parts of the world#

More than that, Tillieh*o provincialism has given a

decidedly pessimistic color to hi® interpretation of th© class
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struggle, His analysis requires adjustment in the American

situation because of the special character of the American
*

labor movement, Oort&ihly Ms pessimism with regard to the

possibility of preaerviag large areas of freedom in a planned

society and his tendency to overlook the political implication#

of social!?® noect to be criticised, In particular, his under-

standing of tine Immediate and long range prospects for re¬

ligious socialism as a philosophy and as a movement presents

serious questions—-questions which, as we shall see, reappear

in coirnotion with his schema for the preservation of TVotos-

tantiam an-1 meaMngful cultural creativity,

Notwithstanding the failure of the religious socialist

movement la Germany, TiHick insists that religious socialism

us such still ^has a mission to capitalist society and the frotes-
tant churoheo# Ho defines this mission as fellows: Religious

socialism must WBk& explicit the religious ©lament in the

socialist imperative and the socialist clement in the religious

Imperative, With regard to frotestantlam, it aims to bring

about m unierstaMlng of the social, political and economic

aspect® of tlio present crisis and an acceptance by the churches

of their Shan© of the collective guilt and their responsibility

for ^construction., Religious socialism must subject both re¬

ligion and socialism to ideological analysis. In such an

analysis both must be criticised, but the criticism must bo

supplemented by the spirit of Christian agano and by a proper
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ly# tot of tosc iuoaiayssotte# ©sotorte groups* scattered and yet

united In a nascent caamnlty consciousness# recognising a kin-
*

skip to both prophetic Christianity ana secular «geJ*li*R» will
arise, in Tllllch*® view, to new, creative order,

to* obvious Isp^aetleaMlity of such a scte® eecma to

this writer to exceed oven the Utopian, demands Which lillich

sstoc of rellgiooa socialise*, Can religious soclaHsm as a

philosophy (©rcmiiog for a scsaoiit its general desirability)
to gpmia&ly effective apart £s*es iM consciously structured

ttovtmestf fillich thinks that it can, But Amu this not toply

that substance can find expression apart from form? — an idea

ho fiesioa with, regard to religion, So®? then* if the substance

of religious socialiam is reltgioas* can it escape to necessity
#!

Of being esabodiod to a definite# recognisable for® to order to

have reality? Horo a^to# one has- the uneasy feeling that rather

than dealing with, historical realities# Tillich is presenting a

normative eoaocpt to which practical issues are dieeolved to. a

general *relateiaee* to to uncondlt ioaal,"
Much to umm difficulty attends fiXlieh'a proposals

for pmmmim to vitality of frotostrntiea and the freedom
*

of culture, la both eeeee# ho identifies to saving mmmmfe
.#■

with small# ladepeadent# esoteric irmips#

She and of to Protostaist era la a relative certainty

to f-illieh1® view,, to' historic forces tfhieh brought it into
*

being are xaenr ei&MWbed* tot this does not s»an to end of
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Protoatonfcisn« The Protestant Principle and the proclamation

of the Christian message upon which it is based are infinite

and Inexhaustible, Yet, how can they be made effective in

tli© present period of transition and incorporated into the

atructuro of the "post-Protestant Era"? %■ groups relatively

withdrawn from the ecclesiastical realisation of Protestantism

ami closed to the sociological forms of organized, religion..

These groups must uphold the Protestant Principle, not as a

constitutive element of a church system, but as a corrective

for all form of church life. They must integrate masses

through recognized authority, powerful symbols# and sacra-
♦

mental action, Thoy mn*t t93m humanism into themselves "as

an esoteric means of self-criticism and solf-reprosentafe ion,

but siay not enter into dependency upon it and its exoteric

realization,"

One© more, Tlllich moras to think that dynamic sub¬

stance—in this case, an explicitly religious substance—can

be realized apart from its association with definite forma,

Whether ecclesiastical, social or esthetic. Again this pro¬

posal is a manifest contradiction of his own basic presuppo¬

sitions regarding religion end culture, substance and fora.

In this instance, however, the contradiction is doubly serious

sinco the substance which he aims to perpetuate by such amorphous

means is identified with historical Christianity whose central

^PauX ftllich, "The End of the Protestant Bra," Student
Wprld (First charter 1937)* xxs, 49-57*
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reality is to incarnation# totatianity met appear ia histo¬

ry, met embody Itself la cultural form, or it is act Christi¬

anity♦

Sssonfclally the came problem underlies T2Jlleh*a scheme

for the preservation of cultural freedom and creativity# to

pr@se.afe crisis present® a serious threat to the individual* s

freedom to decide about the meaning and purposes of hi® cre¬

ative action, to folios? the objective dmmm&s Involved In the

nature of his work* la this period, it Is more difficult for

his to maintain to vital power and joy which belong to cre¬

ativity* Hence, to questions How is cultural freedom and

creativity to be caved?

In fllUch*@ view, it must b© saved by sow form of
#

esoterics# Five types are possibles natural ©scterism, rooted
in to differentiation of human abilities j artificial ©so-

terlam# Which is to abuse of statural differentiation in order
to maintain oxolxmlmmm and. social prestige} mystical eso-

teriam, rooted la to special preparation required for nam

religious and psychological experiences} educational ©so-

terloa, "rooted in to fact that not everything can be said
to everyone at every moment, that sorao things can b© said only

*

at to right time and in to right place, and tot some things
•>

*

cannot bo said at sH to some people"} and political onotcrlsaa,

rooted in to problem of how much truth and error' about to

political cystora can be admitted m a matter of public knowledge



#

sad discussion. without day©p$F©isg emseqmmm for &m group*2
0®sly la small &wxff& embodying those risrioao tsgfjpos of #so»

teriss, can cultural freedom and autoawy be preserved ia the

©rials# tad only as tbsa© groups manifest soriouomas and

profundity, courage and patience, yielcni and rationality, will
ths ©rsativ© inipalsa b© maintained#

fSmr© is merit, doubtless, in cultural ©sotarism as a
*■

nfttta* for saviog aubonataoas creativity# %fe It requires a groat

deal more structure and content trnfort It can Is® oonaidarod as
r

an affective aliarmtivo # ^¥3 impression persists that Tillic?afs

principles are not ©riorfced toward eooMfeta avanfes, that unity
of hoary and jraotic© has not boon realised# Tb®m is still
confusion a# to how ©reatiw sufostamc© finds expression in those

esoteric 0>mp&* ■ ina# it mat be admitted that M$ proposal®

with regard to culture generally &m saore realistic than his

ideas for the preservation of religious socialism and Fr©t©o»
#■

tantiam# ■

Fussing on to finish's correlation, particularly his

©orrelation totmmn ptidlosogiay and tfceodtagf* soreral difficult*
*

ins which seriously wealmn Mi argassnt oust hm noted*

First, a major eottt&fcdlotlen appears in fillich's vim

of philosophy# ■ % definition Im itssS&s it a science those chief
tosh is the description of the nature of being# It SahS and

2Fuul flHich# HPr®®d«ei in ha Period of fraosfcn'iaition,*
Em&m IS Hm&M(od5tac> by Ret# tashon), pp. 139-lijO.
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concern it is theology# If all true philosophy is existential

In nature, as recent philosophers insist# then what is the real

difference between philosophy mid theology? la fillip' s view,

all gaminsly existential philosophy booaaes theology and the

question about the difference bstweon the two disciplines is

roaolwad into a debate about to different typos of toology*

It Is doubtful that this conclusion would bo acceptable to

either side#

toother contradiction Is manifest in the basic presto**

position underlying fillioh*s correlation* He reasons that the

fundassmtal relationship between philosophy and theology mat

be one of inter-relation sines tore is# on the one hand# no

necessary conflict between then# and# on to other hand# no

possibility of a synthesis* Hie re is no conflict because that

would ttprosuppose a cozmren basis on which to fight* itl there

is no estrwm basis between Hieology and philosophy**^ How that

assertion clearly opposes fllllchte earlier argument far the

essential scatological unity of these two disciplines* He wont
to groat length to define both philosophy and theology in terras

of their relation to being# Xn fact# the whole method of corre¬

lation is based upon their alleged concern with the ontological
tt

question# fhon cloos not teds denial of their common ground under¬

cut to correlation?

Ms&m* P* so*
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Despite those criticism, fillicit1 o theology of culture

represents om of tha most ece^ehenslye and original productions
of its kind in our tin©* Xts proffuadltjr and eersprehensit©neas

are evidenced in the fact that he has given a f*eah statement

of the motifs of Christian and Protestant prophctissi and of a

radically reinterpreted philosophical socialism# and both of
those elements are related to a basically Christian philosophy

of history* %" moans of his interpretation of the nature of

religion and culture and their r ©latlomhip# fllXich provides

a religious orientation whereby the positive significance of

both can bo appreciated and from whence a prophetic criticism

of both may arise* Even if one is not disposed to accept

Tillieh* 2 "system" as a whole or scene of its supposing concepts*
he must gratofully comedo to its aecorapl1shnsnts«
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